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<td>UK</td>
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Abstract

This dissertation endeavours to address an identified gap in literature concerning the relationship between New Zealand and the European Union (EU) in the field of research, science and technology (RS&T). Examination of the partnership begins with the creation of the Science and Technological Cooperation (STC) Arrangement in 1991 and comes to a close in 2008, following the Arrangement’s ‘upgrade’ to an STC Agreement on 16 July. During this time, the intensification of the EU’s activities in RS&T is evident. The Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) currently constitutes the most internationalised Programme to date. Identifying the complementary nature of New Zealand and EU research priorities thus suggests that now, more than ever, the New Zealand research community stands to gain from participation within such an inclusive venture.

Aiming to assess the current status of New Zealand-EU research collaboration, the research identifies a number of recurring themes, both positive and negative, that influence the nature of the RS&T relationship. These themes focus on problems concerning visibility within the EU, geographical isolation from this important market, an absence of targeted domestic funding for New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration and the unwieldy bureaucratic process of the Framework Programme. The research also determines the importance of both ‘official’ and ‘informal’ mechanisms’ in combating the outlined collaborative bottlenecks. Taking these themes into account, the thesis ultimately looks to provide recommendations concerning the future of New Zealand-EU engagement in this field.
Chapter One
Introduction

1.1 Introduction

From its relatively humble beginnings as the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the European Union (EU) has, since 1951, undergone a particularly dramatic transformation which has impacted upon all aspects of its configuration.¹ In 2008, structurally, economically, politically and in terms of its membership, priorities and international responsibilities, the EU looks very different from its former self. Currently encompassing 27 Member States and approximately 500 million citizens, the Union’s activities have expanded exponentially from their original focus on pooling coal and steel resources as a means to prevent future continental conflict in the aftermath of World Wars I and II. The completion of the Single European Market in 1993, allowing the free movement of people, goods, services and capital within the EU’s borders, cemented the Union’s position as a powerful economic actor on the international stage.² Economic integration has, in turn, led to EU engagement in areas of political concern. The creation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) pillar within the Union’s institutional structure and the launch of the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP) are both concrete examples of the increasing level of political responsibility the EU is assuming at the international level.³

Most recently, the EU has been seeking to enhance its capacity as a competitive player in the field of research, science and technology (RS&T). The emerging ‘technology gap’ between European and American efforts in innovation became evident in the 1960s. During this period, the European Community (EC) recognised the value of a pan-European research capacity as a way of addressing this issue. However, it was not until the launch of the First Framework Programme (FP1) in 1984 that the EC began to forge a role for itself in this field. The EU Framework Programmes were created to encourage cross-border collaborative research in science and technology and, initially, this capacity was limited to developing an efficient level of internal European collaboration. However, the Framework Programmes have grown in size, expenditure and reputation since their inception, with the 2007 Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) constituting the largest, most ambitious and most international Framework Programme to date.

In 2008, the importance of undertaking RS&T concerning its potential application and relevance to states’ economic, health, social and environmental priorities has been internationally recognised. Moreover, globalisation’s erosion of national control over economic policy and the rising costs of research in general have, in turn, ensured increasing interdependence in the field of scientific research. States have thus become increasingly engaged in transforming their economies, in order to survive in the new knowledge-based society. New Zealand, too, has recognised the complementary relationship of RS&T and the economy and the current Labour-led government has made

---

the transformation of the nation’s economy a priority.\(^5\) Prime Minister Helen Clark specifically stated on 11 March 2008 that her government’s overall plan was to “...transform the New Zealand economy into a smart, sustainable, high value supplier of the goods and services which global markets demand...”\(^6\)

Given the nation’s limited size, resources and population, the ability to engage internationally in RS&T is thus even more important for New Zealand’s research community. However, international collaboration in this field is also subject to impediments created by limited resources. As a result, the Ministry of Research, Science and Technology (MoRST) must be extremely targeted concerning with whom it helps New Zealand researchers to cooperate.\(^7\) Taking this situation into account, the significance of the EU’s Framework Programmes is thus demonstrated. Not only are many of FP7’s thematic research priorities akin to those of New Zealand’s, but the very nature of the internationalised Framework Programmes provides a unique and valuable collaborative forum for New Zealand researchers to engage in.\(^8\) It is this relationship that the dissertation shall explore.

1.2 Proposed aim and content

The primary goal of this thesis is to explore the nature of the New Zealand-EU relationship in the field of RS&T. The research initially determines the normative nature of EU actions in this specific field and, as a result, selects a constructivist theoretical


\(^7\) Rick Petersen, interview by author, Christchurch, 31 August 2007.

\(^8\) Genomics and biotechnology for health; information society technologies; nanotechnologies and nanosciences; food quality and safety; sustainable development, global change and ecosystems; and citizens and governance in a knowledge-based society.
framework within which to understand the unconventional role of the Union in its international RS&T engagement. In turn, it addresses the development of the EU’s RS&T policy in order to both comprehend and outline the increasing importance the Union places upon social engagement, ideas, values and norms in all aspects of its external relations.

These factors therefore assist in explaining why, and how, the EU engages with non-associated third countries, such as New Zealand, in RS&T. More specifically, the issue selected for research is as follows:

In 1991, a Science and Technological Cooperation (STC) Arrangement was formed between the EU and New Zealand. However, in 2008, much scope exists to develop this relationship further. Is a future New Zealand-EU relationship in the field of RS&T both feasible and appropriate, and if so, how can New Zealand raise its profile in the EU to become a desired partner for joint research enterprises?

The dissertation thus examines past and present cooperative efforts undertaken by New Zealand and the EU, in an attempt to gauge the prospects for the future of their relationship in RS&T. In order to correctly deduce the current status of the New Zealand-EU RS&T partnership, the thesis also compares New Zealand’s experience in engaging with the Union to that of Australia and Canada, in their capacity as third countries of similar heritage, possessing comparable research priorities.

A number of themes are identified throughout the research as characterising New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration. The importance of maintaining a level of visibility within the EU, possessing personal research contacts, problems presented by geographical distance, a lack of finance, asynchronous funding systems and ongoing confusion concerning the eligibility of third countries as Framework Programme participants, are recurring themes throughout the thesis. The identification and analysis of
Introduction

these themes assists in understanding past interactions between the two parties. These factors will also be taken into account in relation to the application of normative policy recommendations regarding future New Zealand-EU research engagement within the conclusion of the research.

Given that the Union constitutes New Zealand’s second largest trading partner, much of the existing research concerning New Zealand-EU relations has been undertaken in the field of trade. Little has been produced concerning the parties’ RS&T partnership outside the area of MoRST policy releases. In taking into account the growing relevance of RS&T to a wide range of policy priority areas for New Zealand, this thesis therefore examines research collaboration as an increasingly important component of the wider New Zealand-EU relationship. In doing so, the dissertation will aim to address the identified gap in research concerning this topic. The research attempts to produce a comprehensive illustration of current New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration and thus provides a valuable resource for both policymakers and researchers looking to engage in EU Framework Programme projects.

1.3 Methodology

(i) Research design and methodology

The collation and analysis of qualitative data constitutes the dominant method of research employed within this study. The research design consists of establishing the EU and its current role in international RS&T within an appropriate theoretical framework, before moving on to profile how and why the Union has developed a capacity for itself in this
field. The thesis then looks to address how and why the Union collaborates with New Zealand and other non-associated third countries in practice. This will thus test the validity of the dissertation’s selected theoretical explanations regarding the EU’s internationalised RS&T activities. Finally, the collective findings from these individual analyses will allow for the adoption of a set of normative recommendations focusing on the future of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship.

Given the contemporary nature of the thesis topic, information gathered from primary sources accounts for a large amount of the collected qualitative data. However, secondary sources have been drawn upon concerning the initial development of the dissertation’s theoretical framework and in assessing the historical development of the EU’s RS&T policy. The data retrieval methods employed in accessing these primary and secondary sources are outlined below.

(ii) Data collection methods

The research process undertaken for this thesis has involved an analysis of EU treaties in which the development of an RS&T capacity for the Union is evident. Title VI of the Single European Act (SEA), which officially provided for an EC competency in facilitating pan-European research, is specifically referred to. Data collection has also involved an investigation of European Commission publications of relevance to the selected topic area, such as EU Framework Programme information releases. In accessing these resources, as well as selected secondary literature, the archival method of data retrieval has been employed to allow for document and policy analysis, which will, in turn, facilitate the examination of the policy framework within which the EU is expected
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to operate. Moreover, the research process outlined above has also assisted in assessing the development of EU RS&T policy to 2008.

As mentioned above, information drawn from primary sources constitutes the majority of data used within this thesis. The contemporary nature of the research topic necessitated the identification of relevant key-informants with whom to conduct interviews. Key-informants were selected from both political elite groupings, such as representatives from the European Commission, MoRST and the New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFAT), as well as members of the New Zealand research community. Interviews were conducted in a semi-structured manner, consisting of a set of open-ended questions, so as to best attain reliable and comparative qualitative data. Where possible, data collected from the interviews was recorded, subsequently transcribed and delivered to the key-informants to review. Where informants were unwilling to be recorded, note-taking was employed instead.

(iii) Comparative study

The overall aim of the thesis involves the assessment of, and future predictions for, the New Zealand research community’s engagement with the EU in RS&T. However, in order to assess New Zealand’s standing as a non-associated third country research partner, it was necessary to investigate the experiences of other selected third countries in participating in EU-led RS&T initiatives. Canada and Australia were selected as appropriate models in terms of their similarities to New Zealand in relation to background, values, interests and priorities and their greater experience in engaging with the EU in collaborative research.
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The majority of data collected was drawn from key-informant interviews with Canadian, Australian and European political elites and supplemented by consultation of relevant government, organisational and project documentation. Information collected from the websites and publications of the Delegation of the European Commission to Australia, the Australian Department of Education, Science and Training (DEST), the Forum for European-Australian Science and Technology cooperation (FEAST) and the European Research Area and Canada (ERA-Can), are examples of the sources that were consulted.

The study looked at the series of bottlenecks identified as affecting the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship and determined whether these factors also posed problems for the selected third countries’ participation in European RS&T ventures. Where comparable information was evident, the responses of selected Canadian and Australian political elites were examined as models for the development of a more effective collaborative relationship between New Zealand and the EU.

(iv) Multiple case-studies

Robert K. Yin identifies the benefit of employing a case-study research approach in terms of its capacity to account for a contemporary phenomenon based within a real life context. Case-studies can be utilised in the explanation of a particular situation and to provide a basis to apply solutions to the investigated situation. Moreover, Yin states that using a multiple-case design ensures a more complete analysis of the topic focus and will allow for the identification of commonalities between individual studies through the

---

replication of chosen research methods. In assessing the realities of the contemporary New Zealand-EU RS&T partnership in practice, a multiple case-study formula was adopted to investigate three examples of existing New Zealand-EU collaborative research projects. The selected units of analysis were the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6) projects ISAFRUIT (a European Integrated Research Project that focuses on all aspects of fruit), Food Research in Europe and New Zealand (FOOD-FRENZ) and the Fifth Framework Programme’s (FP5) Participation, Leadership and Urban Sustainability (PLUS) venture.

The ISAFRUIT, FOOD-FRENZ and PLUS projects were chosen for investigation in order to employ a study of the concrete realities of engaging with the EU and, in turn, deduce what such initiatives can tell of New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration as a whole. The specific projects were selected due to their capacity to display differing methods of research cooperation, as well as their varied topical foci, so as to illustrate the range of current opportunities available in New Zealand-EU collaborative RS&T. The findings collated from each study were drawn from both relevant project documentation and a selected theme of structured interview questions, which, whilst taking into account the variety presented by the selected projects, remained as consistent as possible so as to better identify commonalities between the cases. Utilising available documentation allowed for the collation of general, fact-based findings concerning the specific cooperative ventures, whilst conducting interviews facilitated access to more detailed information and insights into the realities of New Zealand-EU scientific collaboration.

---

10 Ibid, 45.
11 A sample interview plan is provided in Appendix IV.
(v) Validity concerns

As referred to above, this thesis draws upon a large amount of primary data sourced from key-informant interviews. Although this can be seen as a real strength of the research, this factor also contributes to the rise of some validity concerns regarding the collated data. Standard disadvantages in using interviews to conduct research apply, in that the retrieved data may have been subject to inaccuracies in the form of interviewer or interviewee bias, selective recall and omitting selected information on the part of the interviewee. Discrepancies in the transcription of interview data must also be mentioned, given that some key-informants did not wish to be recorded. Therefore, the subsequent transcription of notes may have been subject to a greater degree of inaccuracy than the recorded interviews.

With reference to the New Zealand-EU project case-studies, the limited number of participants in each project and the availability of these researchers for interviewing inhibited the capacity to collate a wider field of information. Additionally, given that a multiple case-study design was selected to investigate the cooperative examples, the lengthy process associated with this method thus necessarily limited the number of projects on which to focus.

Finally, the contemporary nature of the research topic must also be identified as a validity concern for this dissertation. The New Zealand-EU relationship in RS&T is a field which, since 2004, has been developing rather rapidly. Consequently, significant developments taking place close to the completion of this thesis. Indeed, on 16 July 2008, the New Zealand-EU STC Agreement was signed and it is expected that the ratification process will be completed before the end of the year. Additionally, some of the research
content refers to emerging initiatives and developments in the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship, the impacts of which will not be possible to account for within this dissertation. As a result, these developments may prove to influence the nature of future New Zealand-EU research collaboration in a way in which the thesis cannot account for.

(vi) Delimitations

As mentioned above, the New Zealand-EU relationship in the field of RS&T now seems to be developing at a rather rapid pace. For the purposes of this thesis, the signature of the STC Agreement provides the ‘cut-off’ date for the topic content, after which developments between the two parties will not be addressed. In a similar vein, New Zealand researcher participation within FP7 is not addressed, as a collaborative project involving the two parties has yet to be launched within this instalment of the EU Framework Programmes. The examination of New Zealand researcher engagement is therefore focused upon FP5 and FP6, with FP7 being referred to concerning its relevance to the overall development of the EU’s RS&T policy and the growing internationalisation of scientific research.

The thesis specifically investigates the nature of New Zealand-EU RS&T engagement. Although references are made to bilateral relations with EU Member States, such as Britain, France and Germany, this occurs within the context of wider collaboration with the EU. Although the importance of these bilateral relations cannot be ignored, RS&T at the Member State level is not addressed in detail within this dissertation. The research, instead, looks to examine the EU’s overarching role as an RS&T actor and, with regard to the internationalised Framework Programmes, a unique
opportunity for researchers work in a highly collaborative environment. The justification for doing so lies in the observation that Member States are increasingly bringing their domestic research programmes into line with the themes of the Framework Programmes, thus signalling that the EU will increasingly inform the direction of the European research agenda in the future.\textsuperscript{12}

In the following chapter, this thesis establishes RS&T as a policy tool within the wider remit of the EU’s external relations. The research thus identifies RS&T as a further means to conduct foreign policy. However, the research is limited to the Union’s ability to influence developments in international relations through its external relations capacity and thus does not address aspects pertaining to the “official” level of foreign policy provided for by the CFSP pillar.

1.4 Literature review

(i) Introduction

Due to the contemporary nature of the chosen research topic, there is an absence of literature pertaining to the specific New Zealand-EU relationship in RS&T. As outlined above, the majority of the resources drawn upon in the research process were primary in origin. Nevertheless, a wider body of secondary literature exists concerning the EU’s capability in RS&T and its increasing importance as an actor in this field. Concerning the theoretical framework adopted for the purposes of this thesis, literature investigating the unconventional nature of the EU within alternative theories of international relations has also been consulted. The dissertation’s literature review shall focus on works addressing

\textsuperscript{12} Petersen, interview.
the overarching conceptual approach to the thesis, which is employed to the area of New Zealand-EU RS&T relations throughout the remainder of the thesis.

(ii) Theme one: literature focusing on the EU’s unconventional role in international relations

Chapter two explores the constructivist framework that this thesis has been placed within, in order to understand the nature of the EU’s international role in RS&T. Literature focusing on the potential applications of constructivist theory to EU studies constitutes a growing school of thought. Authors such as Ben Rosamond, Ian Manners and Helene Sjursen, for example, describe the EU as an unconventional actor in international politics. In doing so, they reject the use of traditional rationalist theories, such as realism, regarding their emphasis upon the concept of the ‘state’ in international relations: “...Rationalist theories might not be able to deal with the particularly complex and multiple ways in which the EU manifests itself in world politics...”\(^{13}\)

Manners’ publications concerning the potential ‘normative’ nature of the EU also depart from rationalist attempts to fit the Union within a traditional state-centred frame: “…the notion of a normative power Europe is located in... the desire to move beyond the debate over state-like features...”\(^{14}\) Moreover, Manners considers that the EU’s alternative role in international relations predisposes it to act according to an identified set of core norms. As a normative actor, then, Manners also expects the EU to disseminate these norms through engagement with third countries within the international
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\(^{13}\) Ben Rosamond, “Conceptualizing the EU model of governance in world politics”, *European Foreign Affairs Review* 10, no. 4 (2005), 463-478.
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arena. The next section of the review outlines literature available to account for the variety of ways the EU, as an unconventional international actor, can interact with others.

(iii) Theme two: literature recognising the EU’s external relations as a foreign policy tool

Taking into account the EU’s unconventional role in international relations, political commentators draw attention to the Union’s ability to pursue foreign policy goals outside the remit of traditional ‘high politics’. Richard Whitman, for example, suggests that conventional realist theory excludes the influence of economic power in international relations. Realism is thus critiqued by proponents of alternative theories concerning its increasing marginalisation within the globalised world, which has increased the importance of economic actors and policies in international relations. Thus, Franck Petiteville argues that traditional state-centred theories are unable to recognise the political dimension of the EC’s external relations.

This body of literature is significant to the thesis topic as the EU’s emerging RS&T capacity falls within the remit of EC external relations. To accurately assess the Union’s international capability in this field, Brian White identifies the potential applications for alternative literature, which goes beyond the traditional focus on diplomatic and military tools. Works by Alice Landau, Whitman, Rosamond and Petiteville draw attention to the absence of EU military capabilities and engagement in

---

conventional diplomacy. In doing so, they identify the possibility that the EU international engagement is conducted by alternative means. The content of the thesis thus looks to establish RS&T as one of these alternative tools.

(iv) Theme three: literature addressing the development of the EU’s RS&T capability

Thus far, literature touching upon the most recent developments in EU RS&T policy is limited. However, secondary resources were drawn upon to account for the emergence of a pan-European capability in this field. Ulrika Mörth, in particular, is extensively referred to concerning her identification of the EU-US ‘technology gap’. She considers this to be a crucial factor in the intensification of research being conducted at the European level.\(^\text{18}\)

Her work is supplemented by the findings of John Peterson and Margaret Sharp’s 1997 publication *Technology Policy in the European Union*. This body of work also identifies EU-US RS&T competitiveness as an influential factor in spurring on greater cohesion in European research. Moreover, Peterson and Sharp also assist in accounting for the increasing internationalisation of research in general – and European research in particular. They draw attention to issues such as the increasing costs of, and risks in, research, determining that spreading these factors between collaborative partners would be beneficial to all parties concerned.\(^\text{19}\)

The 2000 publication of Luis Menéndez and Susana Borrás’ article “Explaining changes and continuity in EU technology policy: the politics of ideas”, provides a more recent contribution to developments in EU RS&T. The authors’ work reflects the


\(^{19}\) Peterson and Sharp, *Technology Policy in the European Union*. 
increasing emergence of constructivist thought in accounting for EU international action. Menéndez and Borrás’ identify that, although matching its RS&T competitors provided the initial catalyst for the creation of an EU role in RS&T, the influence of ideas, rather than interests, has become an increasingly important factor in shaping policy. They argue that European policymakers’ changing perceptions of science and its applications have given rise to the promotion of innovation in areas such as environmental sustainability, health and food. Recent developments in EU RS&T policy are currently considered as reflective of the Union’s wider social goals, concerning the promotion of innovation to address ‘societal needs’.

(v) Theme four: literature focused on the wider New Zealand-EU relationship

Maureen Benson-Rea and Mia Mikic’s publication “New Zealand-Europe Trade Relations: Reconciling Hypercompetition with the Tyranny of Distance” was consulted in the investigation of wider New Zealand-EU relations. Although the article focused on the trading relationship, it identified a number of issues that affected this relationship which could, in turn, be applied to New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration. The issues, in particular, concerned problems created by the geographical distance between the two partners. Linked to this was the identification of New Zealand’s limited resources with which to conduct external relations. For the purposes of this thesis, Benson-Rea and Mikic’s findings concerning bottlenecks within the New Zealand-EU trade relationship were thus applied to the more specific field of RS&T.
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21 Maureen Benson-Rea and Mia Mikic, “New Zealand-Europe Trade Relations: Reconciling Hypercompetition with the Tyranny of Distance”, European Studies, no. 21 (2005).
Published the same year as the New Zealand-EU STC Arrangement was signed, George F. Stuart’s 1991 report on the status of New Zealand RS&T might be considered outdated in its ability to apply to New Zealand-EU research collaboration in 2008. However, the report has proved to be a useful starting point, from which consequential developments in the relationship have been gauged. Stuart recognised as early as 1991 that New Zealand policymakers underestimated RS&T’s relevance to areas such as economic, health and environmental state priorities. He additionally outlined particular themes in New Zealand’s international research engagement that continue to apply today. Geographical isolation and a lack of funding, in particular, were referred to within his report. Stuart’s work provides a useful snapshot of New Zealand RS&T in 1991. More importantly, however, it produced valuable insights into factors affecting the New Zealand research community’s international engagement that remain relevant in 2008.

(vi) Conclusion

The literature review has provided an introduction to the secondary sources that were drawn upon concerning the wider conceptual framework applied by this dissertation. To summarise, the thesis refers to literature defining the normative nature of the EU and applies this to its role in RS&T. Taking this normative role into account, the research considers collaboration in science as a tool with which the EU conducts its international relations. The works of constructivist theorists are therefore drawn upon to demonstrate how social interaction and shared ideas, values and norms provide an alternative means for the Union to conduct its foreign affairs.

Finally, specific publications addressing New Zealand-EU relations and New Zealand RS&T were referred to during the research process. Investigation of the wider relationship allowed for the identification of particular characteristics which, through the dissertation’s primary research, were determined as also affecting the specific RS&T relationship. In the absence of secondary resources addressing the particular field of research, a wider literary consultation process was undertaken. This allowed the identification of existing works and theories of relevance which, in turn, were applied to the new field of research within this thesis.

1.5 Thesis structure

(i) The EU in international relations: constructivism, identity and values

This chapter aims to identify an appropriate theoretical framework to account for the unique role of the EU in international relations. The chapter begins with a critique of traditional realist theory, in an attempt to demonstrate why such an approach cannot account for the Union’s ability to utilise its capacity in external relations as a means to conduct foreign policy. RS&T is identified as an increasingly effective tool in the external projection of the Union and, taking this into account, the chapter moves on to establish the EU as a normative power in its role in this field. Linking normative power with the emphasis that constructivist theory places upon the importance social interaction and shared ideas, the chapter thus identifies constructivism as an appropriate theoretical fit within which to examine the Union’s international role in RS&T.
(ii) The development of the EU’s capability in RS&T to 2008

Chapter three outlines the EC’s increasing involvement in the development of a pan-European RS&T capacity to 2008 and identifies a number of external factors as important in influencing the expansion of the EU’s role in this field. The chapter also details the path from the Europeanisation of RS&T to its internationalisation. Chapter three’s final focus on the Union’s current approach to RS&T thus links back to the preceding section’s identification of EU as a normative power in international relations.

(iii) New Zealand-EU engagement in the field of RS&T to 2008

The fourth chapter of this thesis focuses on the New Zealand-EU relationship in RS&T to date. It details the beginnings of the official partnership and explains why efforts to collaborate were initially rather limited. The chapter goes on to detail the internationalisation of EU RS&T as an important factor in enhancing New Zealand’s involvement within the Framework Programmes. Attention is also drawn to current factors inhibiting more effective engagement between the two and establishes these factors as recurring themes characterising third-country-EU RS&T engagement. Finally, the chapter addresses emerging developments in New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration in an attempt to deduce the future shape of the relationship.

(iv) A comparative study of selected third countries’ engagement with the EU in RS&T: Canada, Australia and New Zealand

A comparative study of Australian and Canadian engagement with the EU in the field of research is undertaken in chapter five. The chapter investigates the prevalence of the
collaborative bottlenecks outlined in the previous chapter within non-associated third countries in general. Where commonalities occurred between the New Zealand, Australian and Canadian experiences, an investigation of the methods employed by each nation to address these issues was undertaken. By comparing the three countries’ RS&T engagement with the Union, the chapter finally looks to assess the current status of the New Zealand-EU relationship in this field and, in turn, prospects for the partnership’s future.

(v) Case studies: current collaborative projects

Chapter six involves the selection of three New Zealand-EU collaborative research projects for a multiple case-study analysis. The research findings from each study are drawn from data collected from structured interviews with project participants from New Zealand. Ultimately, the chapter identifies commonalities between the case-studies in an attempt to illustrate the wider picture of New Zealand-EU cooperation in RS&T. In doing so, this chapter reinforces the existence of the themes that have been identified in earlier chapters within a real-life context.

(vi) Conclusions

The dissertation’s concluding chapter provides a comprehensive summation of the findings drawn from the preceding chapters in an attempt to inform the original topic of investigation. Moreover, it looks to use these findings to provide normative recommendations for the future of joint New Zealand-EU RS&T ventures. The chapter
concludes by identifying additional areas of research that could be investigated concerning the dissertation’s research focus.
Chapter Two

The EU in international relations: constructivism, identity and values

2.1 Introduction

The European Union (EU) has emerged as an anomaly in international relations, challenging preconceived assumptions as to the nature of international society and the ways in which world powers interact on the global stage. Neither state nor international organisation, the current status of the EU has been described by some as *sui generis* or, in other words, a unique political entity. Other descriptions have described the EU as possessing ‘actorness’, ‘presence’, ‘civilian power’ or ‘normative power’. Whilst no single approach towards the classification of the EU and its identity has been adopted, it is nevertheless clear that current theories of international relations, which traditionally focus on entities of a state-like orientation, unravel in their attempts to derive the nature of the EU and its global role. Indeed, Alice Landau states that efforts on the part of international relations theorists to define the EU are thwarted by the necessity to take into account the continuing integration and transformation of the Union. Moreover, she regards the application of such theory of limited value, as “...no single theoretical
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23 Ben Rosamond, *Theories of European Integration* (United States of America: St. Martin’s Press, 2000), 175.
24 Rosamond, “Conceptualizing the EU model of governance in world politics”.
28 Manners, “Normative Power Europe”.
framework captures the complexity, the internal dynamics, the richness of the network and the external personality of the EU...

Rationalist theories still tend to dominate the literature in the hunt to capture the essence of the EU. Nevertheless, such theory is predisposed to focus on what Sonia Lucarelli terms as the ‘hardware’ aspects of foreign policy, whilst neglecting the influence of existing ‘software’, such as values, norms and principles. In this regard, rationalism and, in particular, realist theory, fails to reach beyond the attempt to address high politics within the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and recognise the importance of the European Community (EC) Pillar in engaging in foreign policy within its external relations capacity. Taking into account Landau’s observation that no one theory can define the complex nature of the EU, this section of the thesis therefore attempts to identify constructivism as an alternative, yet relevant, theoretical framework to apply to the specific rationale of EU external relations in the field of Research, Science and Technology (RS&T).

The chapter begins with a review of conventional rationalist theory and endeavours to explain why such theory is inappropriate in examining the projection of the EU’s image upon the world stage. The chapter then moves on to identify other theories of EU identity and adopts Ian Manners’ concept of the EU as normative in nature. In this context, constructivist theory has been identified as the most suitable fit to conceive of the notion of an EU global presence. A review of this theory and justification for its use

32 Rosamond, “Conceptualizing the EU model of governance in world politics”, 463-478.
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in addressing EU external relations will be provided, outlining the value of its application to the Union’s policies in RS&T. Finally, this section of the thesis aims to clarify the rationale behind the EU’s international engagement in science and technology, ultimately looking to identify the Union’s use of RS&T as a new form of foreign policy or ‘science diplomacy’.

2.2 International relations theory and the EU’s global presence

(i) Rationalism in EU external relations

Since its inception as the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951, the present shape of the EU is the result of a short, yet dramatic, evolutionary process. It is the seemingly indefinable state of the EU that has spurred heated debate among international theorists as to which concept of European identity is most suitable. This debate is further enhanced by theorists’ cultural differences, whereby American scholars emphasise the importance of realism and power, whilst European scholars tend to focus on the significance of values and rules.\(^{34}\) Currently dominated by rationalist theory, theoretical foci on the EU in international relations have also recently seen alternative theories, such as constructivism, enter the ring and contribute additional perspectives on the classification of the EU.\(^{35}\) However, in order to present a case for the use of constructivism, it is necessary to first examine the theory’s opposition in EU external
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\(^{34}\) Ibid.

relations to see whether a more suitable fit can be found to address the nature of the EU’s
RS&T policy development towards third parties.

As outlined earlier, rationalist theory is considered mainstream in its perspectives
on international relations. The rationalist school of thought, of which political realism is
the dominant sub-theory, is typically defined by a focus on the centrality of the state, the
pursuit of the national interest and an emphasis on the concept of power. In determining
the EU’s place on the world stage in particular, it is realist literature that currently
dominates the scene. This observation is significant as although there is no real
consensus concerning what sort of actor the EU actually is, it is not, in its current shape, a
state. Hence, as Landau argues, the nature and role of the EU, indefinable as it currently
may be, precludes applying theoretical frameworks devised to examine states or
international organisations. Thus, the very definition of rationalism makes such a theory
unsuitable when attempting to define the nature of the EU. As Ben Rosamond argues,
“...the expectation within the system is that actors be state-like...” He goes on to claim
that:

“...Realist theories of international relations expect nothing less than rational, coherent state-like entities to be the only significant actors in politics beyond the nation state. Liberals and regime theorists anticipate the rise of international cooperation and are more comfortable with a variegated pattern of actors. But states’ activities and the rational pursuit of state interests remain the key motors of world politics...”
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36 Rosamond, Theories of European Integration, 172.
38 Petiteville, “Exporting ‘values’?”, 127.
40 Rosamond, “Conceptualizing the EU model of governance in world politics”, 463-478.
41 Ibid.
It is therefore possible to see that rationalists may neglect to recognise the importance of particular EU characteristics or actions as a result of the limitations placed on their state-centred system of analysis.\footnote{Ibid.}

This is indeed the case concerning the economic leverage of the EU, where realism’s disregard for economic issues is continuously critiqued by opposing theorists.\footnote{Whitman, “The International Identity of the European Union: Instruments as Identity”.} This aspect of realist theory is becoming increasingly marginalised in the changing international environment where, at present, globalisation grants increased influence to economic actors and policies.\footnote{Petiteville, “Exporting ‘values’?”, 127.} Moreover, Petiteville states that realist perceptions of the EU’s “international political hollowness”\footnote{Ibid.} stems from a misplaced emphasis on, and comparison of, the CFSP, concerning foreign policy as informed by the observable characteristics of the state.\footnote{Ibid.} Supporting this point of view, Rosamond argues that mainstream literature on the topic of the EU focuses on its international capabilities within the framework of the Union’s capacity to mimic the traditional features of the state.\footnote{Rosamond, \textit{Theories of European Integration}, 175-176.} These points of view are significant as they suggest an inability on the part of realist theory, in its adherence to the guiding principle of the centrality of the state, to conceive of the political dimension of the EC’s external relations. Even more importantly, bypassing the significant political capacity of the EC pillar thus neglects a wealth of international interaction, as this branch of the Union’s international relations currently yields more power than that available under the CFSP.\footnote{Petiteville, “Exporting ‘values’?”, 127.}
With specific reference to the Union’s role in research, the EU’s RS&T capacity also falls under the responsibility of the EC pillar. Consequently, the international dimensions of the Union’s RS&T activities are classed as external relations. However, as detailed above, rationalism and, in particular, the realist perspectives that currently dominate EU literature are unprepared to examine the Union’s ability to export its interests, values and even identity through such a medium. For example, Ben Rosamond argues that traditional rationalist literature finds it difficult to accurately examine the EU’s external relations, where important observations relating to the peculiar character of the Union may be overlooked.  

This statement, in turn, emphasises the importance of White’s argument that literature addressing the EU’s international relations must transcend the traditional focus on diplomatic and military tools. In addition, this perspective on realist theory would also preclude recognising the potential for the EU’s involvement in international RS&T to constitute a new form of foreign policy.

Even theorists who do manage to perceive of the EU as fundamentally different still run the risk of analyzing the Union and its international role in rationalist terms. The absence of traditional state-like tools supporting the Union’s international affairs, such as military capability and engagement in conventional diplomacy, is commonly cited in stressing the possibility that the EU embodies something other than an entity pursuing interests and power. However, focusing on such a characteristic can entangle the investigation in conventional theoretical thinking. Sjursen draws on the research of Robert Kagan, who defined Europe as ‘Kantian’, or ‘alternative’, in its international relations.
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49 Rosamond, “Conceptualizing the EU model of governance in world politics”, 463-478.
50 White, “The European Challenge to Foreign Policy Analysis”, 127.
51 Helene Sjursen, “The EU as a ‘normative’ power: how can this be?”, Journal of European Public Policy 13, no. 2 (2006), 236.
relations as opposed to the United States’ realist, ‘Hobbesian’ approach.\textsuperscript{52} Kagan, in turn, views Europe as Kantian by necessity rather than choice, rendering the EU’s preference for the use of non-conventional and non-military instruments in its external projection as a “necessary virtue”.\textsuperscript{53} However, as Lucarelli argues, defining the Union in such a way neglects to account for the importance the EU places upon aspects such as democratisation and respect for human rights in the attempt to strengthen international society.\textsuperscript{54} In this way, Kagan makes the assumption that if the EU possessed traditional military instruments it would, like the US, take on a Hobbesian identity and thus overlooks the possibility that the EU may embody a new kind of entity altogether.\textsuperscript{55}

(ii) The EU and the notion of civilian power

It is evident that the EU does possess a real presence within the international arena and thus it must encompass an identity of some description. Ben Rosamond, for example, states that despite the unpredictable nature of EU external action, the exhibition of external behaviour on the part of the Union and its perceived importance by other actors illustrates the Union’s capacity to act on the global stage.\textsuperscript{56} However, as outlined above, mainstream theorists are consistently challenged in adapting their state-centred precepts in attempts to classify the identity of the EU and derive its appropriate role in international relations.\textsuperscript{57} The primacy placed upon state-centred identities and their conventional characteristics is problematic and an inappropriate fit within the theoretical


\textsuperscript{53} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{54} Lucarelli, “Introduction”, 7.


\textsuperscript{56} Rosamond, \textit{Theories of European Integration}, 177 and Rosamond, “Conceptualizing the EU model of governance in world politics”, 463-478.

\textsuperscript{57} Rosamond, “Conceptualizing the EU model of governance in world politics”, 463-478.
framework of this thesis. For this reason, the examination of alternative literature is undertaken in deriving the character of the EU.

Although the final shape of the Union is not yet set, an initial alternative proposal emerged in 1972 regarding the notion of the EU as a ‘civilian power’.\(^{58}\) Coined by Duchêne, the concept that the European Economic Community (EEC), as it was termed until 1992, could be explained as embodying the notion of a civilian power initially arose due to its early role as a primarily economic actor.\(^{59}\) Observing an enhanced international position of the EEC as a result of its increasing economic weight, this observation in turn contributed to the emergence of the notion of ‘economic diplomacy’, which rationalist theory struggles to accommodate.\(^{60}\) At the same time, traditional instruments of foreign policy, such as military capacity and conventional diplomacy, were conspicuous in their absence. The precept that the EEC exercised some kind of civilian power therefore arose, where the Union’s interests in the international arena were supported by a preference for the use of “soft power” tools such as economic instruments, dialogue and diplomacy.\(^{61}\)

The concept of the EU as a civilian actor does allow for a better understanding of the nature of the Union, in its ability to conceive of the exertion of international influence through non-conventional means. However, Ian Manners argues that Duchêne’s concept of Europe as a civilian power does not go far enough in its explanation of the EU’s personality. Arguing that his work remains within the remit of the centrality of the state, Manners views that Duchêne’s emphasis on the Union as “long on economic power”\(^{62}\)
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\(^{58}\) Duchêne, “Europe’s role in world peace”, 32-47.

\(^{59}\) Ibid.

\(^{60}\) Landau, “Introduction”, 8.

\(^{61}\) Bjorn Hettne and Fredrik Soderbaum, “Civilian power or soft imperialism? The EU as a global actor and the role of interregionalism”, European Foreign Affairs Review 10, no. 4 (2005), 535-552.

\(^{62}\) Duchêne, “Europe’s role in world peace”, as quoted in Manners, “Normative Power Europe”, 238.
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points to the theorists’ conventional focus on the importance of power, be it military or otherwise, within international relations. In addition, given the transformative nature of the EU, the expansion of its membership, its common positions and third countries’ perceptions of the Union as an increasingly important player within the international arena, the present state of the EU indicates a move away from its earlier classification as a civilian power significant for its weight in economic affairs.

Aspects of the Union’s early civilian role certainly remain central within its present transformation, as seen through the continued primacy placed upon economic instruments in the pursuit of goals, engagement in preventative and reactive diplomacy and a preference for utilising supranational institutions. The continued absence of ‘hard power’ military instruments and traditional modes of foreign policy as defined by high politics also precludes, at present, a state-like transformative process. Thus, in defining this new and emerging presence of the Union in international relations, Ian Manners promotes the concept of the EU as ‘normative.’

(iii) Normative power Europe.

Manners’ perception of Europe as a normative entity stems from the importance he places upon ideas and norms as opposed to the traditional focus on the physical expression of power. Embedded in the assumption that the EU embodies a ‘post-national’ entity, in defining ‘normative Europe’, Manners states that:

63 Manners, “Normative Power Europe”, 238.
64 Ibid, 236-237.
66 Manners, “Normative Power Europe”, 235-258.
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“...the notion of a normative power Europe is located in the discussion of the ‘power over opinion’, idée force, or ‘ideological power’, and the desire to move beyond the debate over state-like features through an understanding of the EU’s international identity...”

 Classified as “...collective expectations for the proper behaviour of actors with a given identity...” Manners suggests that the important influence of norms within international relations was brought to the world’s attention by the 1989 collapse of the Eastern European Soviet regimes, as a result of what was deemed unsustainable ideology. More specifically, the path from ECSC to EU has seen the development of a series of universal norms that the EU now places as central to relations between Member States and non-EU actors alike, and which are enshrined within the Treaty on European Union (TEU). Manners identifies these as peace, liberty, democracy, rule of law, and a respect for human rights.

Rosamond, too, identifies the normative character of the EU, stating that “...the EU’s external relations activities can be read as attempts to shape conceptions of ‘the normal’ in international politics...” In illustrating this concept, Lucarelli draws on a statement made by the European Council which declares:

“...Does Europe not, now that it is finally unified, have a leading role to play in a new world order, that of a power able to both play a stabilising role worldwide and to point the way ahead for many countries and peoples? Europe as the continent of humane values, the Magna Carta, the Bill of Rights, the French Revolution and the fall of the Berlin Wall, the continent of liberty, solidarity and above all diversity, meaning respect for others’

68 Manners and Whitman, The Foreign Policies of European Union Member States, as referenced in Manners, “Normative Power Europe”, 239.
70 Manners, “Normative Power Europe”, 238.
72 Rosamond, “Conceptualizing the EU model of governance in world politics”, 463-478.
languages, cultures and traditions... Europe needs to shoulder its responsibilities in the governance of globalisation...”

This statement thus strengthens the notion of the EU as a normative power. Whilst the Union is now developing some degree of military capability through the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP), it is evident that it does not intend to pursue international stability through force of power but through the diffusion of ideas, values and norms. Indeed, Manners claims that “...the EU exists as being different to pre-existing political forms, and that this particular difference predisposes it to act in a normative way...” Thus, the way in which the EU conducts its external relations can be considered as influenced by an ‘ethics of responsibility’, where norms such as good governance and democracy are built in to its relations both internally and externally. Lucarelli states that such an approach in turn leads into the description of the EU as a ‘principled actor’, distancing both its vision and role within international society from powers such as the US, which consistently pursues the fulfilment of national interests. Susan Baker, for example, observes that the US “...persistently attributes greater weight to economic over environmental values and to meeting individual needs over the maintenance of the collective good...”

Lucarelli also uses the example of the Union’s distinctive environmental commitments in order to emphasise the normative nature of the EU and its characteristic focus on particular values within international relations. Similarly establishing a comparison between the Union and the US with regard to their respective attitudes

75 Manners, “Normative Power Europe”, 242, as quoted in Sjursen, “The EU as a ‘normative’ power’, 236.
76 Lucarelli, p. 3.
77 Susan Baker, “Environmental values and climate change”, in Lucarelli and Manners, Values and Principles in European Union Foreign Policy, 96.
concerning the resolution of climate change, Lucarelli states that at Kyoto, Bonn and Johannesburg, the EU demonstrated its commitment to environmental protection and the pursuit of alternative energy sources, whereas the United States remained clear in its preference for pursuing economic interests over environmental concerns. Here, Lucarelli concludes that the Union, in its emergence as a global player, has “...actively challenged the principles adopted by other international actors that are considered cornerstones of foreign policy in the realist traditions...”

However, some debate exists as to whether the projection of EU norms upon international relations actually constitutes the use of ‘soft imperialism’, where particular norms or conditionalities are enforced in order to promote self-interest. In his rejection of the concept concerning the pursuit of ideological imperialism, Manners’ research further distances itself from conventional state-centred analyses. He argues that the creation of the Union within the post-World War II environment, characterised by the aversion to nationalist tendencies and the emergence of the notion of pooling sovereignty to promote peace, precludes the possibility of such an approach. The Union was thus built upon the principles that not only inform its decision making but which the EU now, as Rosamond suggests, seeks to normalise within international relations.

Moreover, Manners draws attention to particular attempts on the part of the EU to promote norms which actually put the Union at odds with traditional allies. The EU’s pursuit of the abolition of the death penalty is the specific example that Manners uses to
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emphasise this point. Manners states that the EU’s promotion of abolitionist norms cannot be attributed to raising domestic support as, in its implementation within the Member States, the decision had not achieved majority support concerning public opinion. Additionally, Sjursen supports Manners’ critique in her observation that pursuing the abolition of the death penalty within the international arena cannot be accounted for with reference to self-interest, due to the difficulties it creates with regards to relations between the Union and its traditional ally, the US.

Additionally, this case-study not only assists in debunking the concept of the EU as ideologically imperial but also informs observers as to the ways in which the EU’s promotion of norms are both different in their interpretation and implementation. Manners states that the Union’s endorsement of abolitionist norms is tied in with the core norm concerning the respect for human rights. As mentioned previously, the evolution of the EU has seen the gradual application of a series of core norms both internally and, more recently, with regards to the EU’s relations with non-associated third countries. The pursuit of abolitionist norms is thus a uniquely European interpretation of the notion of a respect for human rights and, in turn, the tools which the Union utilises in achieving norm diffusion are distinctively European also. Manners claims that the Union is not attempting to convince those governments in question to adopt the norm but is instead looking to raise the issue at the international level. Thus, in the Union’s engagement with
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‘super-executioners’ China and the United States, Manners considers it evident that the Union is actually attempting to transform the ‘language’ of the international arena.\textsuperscript{89}

It is this final notion concerning the EU’s potentially transformative effect on international society which ultimately defines Manners’ concept of Europe as normative. Rosamond, for example, suggests that the unusual nature of the Union links to its ability to influence the international environment by merely existing\textsuperscript{90} and Sjursen also adopts Manners’ precept that the EU acts as a ‘changer of norms’ in the international system.\textsuperscript{91} Manners elaborates on his position by stating that not only does the Union’s very identity constitute it as a ‘changer of norms’ but that the EU also consciously acts to change norms.\textsuperscript{92} It is within this context that a useful assessment of the Union’s use of RS&T, as a way to diffuse European values throughout international society and promote a new form of foreign policy through engaging in ‘science diplomacy’, can be made.

2.3 The constructivist contribution and its expansion: the EU’s international role and the diffusion of values and norms

(i) Constructivism

Having defined the EU as a normative power, this chapter operates on the assumption that traditional rationalist theory, which places the state as central to its investigations, cannot assist in the examination of the nature of the EU, nor its international RS&T relations. Rosamond claims that the EU fails to exhibit uniformity in either its

\textsuperscript{89} Ibid, 248.
\textsuperscript{90} Rosamond, “Conceptualizing the EU model of governance in world politics”, 463-478.
\textsuperscript{91} Sjursen, “Understanding the common foreign and security policy”, 48.
\textsuperscript{92} Manners, “Normative Power Europe”, 252.
governance or external relations and, as such, alternative theories of international relations that reject the state as a central precept, and can instead perceive of the Union’s identity in different ways, must therefore be relied upon. Of such alternative theories, Rosamond considers constructivism as an increasingly influential perspective within international relations theory. The central principle in the definition of constructivism focuses on the social nature of the international system. Departing from traditional rationalist perspectives, constructivists regard the world as social rather than material, where interests and identities are not given but endogenous to actors’ interactions. Thus, Rosamond argues that the social construction of interests and identities results in common perceptions among actors concerning the international environment and their roles within it and it is this factor that, in turn, contributes to international stability.

Leading on from the concept of the normative role of the Union, Ben Rosamond argues that constructivist theory is more appropriate in its application to EU international relations due to its ability to better account for the proposed normative nature of the EU. He states that assessing the EU from this angle allows for the relaxation of the suggestion that the EU qualifies as a ‘unitary international actor’, instead focusing on the notion that: “...The way that actors conceive of themselves, of others and of their environment is crucial to the conduct of that politics...” Moreover, departing from rationalist preoccupations with utility maximising actors, Rosamond refers to the increased significance that this branch of theory affords to the presence of ideas, knowledge, shared
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beliefs, discourses and communicative action. By placing the identity of the EU within this framework, it is therefore possible to bring the notion of Europe as a normative power into focus.

With reference to the theory’s specific application to the EU, Rosamond states that constructivists would:

“…shift the research agenda of EU studies into the analysis of the role of ideas, the impact of shared beliefs, the effects of dominant discourses and the processes of communicative action...”100

Referring back to the discussion of Europe’s normative character, the EU’s attempts to diffuse abolitionist norms were used as an example of the way in which the Union places its set of core norms as central to its perceived role within global society. This observation not only complements constructivism’s emphasis on the importance of the role of ideas but, given the EU’s attempt to pursue this norm primarily through the use of presidential and parliamentary statements and dialogue, also adheres to the theory’s identification of discourse and communicative action as important factors in shaping ideas within the international arena.

Placing the EU’s leadership in the field of climate change within a constructivist framework provides a further example of the way in which the theory links in with the Union’s normative identity. Furthermore, it helps to illustrate how European norms influence the roles the Union chooses to assume and how it plays out these roles in practice. The EU’s involvement in seeking the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol in the face of US opposition provides a specific illustration of the strength of the Union’s shared beliefs in supporting its role as an international actor. Moreover, the example of the EU’s

99 Ibid, and Rosamond, Theories of European Integration, 173.
100 Ibid.
101 Manners, “Normative Power Europe”, 248.
role in climate change provides a further demonstration of the Union’s effective use of discourse and communicative action in the dissemination of these beliefs.

Signed in 1997, the Kyoto Protocol constitutes an international agreement that commits developed countries to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions in the attempt to combat global climate change. Controversially, in 2001, US President George W. Bush and his administration chose to withdraw from the agreement and, in losing the support of such a dominant international player, the Kyoto Protocol was predicted to fail. However, as Schreurs states, the EU “surprised” the Bush administration in its move to persevere with the Protocol’s ratification process and the EU-15, as it was then, agreed to ratification in the following year. The Union therefore risked being put in a position of potential technological disadvantage vis-à-vis the US and, by pushing through the ratification despite America’s withdrawal, sent a strong message to the international community concerning its intent to address climate change.

The EU’s 2002 ratification of Kyoto brought the tally of countries party to the Protocol to 69. Nevertheless, political commentators were dubious as to whether the Union could “...keep the Kyoto Protocol alive”. However, the promotion of EU environmental norms through the example the Union had set in pursuing the Protocol’s ratification and continued EU-led discourse on this topic within the international arena played a major role in persuading other states to join. For example, the EU’s leading role at the 2001 Conference of Parties (CoP) in Bonn saw the Union manage to retain the
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support of major international actors Japan and Russia.\(^{107}\) Moreover, in May 2008, 182 parties had ratified the Kyoto Protocol\(^ {108}\) and, although not all of these are bound to meet set emission targets, this provides a clear example of the ability of the Union to influence third countries’ actions through normative measures.

The added value in adopting a constructivist framework to assess the EU’s external relations, and those of RS&T in particular, lies in Rosamond’s claims regarding the theory’s ability to “…connect with policy work that deals with norms, understandings and belief systems…”\(^ {109}\) This observation ties in with the way in which this chapter looks to present the notion of the EU as an exporter of the ideas, values and norms that it regards as important in strengthening and stabilising the international environment. In reference to their publication *Values and Principles in European Union Foreign Policy*, Lucarelli and Manners take the lead with regard to literature assessing the importance of the role of values and norms within EU foreign policy. Their work is of particular importance in its ability to conceive of EU foreign policy as not only confined to the mechanisms of the CFSP, as well as its examination of the workings of the EC Pillar. Indeed, Petiteville claims that the ongoing politicisation of the EC’s international cooperation distorts the perceived separation of EC and CFSP competencies in foreign affairs.\(^ {110}\)

The work of Lucarelli and Manners focuses on the EU as a polity informed by a set of values, images and principles which also shape the way in which the Union

\(^{107}\) *Ibid*, 218.


\(^{109}\) Rosamond, *Theories of European Integration*, 173.

\(^{110}\) Petiteville, “Exporting ‘values’?”, 133.
projects itself upon the global stage.\textsuperscript{111} Their research thus ties in well with both constructivism’s emphasis on the importance of ideas and shared beliefs and the concept of the EU as normative, therefore providing a useful basis with which to extend to the concept of the Union as an exporter of European values through international RS&T cooperation.

(ii) Interpreting Values and Norms in an International Relations Context

The idea of the EU as a normative power, working towards the projection of common European norms and values upon international society, has useful implications in assessing the rationale behind the internationalisation of the Union’s RS&T programmes. The application of this concept to account for the EU’s international role in RS&T is a new one and thus, before embarking upon such a task, it is necessary to examine the diffusion of European values and norms within the general context of the Union’s external relations. Lucarelli defines ‘values’ as:

\begin{quote}
“…notions laden with an absolute positive significance for the overall order and meaning we try and give to our world, with freedom, dignity, liberty, equality, solidarity and justice as examples…”\textsuperscript{112}
\end{quote}

Consistent with the notion of the Union as normative, Lucarelli sees the novel entity of the EU as an influencing factor in the projection of novel behaviour also, conducting its external relations within the context of its identified values, principles and images of the world.\textsuperscript{113} Moreover, as Lucarelli states, the very creation of the EU was based upon an initial set of values emphasising cooperation within Europe, economic development and the consolidation of democracy. She goes on to observe that the evolution of the EU’s
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role was accompanied by the expansion of these values also, which currently make up the core norms of peace, liberty, democracy, rule of law and respect for human rights, as identified by Ian Manners. Presently, these core norms are increasingly accompanied by a set of what Manners terms ‘minor norms’, arising in response to the changing international environment and which concern concepts of social solidarity, anti-discrimination, sustainable development and good governance.

It is evident that an emphasis on the particular values and norms discussed above is not unique to the EU. Indeed, both Welsh and Sjursen regard these norms as ‘universal’ to international society. However, what does distinguish the EU from other international players is the way in which it seeks to interpret and implement these norms. The 2003 European Security Strategy (ESS), for example, draws attention to the central aim of the Union to strengthen the international order and secure ‘sustainable peace’. In the present international climate, this goal is clearly not one which the EU values alone. However, it is the Union’s unique pursuit of this aim which exhibits the central role that values and norms play in accompanying the EU’s international role:

“...Europe should be ready to share in the responsibility for global security and in building a better world... The development of a stronger international society, well functioning international institutions and a rule-based international order is our objective... Spreading good governance, supporting social and political reform, dealing with corruption and the abuse
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of power, establishing the rule of law and protecting human rights are the best means of strengthening the international order..."\(^{120}\)

In this way, it is clear that the EU perceives adherence to such universal norms as a way to address the causes of international instability.\(^ {121}\)

This factor certainly distinguishes the EU from other international actors with regards to its preference for using alternative foreign policy tools. Manners claims that dialogue between the EU and United Nations (UN) culminated in the adoption of the idea of ‘sustainable peace’, which determined the need to address “...the causes, rather than just the symptoms, of conflict and violence...”\(^ {122}\) Such an approach is considered as a more effective way in which to secure and sustain international peace.\(^ {123}\) Thus, the EU perceives the need to promote core values of social and economic development, good governance and democratisation, the rule of law and respect for human rights, in the attempt to build an ‘indigenous capacity’ to address international tensions before they can escalate into violent conflict.\(^ {124}\)

It is in regard to this observation that Manners stresses the EU’s unique and important role as a norm-driven power in international relations. His work assessing the impact of the EU’s developing ESDP capabilities warns that militarising may weaken the Union’s normative role and thus claims that possessing military capacity does not ultimately equate to an increase in power.\(^ {125}\) Moreover, he suggests that ongoing militarisation could shift the balance between the Union’s long and short term activities
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in conflict resolution, disabling the EU’s unique approach to addressing international conflict. Manners’ theorising is supported when examining other international actors’ roles in resolving international conflict.

In contrast to the EU’s current stance on the matter, traditional state-like actors are predisposed to rely on conventional foreign policy instruments which, with regard to military action, tend to address only the symptoms of international stability. Thus, the EU’s current capacity and preference to utilise long term conflict prevention strategies, through its ability to infuse its values and norms within the state structures of others, is not only unique but important in its potential to provide a more effective way to stabilise the international environment. Should the militarisation of the Union eventually take place, then, it will be important to ensure that the normative capacity and focus of the EU is not lost.

(iii) Diffusing Values and Norms in an International Relations Context

It has been argued that the EU operates upon a value-driven image of the world. As detailed above, the Union also regards the implementation of its designated norms as central to providing solutions in securing and sustaining international peace. Romano Prodi, for example, stated in 2003 that:

“...Europe needs to project its model of society into the wider world. We are not simply here to defend our own interests: we have a unique historic experience to offer. The experience of liberating people from poverty, war, oppression and intolerance. We have forged a model of development and continental integration based on the principles of democracy, freedom and solidarity – and it is a model that works...”
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The continent’s turbulent history therefore allows the EU to perceive itself as a stabilising power and looks to use foreign policy, in its broadest context, as a means of embedding European values within the international system. Within the constructivist framework, actors’ interests are dependent on their perceived identities and social roles. In this way, the perception of the EU as a principled power undertaking a stabilising role therefore asserts the Union’s interest in influencing international society by promoting aspects of the European experience. Susan Baker also emphasises this point by drawing attention to the increasing prevalence with which the EU makes its external relations both informed by, and conditional upon, core European norms. Sjursen, for instance, refers to the promotion of democracy, good governance and the introduction of human rights clauses within third party agreements as concrete examples of this observation.

In examining the specific mechanisms the EU utilises in the diffusion of norms, Ian Manners’ research proves to be a particularly useful reference point. The author identifies six ways in which the Union has dispersed its ideas throughout the international community over time. Contagion refers to the unintentional spread of ideas to other political actors. Informational diffusion alludes to the impact of the EU’s strategic communications. Diffusion resulting from the institutionalisation of a relationship between the EU and a third party is defined as procedural. Transference refers to substantive or financial exchanges with third parties. Overt diffusion is a result of the Union’s physical presence within third states. Finally, the cultural filter refers to political
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learning which informs and leads to the adaptation or rejection of norms. Thus, it is possible to observe that the EU’s foreign policy activities consist of a mixture of ways in which to project the Union internationally and where the boundary between the EC and CFSP pillars is transcended. Indeed, Petiteville argues as to the politicisation of the EC’s external affairs in his claim that the exportation of values is now present within EU economic cooperation, or ‘soft diplomacy’, also.

Manners’ case-study concerning the EU’s pursuit of abolitionist norms helps to rule out the possibility of ideological imperialism on the part of the EU. As mentioned above, constructivism asserts that actors’ perceived identities and roles in turn help to formulate their interests and, thus, it is this notion that informs Europe’s normative interests in the diffusion of universal norms in the stabilisation of international society. However, this is not to say that the EU is purely altruistic in its actions. The diffusion of European norms does, of course, help to serve the material interests of the Union within the general context. Martin Holland suggests that the EU, having successfully established a series of values internally, may now be working to shape reality from a European perspective. It is also possible to see that strengthening international society naturally meets European interests, providing a stable environment for the Union to conduct its economic affairs. Wyn Rees, for example, states that the EU’s engagement with third parties is increasingly working towards satisfying its own security agenda:
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“…Whether in the fight against crime, the combating of international drug trafficking or migration, the EU has embedded internal security objectives into its foreign policy agreements...”\textsuperscript{136}

It is therefore possible to predict that in internationalising EU RS&T programmes, the Union is working towards the establishment of another mechanism, or ‘scientific diplomacy’, with which to promote European values and achieve a certain degree of material gain.

\section*{2.4 Scientific Diplomacy}

The preceding sections have established the notion of the EU as an exporter of values and norms through its broadening external relations with other states. The Union’s role as an international RS&T player is a relatively new one and, in addition, the EU’s emerging capabilities in this area provide an interesting blend of the normative versus traditional self-interest in declaring the desire to both “harness the best minds” and “address global issues”.\textsuperscript{137} The European Council’s resolution concerning international cooperation in RS&T helps illustrate these two perspectives in determining the EU’s aims to:

“...strengthen European competitiveness and develop technologies for future markets; develop partnerships in science and technology, in particular with third countries of strategic interest to the Community; share responsibility and conduct RTD on economic and social challenges; promote RTD relevant to the needs and priorities of developing countries for fostering their sustainable growth; share S&T information and contribute to large-scale and cross-frontier science and technology...”\textsuperscript{138}

\begin{small}
\textsuperscript{137} Maela Langbein, interview by author, Brussels, Belgium, 04 July 2007.
\textsuperscript{138} European Council resolution on international RTD cooperation, March 1996, as quoted in European Commission, \textit{Research and Technological Development Activities of the EU: Annual Report 1996} (Luxembourg, 1997).
\end{small}
Thus, as early as 1996, the EU had established a set of objectives aiming to advance the progress of developing countries and other third parties of strategic interest through engagement in RS&T, whilst also looking to increase its own competitiveness in international research. The EU’s new emphasis on the importance of RS&T in both internal and external matters is part of a worldwide recognition concerning the importance of science and its useful applications. Globalisation and increasing interdependence between economic blocks have paved the way for the emergence of the knowledge economy in which technological capacity and research developments are central components.\textsuperscript{139}

However, this must be qualified as, at present, the EU’s external RS&T capacity is still trying to achieve a balance with regard to internal priorities. As we have seen in its external projection of norms in other areas, the EU consolidated such action internally before looking towards engagement with other third parties. Currently, the Union is still working towards greater coherence of internal RS&T policy whilst also attempting to apply its vision for RS&T internationally:

“…the existence within the EU of several prominent nationally-based scientific communities, each with its own institutions, customs and practices, increases the tendency for conflict within the EU over the direction of science policy, its technical anatomy and the location of particular projects…”\textsuperscript{140}

Additionally, European priorities concerning its international RS&T engagement are typically focused upon its near abroad. During the early stages of the EU’s Framework Programmes, for example, opportunities concerning third party research collaboration with the Union were limited to neighbourhood partners or those viewed as priority

\textsuperscript{139} European Commission, “An international cooperation programme in science and technology – Why?”, in Confirming the International Role of Community Research (Luxembourg, 1999).

\textsuperscript{140} Welsh “Values, science and the European Union”, 61.
countries. In particular, the launch of the Specific International Scientific Cooperation Activities (INCO) within the Fourth Framework Programme (FP4) and its successor, INCO 2, separated third country partners into five groups: pre-accession states; New Independent States (NIS) of the former Soviet Union and Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC) not in the pre-accession phase; Mediterranean partner countries; developing countries and, lastly, emerging economy and industrialised countries. With regard to their specific opportunities within FP4, pre-accession, neighbourhood, Mediterranean and developing countries received access to EU funding in Framework Programme activities. Industrialised countries could gain access to the Framework Programme on a project-by-project and self-funded basis, provided that they could offer “measurable added value” to the particular project.\textsuperscript{141} Thus, the key objectives of early international cooperation focused on aspects such as providing assistance to pre-accession, NIS and CEEC countries, accompanied by an emerging focus on the Mediterranean partnership and developing countries also.\textsuperscript{142}

With regard to the Union’s current RS&T engagement with non-associated third countries, Bauer claims that the EU also has an interest in balancing international competitiveness amongst industrialised countries, exhibited by its willingness to look beyond the big RS&T players and engage with smaller ones.\textsuperscript{143} Nevertheless, the Union does still distinguish its priorities within this context. For example, New Zealand’s former Science Counsellor, Melae Langbein, draws attention to the Seventh Framework Programme’s (FP7) Marie Curie mobility project, which provides for incoming
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international research-related fellowships. The programme funds participants from developing countries to conduct research in Europe for two years and, once completed, the researchers receive an additional year’s funding to return to their respective countries and disseminate acquired knowledge, technology and expertise. In contrast, whilst also eligible for funding, researchers from industrialised countries do not receive the additional year’s funding as an incentive to return home.\textsuperscript{144} Additionally, Paola de Rose, Canada’s former Science Counsellor, states that the EU is still very much preoccupied with its near abroad: “The EU is big, dynamic. It keeps changing and keeps adding. And it is still very preoccupied with sorting out issues on the inside.”\textsuperscript{145} In this way, it is evident that the Union has yet to maximise its international focus in RS&T.

However, Union capabilities in other areas can provide markers as to how and why EU engagement in international RS&T may develop. For example, the establishment of European economic interdependency was conceived of as a way to secure peace within a continent that had been plagued by conflict for centuries. Added to this, over time, was the establishment of further norms and values throughout the community. As Romano Prodi stated, the European model “works”\textsuperscript{146}, as underpinned by universal values of peace, liberty, democracy, good governance and respect for human rights. Thus, once consolidated at the internal level, these norms have now been expanded to the international arena in a bid to combat global instability, most typically through the Union’s powerful economic competencies.

Science, characteristically internationally cooperative by nature, therefore provides a further mechanism with which the Union can promote those norms deemed
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central to improving international society. Moreover, developing a role for itself as a
global RS&T player could potentially award the EU greater international influence than
even its current level of economic leverage. For example, as Paola de Rose states:

“Science underpins everything. Aspects such as health, transport, communication and the economy are all influenced by technological capacities. The field of science also presents issues for society concerning the environment, conflict and stability. Every problem has its roots in technological capacity and the solutions will too. Science is of paramount importance to life and the world we live in.”

Thus, in engaging third parties in RS&T collaboration, the EU stands to gain multiple
means with which to diffuse European norms and standards in a variety of areas within the international community.

It is possible to predict that scientific collaboration in environmental issues, for example, could be used to promote European environmental norms within third countries in a variety of ways. More specifically, using Manners’ example of the ways in which EU norms are diffused at the international level, links between scientists could provide grass-roots diffusion through contagion, transference and the learning processes inherent to the cultural filter. The Union’s RS&T engagement with third countries through an official Science and Technological Cooperation (STC) Agreement would qualify as both procedural and overt, regarding the way the Agreement provides for cooperation on European terms and concerning European priorities. This method of diffusion is also relevant with regard to the presence of high level EU delegates at annual Joint Science and Technology Cooperation Committee (JSTCC) meetings, also provided for by the STC Agreement. Finally, referring to the importance Manners grants to the EU’s ability to lead by ‘virtuous example’, the environment is certainly an area with which the Union
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sets an international precedent and European research into alternative means of energy, for instance, has managed to raise the profile of environmental concerns and their potential solutions internationally.

For the EU in particular, then, de Rose claims that the notion of using science as a way to provide solutions to many of the Union’s central priorities, such as health, the environment and complementing activities in developing countries is of utmost importance. In particular, the Union recognises an increased emphasis on international cooperation as the most effective means to solve global problems. More specifically, the Union identifies health, the environment and nutrition as important issues that it wishes to address internationally. This is most obviously demonstrated by the thematic priorities of the newly launched FP7. Not only is this Framework Programme the most internationalised to date, it identifies both European and universal research priorities in tackling health; food, agriculture and biotechnology; information and communication technologies; nanosciences, nanotechnologies, materials and new production technologies; energy; environment; transport; socio-economic sciences and the humanities; and security and space.  

This impressive list of priorities, which the EU has deemed “open to the world” concerning third-party project involvement, reiterates the point that establishing such a European-led international RS&T programme thus enhances the ability to diffuse norms, as well as scientific standards, to an extended number of areas.

Tied in with increasing international RS&T engagement is the Union’s focus on enhancing its own technological capacity. Australia’s Brussels-based Senior Science and
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Research Officer, Michaela Bauer, claims that in recent years the EU has been using RS&T to enhance its global competitiveness. Additionally, Stephen Payton, former Deputy Head of the New Zealand Mission to the EU, stresses the importance the EU places upon the RS&T capabilities of the US and Japan, and rising competitors such as China and India, as providing the impetus for increased EU activity in this area.

Indeed, Ulrika Mörth states: “The perceived need to strengthen Europe’s economic and technological competitiveness towards the US is a regular feature in EU politics”. Moreover, she claims that EU action in this field has been spurred on by the emergence of three waves of technology gaps. The first wave occurred during the 1960s, out of which emerged the recognition of the benefit of greater coherence between Europe’s national RS&T policies and EU action here culminated in the adoption of the Framework Programme in 1983. The 1980s saw the emergence of a second technology gap concerning the rise of Japan’s technical prowess. The European response was to implement three major programmes – specifically, the European Strategic Programme for Research and Development in Information Technology (ESPRIT), Research and Development in Advanced Communications Technologies for Europe (RACE) and the European Research Coordination Agency (EUREKA).

The EU is now in the midst of the third wave, where the Union’s international weight is not matched by its research capacity and thus explains the renewed emphasis on the importance of engaging in RS&T. As de Rose states, the EU has realised that it is lagging behind other major players. To solve the problem, the Union hopes to attract
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researchers to Europe in the knowledge that it “cannot go alone” and thus partly explaining the Union’s aims concerning its international engagement.\(^{154}\)

The rationale behind the EU’s attempts to enhance its international RS&T capabilities can also be seen as a matter of which role the Union perceives it should adopt. Once primarily an economic giant, the EU gradually extended its reach in setting standards for peace, democracy and good governance within the international community. Here, the Union is once again readjusting its parameters as it comes to realise the capacity of RS&T in enhancing both European and international causes. However, the Union’s rationale for engagement in this area is more than simply an attempt to match American research capabilities. De Rose suggests that the Union is also using science as a means of promoting and positioning its norms as an alternative to those of the US.\(^{155}\) As Mörth has stated, positioning itself in reference to the US pervades EU politics\(^{156}\) and de Rose, too, alludes to a certain ‘US phobia’ when it comes to how the EU projects itself as a different kind of player upon the global stage.\(^{157}\) Moreover, she identifies a distinctly European dislike of US hegemony and geopolitics as informed by material gain and the subsequent exploitation of resources.\(^{158}\)

Building upon this, Ian Welsh states that the United States’ actions in this field operate on the basis of economic liberty, freedom of business and the pursuit of profit.\(^{159}\) De Rose argues that the Union, in its international cooperation, wants to stress that science does not equal commerce and instead wants to imbed the value which science can
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bring to social, cultural and humanitarian programmes within society.\textsuperscript{160} As a result, Welsh argues that the Union now regards RS&T cooperation as a central component of its activities in which to promote such a distinctively European approach.\textsuperscript{161}

As such, the EU’s socio-economic priorities come back into focus. Referring back to de Rose’s earlier statement, the EU, in particular, holds the belief that science “underpins everything”, thus recognising the capacity for RS&T to provide solutions to global problems. Langbein stresses the notion that, in Europe, there exists a degree of altruism that cannot be found anywhere else, identifying the Union’s commitment to ensuring an improved quality of life for the citizens of poor countries and working to provide such regions a secure and stable environment.\textsuperscript{162} Susan Baker argues that this perspective, in reference to the EU’s persistent stance addressing environmental matters, thus drastically differentiates the EU from the US:

“..The US sees many so-called ‘global’ environmental problems as not global at all they are problems for others. It sees the promotion of sustainable development as a task primarily for developing countries, not for itself… The EU sets climate change policy in broader social, economic, political and moral terms. As such, the EU has developed a highly principled approach, based upon a developed and articulated set of environmental values…”\textsuperscript{163}

Leading on from this, de Rose draws attention to the fact that the Union is therefore pursuing big geopolitical objectives as informed by its perceived role as a principled power. Moreover, she regards the EU’s utilisation of science as directly relating to core areas of Union policy. Health research, for example, will supplement the fight against diseases such as AIDS and malaria, whilst assisting the technological development and
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competitiveness of developing countries will help to address issues concerning poverty and quality of life.\textsuperscript{164}

Even the EU’s more competitive relations with industrialised countries are informed by working towards the achievement of mutual benefits:

“…a collaborative approach to research between the European Union and other countries can generate added value and bring considerable socio-economic benefits to everyone concerned…”\textsuperscript{165}

In this context, de Rose also mentions the Union’s interests in “raising collaborative flags, not competitive ones”.\textsuperscript{166} These points of view are therefore important to acknowledge when examining the rationale behind the Union’s new RS&T focus. Whilst one aspect of the EU’s RS&T motivations is to increase its own level of international competitiveness, we can also observe that RS&T is, in fact, one more tool in the Union’s ‘soft diplomacy’ arsenal, assisting in the fulfilment of its role as an ethically responsible international power.

2.5 Conclusion: informing the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship

This chapter has set about identifying the EU as a normative power whose interests, when placed within a constructivist framework, can be examined with regard to the development of a distinctively European international role as informed by a set of common norms. These interests, as it is argued here, focus on strengthening the international environment through the use of a wide range of non-conventional tools that allow the Union to practise its foreign policy. Seeing the adherence to particular universal norms as central to the achievement of stability and prosperity, Europe therefore works to
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diffuse these norms amongst international society as consistent with its role as a principled world leader. Thus, the Union’s international RS&T policy, as embodied by the Framework Programmes, can be regarded as another tool with which to diffuse European norms and scientific standards and thus offer a distinctively European focus as to the role science can play within society.

This section of the chapter serves as both a conclusion and a prelude to what shall be examined throughout the succeeding research. More specifically, how do the combination of normative power, constructivist theory and the research agenda of the EU, as outlined above, help to explain the specifics of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship? Paola de Rose argues, in general, that the increasing relevance of science to society means that science is, or should be, embedded in the foreign policy of any political entity.\textsuperscript{167} Moreover, cooperation in the field of science, as typically international in the first place, is an easy way to enhance goodwill within political relationships.\textsuperscript{168}

With specific reference to the New Zealand-EU relationship, it is clear that cooperation with the Union occurs as a result of the third party’s willingness to adhere to the given priorities of the Framework Programmes, of which both reflect and promote European norms. In terms of the two parties’ RS&T cooperation, then, values can also be seen playing an important role here. Specifically in regard to science, Melae Langbein observes that New Zealand shares six of the seven thematic priorities of FP6.\textsuperscript{169} The Union’s role with reference to New Zealand, then, is not so much needed to diffuse norms but to consolidate them, in turn maximising available cooperation with a country that obviously shares many of the EU’s own values in this field. De Rose, in turn, echoes
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constructivist thought in identifying the notion of shared beliefs as centrally important to engaging in RS&T collaboration with the EU. In this way, she refers to the Union’s perception that research will play a fundamental role in determining a solution to environmental problems, of which constitutes a field of major importance to the EU, and goes on to state that exhibiting a willingness to work with the Union on this and other issues of European importance does much to enhance collaboration.

In its engagement with the EU, then, can New Zealand be seen as acting autonomously? Is New Zealand acting or reacting to the EU’s presence in this field? Given its historical background, it is natural that New Zealand shares many aspects concerning the European worldview. Indeed, as previously mentioned, the Union’s set of core norms are generally regarded as universal, as can be seen in the way in which they have also been enshrined within the work of the UN. The fact stands, however, that without the Union taking a leading role in facilitating international RS&T collaboration, New Zealand engagement at the European level would have been restricted. The country’s limited involvement within the Framework Programmes pre-FP6 is testament to that.

However, this is not to say that New Zealand is not proactive in its international RS&T relations. New Zealand enjoys both established and emerging relationships with its near abroad in its collaborative measures with Australia, Asia and the US. Now that Europe has made a degree of its RS&T open to the world, however, New Zealand, as shall be discussed in chapter four, has shown an increased readiness to engage with the EU despite the greater geographical difference. Many factors, of course, influence this new focus and the fact that much of the world’s leading research takes place in Europe is
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not the least of them. However, using the conceptual framework allows the ability to perceive of non material influences explaining the recent enhancement of the relationship. It is this final observation that would suggest New Zealand’s ability to identify with the nature and norms of the EU has played a significant role in determining the Union as an important partner with which to engage. Most importantly, however, it is the presence of shared norms and beliefs that will ensure this relationship will be an enduring one.
Chapter Three
The development of the EU’s capability in RS&T to 2008

3.1 Introduction

Since the creation of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951, Europe has gradually forged a role for itself in the field of Research, Science and Technology (RS&T) despite the initial absence of a treaty basis to support the development of this capacity.\(^{170}\) Having established the conceptual framework of this thesis in the preceding chapter, the European Union’s (EU) path towards integration in the field of science and technology presents an interesting blend of realist and constructivist thinking as consistent with the changing nature of the Union itself. From the 1950s, for example, competitive positioning and economic security were common themes behind the gradual Europeanisation of RS&T policy.\(^{171}\)

However, as the EU’s international role expanded, so too did global expectations concerning pan-European activities and responsibilities. Although EU competitiveness in this field is, and shall remain, a prominent feature, it is possible to observe the promotion of distinctly European practices and values, such as the advancement of world-wide living standards and the encouragement of sustainable development, in science and technology.\(^{172}\) In order to effectively examine the current status of the New Zealand-EU relationship in RS&T, it is thus necessary to understand the complex evolution of European science policy to date. This chapter shall therefore address the motives behind
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the gradual incorporation of RS&T into the EU’s policy arsenal, which has ultimately led to the development of a pan-European competency in this field.

3.2 The Development of European RS&T Policy to 1990 – Addressing the Technology Gap

(i) The Emergence of the Technology Gap in the 1960s

While research currently constitutes the third largest amount of the EU budget, the European Commission states that the presence of European-level involvement in research dates back to the 1958 establishment of the Joint Research Centre (JRC). The JRC was created within the European Commission in order to assist the European institutions’ policy-making processes by providing independent advice and support with specific reference to science and technology. However, despite this provision, the European institutions’ early involvement in RS&T was actually rather inefficiently dispersed. Mörth, Peterson and Sharp all draw attention to the absence of the provision for an RS&T competency within the 1957 Treaty of Rome. Instead, limited scope for European Community (EC) action was provided for under general Article 235:

“...If any action by the Community appears necessary to achieve, in the functioning of the Common Market, one of the aims of the Community in cases where this Treaty has not provided for the requisite powers of action, the Council, acting by means of a unanimous vote on a proposal of the
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A pan-European capacity in this field was instead governed by the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) Treaty and limited to the region’s pre-occupation with nuclear technology, through the pooling of nuclear experience and capabilities.\textsuperscript{178} Although Euratom did provide for, and promote, European collaboration in a specific scientific field, its activities remained separate from the EC until the creation of the Merger Treaty in 1965.\textsuperscript{179} Moreover, agriculture, coal and steel were the only other fields considered for financing at the European level.\textsuperscript{180}

However, despite the absence of a specific legal basis for RS&T policy, emerging external factors ensured that industrial and research issues were nevertheless priority concerns for the EC.\textsuperscript{181} The most influential of these factors concerned the emerging gap between the United States (US) and Europe in the field of technological competitiveness. As briefly referred to in the preceding chapter, Ulrika Mörth’s study of the European Commission’s various responses to the US-European technology gap demonstrates that this gap manifested itself in three separate waves.\textsuperscript{182} These waves inevitably influenced and, indeed, spurred on the continued integration of RS&T into a pan-European capacity. The first wave emerged in the 1960s when the initial US-European technology gap became apparent.\textsuperscript{183} The recurring theme present in the early evolution of the EU’s
RS&T capacity concerns that of Europe’s lagging technological competitiveness at the international level.\textsuperscript{184} Peterson and Sharp also share Mörth’s point of view, observing that increasing debate focusing upon a more active role for the EC in RS&T during the 1960s was attributable to growing concern regarding the European-US technology gap.\textsuperscript{185} Sandholtz, for example, states that “...a panicky debate erupted in Europe over technology gaps that left European industries dangerously behind the American competitors.”\textsuperscript{186}

Menéndez and Borrás also identify the influence US prowess in science and technology had over the EC’s own development in this field. In their focus on the influential role of ideas in the evolution of the EU’s RS&T policy, the authors illustrate a series of conventional explanations accounting for the integration of science and technology as an EU competency. They observe that European involvement in RS&T in the 1960s was, as Mörth, Peterson and Sharp state, a response to the disparity in performance between Europe and the US.\textsuperscript{187} Building upon this, the concept concerning the creation of a ‘European Technological Community’ was proposed, with the notion to develop common research policies among the European Economic Community (EEC) members.\textsuperscript{188}

Buoyed by such proposals, in 1967 the EEC Council of Science Ministers was tasked to investigate collaborative potential within the transport, oceanography, metallurgy, environmental, meteorology, data processing and telecommunications
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industries.\textsuperscript{189} The following year, as a direct result of this initiative, 40 collaborative projects were proposed by interested European companies.\textsuperscript{190} Even more significant to the promotion of European-level RS&T activities, however, was the 1971 formation of the Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) programme. Membership included a representative from the Commission in addition to the admission of European Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Member States. Although separate from the Community, and funded nationally, this programme nevertheless demonstrated the potential for advancing European-level research and, in later years, achieved just that when membership was extended to Eastern and Central European countries in 1989.\textsuperscript{191}

Adding to the aforementioned US influence upon early European activity in the field of science and technology, Menéndez and Borrás identify the tendency for researchers of this topic to attribute the role of key individuals with the continued development of a pan-European capacity in RS&T in the 1970s.\textsuperscript{192} Indeed, Peterson and Sharp stress the impact that French President François Mitterrand’s recommendations for the promotion of alliances between European companies had upon renewed Community involvement in industry, science and technology.\textsuperscript{193} Similarly, they also identify Etienne Davignon’s role as Commissioner for Industry from 1977 to 1985 as “an important step on the road to new European programmes”.\textsuperscript{194} Under Davignon’s leadership, by encouraging European companies to relinquish their focus on national niches and
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collaborate, the Commission was able to forge a more coherent approach to RS&T. In turn, these developments culminated in the creation of the European Strategic Programme for Research in Information Technology (ESPRIT).  

However, despite being faced with the prospect of lagging behind the US in scientific and industrial competitiveness, the initiative to forge the envisioned “technological community” at the European level was not realised. Peterson and Sharp argue that it was not until the end of the 1970s, with the emergence of European-wide crises in the steel, ship-building and textiles industries, that a more active role for the European Commission in RS&T was embraced. They go on to state that, however, these early attempts to integrate a degree of RS&T policy into the workings of the EC were relatively fruitless: “...Attempts to develop collaboration on a Community basis, promoted by the Commission, had largely disappointing results...” Although attempting to forge a more coherent European technological strategy to close the emerging technology gap was promoted by the European institutions, in effect, the opposite occurred. Member States instead reverted to pursuing what Peterson and Sharp term a policy of ‘techno-nationalism’ by concentrating their research efforts purely at the national level.

Stagnating attempts to step up Community activity in the field of RS&T thus reflected popular realist notions based upon state interest, such as the challenges presented by tension between governments and varying national policies and priorities. However, as Peterson and Sharp observe, the narrow focus of Member States on national
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interests and individual capacities in RS&T actually exacerbated the US-European technology gap: “...Far from promoting the development of new technologies, ‘national champion’ policies fragmented markets and isolated companies from competition...”

As a result, by the 1980s, Member States and the European institutions alike recognised the need for a change of approach in their attempts to match the capacity of American research and development activities.

(ii) External Influences and Changing Tactics in the 1980s

Due to the failure of the national champion policies that were adopted to address this initial challenge, a secondary wave of competitive positioning occurred during the 1980s. This second rush of activity was a response not only to the challenge from the US but also a combination of other external factors. Mörth identifies the quick rise of Japan in the field of RS&T as the catalyst for the renewed promotion of a European research capacity. Peterson and Sharp, too, emphasise this point:

“...Japan and other South-East Asian countries emerged as strong, export-oriented economies as innovation became the focal point of competition, with the frequent launch of new models accelerating product cycles and increasing research and development costs...”

Whilst this was indeed an important factor, however, the technological challenge from Japan and ongoing competition versus the US were only two of many factors spurring on the European institutions’ ‘second wind’ in its attempts to forge policy on RS&T at the European level.
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By the 1980s it had become evident what worked with respect to European RS&T and what did not. As already outlined, the national champion policies pursued in the 1960s proved detrimental to European technological competitiveness in the global arena. Similarly, in terms of Europe’s preoccupation in the field of nuclear technology, collaboration was not consistent and reflected tensions between respective national interests. On the other hand, the 1978 creation of the EC fusion programme, the Joint European Torus (JET), Airbus and the European Space Agency (ESA) all demonstrated positive possibilities to extend the degree of RS&T being conducted at the European level:

“...Each illustrated the strength and utility of functionally specific frameworks for collaboration in sectors where go-it-alone national approaches were simply not viable...”

Thus, the first wave of competitive positioning proved to be a difficult learning process within the Europeanisation of RS&T. The second wave in the 1980s therefore saw the European institutions examine both successful and unsuccessful ventures in this field and attempt to define a clearer, more coherent role for European science and technology. As Peterson and Sharp state, although the first wave in the experimentation with European RS&T produced relatively few successes, such initiatives nevertheless provided valuable guides in the development of future collaborative programmes.

Also of particular importance to RS&T developments in the 1980s was the economic crisis in 1983, which forced France to rethink its focus on purely national research. As one of the larger RS&T players in Europe, the fact that France chose to
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abandon policies which centred on the notion of the national champion, and instead throw its support behind the Commission, did much to promote the possibility of a Community competence in the field of science and technology.\textsuperscript{208} This change of focus led policymakers within the European institutions to readdress the EC’s role in advancing European research, seeing in the creation of the working group on Forecasting and Assessment in Science and Technology (FAST).\textsuperscript{209} The working group not only released a series of reports in priority areas of work and employment, the information society and the biosociety, but also proposed a clearer role for the Community in RS&T in general:

“…first, to achieve a certain collaboration and division of labour in order to pursue jointly a range of options; and secondly to carry out those specific programmes where there are evident economies of scale…”\textsuperscript{210}

Thus, a combination of shifting attitudes on the part of the EC Member States and a general acknowledgement of the failure of earlier initiatives allowed the gradual expansion of the Community’s involvement in the promotion of European RS&T.

Peterson and Sharp also observe that the consolidation of the EC’s involvement concerning issues in science and technology benefitted from the general boom in European integration during the late 1980s. The authors identify factors such as progress made in the liberalisation of the internal market, the economic upturn that occurred during this period and the collapse of communism as important in consolidating an expanded competence for the EC in a number of areas, including RS&T. This development manifested itself most visibly through the EC’s proposal to establish a programme based upon cross-border collaboration of European companies and research.
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institutes and the gradual deconstruction of barriers to such cooperation. Consequently, the concept of the Framework Programme was born, whereby Member States were required to unanimously agree upon proposed budgets and EC RS&T objectives before the initiative could be launched.

(iii) The Creation of the Framework Programme and EUREKA

The first of the Framework Programmes was thus launched in 1984 with the initial objective to combine the efforts of the JRC with other collaborative European projects. Spanning from 1984 to 1987, the budget for the First Framework Programme (FP1) was set at €3.75 billion. However, most of the outlined budget was allocated to JRC and ESPRIT projects and, therefore, this first instalment of the Framework Programmes was particularly limited in scope. Moreover, Peterson and Sharp observe that, despite the increasing critical mass of Member States pushing for a degree of Community management over scientific and technological affairs, the launch of this first programme was initially met with strong resistance from some of Europe’s more significant players in RS&T. Britain and Germany, for example, opposed the creation of a leadership role for the EC in this field in favour of protecting their respective competitiveness in RS&T at the national level. This state of affairs remained the norm during successive Framework Programme instalments. In preparation of the launch of the Second Framework Programme (FP2), for instance, the proposed €10 billion budget was rejected.
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and reduced to €5.4 billion due to influential opposition from these two players.\textsuperscript{217} This example therefore illustrates that, despite the recognition of a role for the EC in RS&T, national interests still held sway over attempts to forge new policies in this area.

Nevertheless, what collaboration these early Framework Programmes did encourage served to enhance the potential for the expansion of such cooperation in the future. Cooperation in this field was also ushered along by the creation of EUREKA in 1985. Although unaffiliated with the EC, this pan-European funding and project coordinating institution helped contribute to the promotion of European RS&T cooperation by encompassing Community and non-Community states alike in its membership. In addition to the EC12, membership in 1985 was extended to Austria, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey. In 1992, EUREKA became one of the first Western European groupings to include Central and Eastern European countries such as Hungary, Slovenia, the Czech Republic, Poland, Russia and Romania within its remit.\textsuperscript{218}

In terms of the Framework Programmes, the third (FP3) not only saw another increase in budget to €6.6 million but also introduced the Human Capital and Mobility scheme. This venture aimed to promote ease of cross-border movement for European researchers, which was considered beneficial for the development of Europe’s RS&T capacity.\textsuperscript{219} The implementation of such collaborative programmes clearly demonstrated the benefits provided by initiatives promoting an international focus. Member States involved in such cross-border cooperation could not deny the logic of cost-cutting, the
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avoidance of duplication and the networking opportunities that the Framework Programmes allowed.220 Thus, the European institutions’ promotion of the Framework Programme persevered and even expanded in the face of some Member States’ dissent. As a result, the Community’s increasing involvement in collaborative research gradually became “...an accepted feature of Europe’s industrial landscape...”221

(iv) The Single European Act

The fact that pan-European involvement in RS&T was becoming increasingly acceptable, and even expected, was most clearly demonstrated by the provision of a legal mandate for the EC’s expanding role in this field. 1986 marked the introduction of the Single European Act (SEA), which established the goal to complete the single European market within a five year period. In addition, within the treaty’s Title VI, the SEA granted the Community a legal competence in RS&T for the first time.222 More specifically, article 130f of this title sets the overarching goal for the EC as:

“...The Community’s aim shall be to strengthen the scientific and technological basis of European industry and encourage it to become more competitive at the international level...”223

Moreover, article 130g set out the required actions on the part of the Community in order to recognise this aim:

“...(a) implementation of research, technological development and demonstration programmes, by promoting cooperation with undertakings, research centres and universities;
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(b) promotion of cooperation in the field of Community research, technological development, and demonstration with third countries and international organisations;
(c) dissemination and optimisation of the results of activities in Community research, technological development, and demonstration;
(d) stimulation and the training and mobility of researchers in the Community...

Hand in hand with these provisions, article 130i also legally entrenched the Framework Programmes and their continued development within the EC’s RS&T responsibilities:

“...1. The Community shall adopt a multiannual framework programme setting out all its activities. The framework programme shall lay down all the scientific and technical objectives, define their respective priorities, set out the main lines of activities envisaged and fix the amount deemed necessary...
2. The framework programme may be adapted or supplemented, as the situation changes...”

The SEA thus established a more clearly cut path for the further development of the EC’s RS&T policies in the 1990s. However, as we shall see in the following section, emerging internal and external factors greatly influenced the evolution of Europe’s RS&T capacity during this period.

3.3 The Emergence of a Normative European RS&T Policy from 1990

(i) RS&T in the Globalised World

With the collapse of the Soviet regime, the 1990s ushered in a real period of global change. The dissolution of this major international player inevitably changed perceptions concerning the nature of national security as well as international politics in general. 226

Peterson and Sharp, for example, view the end of the Cold War as a turning point
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concerning preoccupations with traditional military security. This period saw civilian technologies and their potential applications to the notion of “economic security” emerge as new priority areas of innovation:

“...The European Union’s role to promote economic security and collaborative research programmes such as the Framework Programme and EUREKA became viewed as general tools in the efforts of European governments to promote economic competitiveness and, ultimately, economic security...”

Additionally, defined as the process by which external pressures increasingly influence individual states and institutions to adopt a degree of interdependence in order to stay internationally competitive, globalisation had also taken hold by the 1990s. Moreover, Kluth and Andersen state that by this period the utility of international technological collaboration had become clearer than ever: “...Autarky is impossible in science and technology: all firms need external sources of advice, information and technical collaboration...” Peterson and Sharp’s argument supports this point of view, as they identify globalisation’s effect on the erosion of states’ control over economic and technology policy as a result of the inevitable liberalisation of markets. Kluth and Andersen claim that globalisation in turn gave rise to the emergence of what they term ‘techno-globalism’, which is defined as the global exploitation of technology, global technological cooperation and the global generation of technology.

The emergence of techno-globalism ensured not only the expansion of European RS&T but the internationalisation of this field in general. This development shall be
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discussed in further detail in section 3.4 of the current chapter. In terms of the present focus on the Europeanisation of science and technology, the European institutions had successfully managed to navigate Member States away from protectionist RS&T in favour of a more international focus. Consequently, by the 1990s, collaboration at the European level had become well established.232 This shift in approach helps illustrate the basic importance of facilitating cross-border cooperation as consistent with the notion that collaboration begets collaboration. For example, Peterson and Sharp draw attention to the long-term benefit of encouraging cooperation between young researchers in the 1980s and 1990s in pointing out that this group will, in turn, lead scientific and technology development in the 21st Century. More importantly, these researchers would thus already possess fruitful collaborative linkages as a result of Framework Programme participation.233 Moreover, a Commission study conducted between 1992 and 1994 revealed that researchers themselves ranked the provision of collaborative opportunities as one of the most important factors behind their participation in the Framework Programmes.234

Nevertheless, despite the consolidation of the Community’s role in facilitating collaborative research, Mörth claims that such collaboration was still hindered by the inability on the part of both the European institutions and Member States to develop RS&T policies that would complement each other at the national level. In addition, she also draws attention to the problems created by the separation of RS&T policy from other relevant areas. For example, Cini identifies the close connection between technology,
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trade, competition and economic policies, whilst Mörth goes on to conclude that Europe’s initial inability to integrate these policies hindered the conversion of science and technology developments into commercial gain. In attempting to address this issue, the European Commission released the 1993 White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment. Seen as a particularly groundbreaking document in the evolution of European RS&T, the White Paper recognised the need to link research to economic growth and employment in order to promote competitiveness at the European level. The White Paper’s content was then built upon with the publication of the 1995 Green Paper on Innovation which proved to be the seminal document around which an entirely new policy frame was formed. For example, Menéndez and Borrás draw attention to the Green Paper’s objective to re-align separate yet complementary policy areas and thus forge a more coherent policy around the conception of innovation. The integration of such policy areas shall be discussed in the following section.

More recently, the EU has taken further steps in forging a comprehensive role for itself in the field of RS&T. The creation of the Lisbon Agenda in 2000 saw EU heads of state pledge to make the Union "...the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-driven economy by 2010..." Furthermore, in 2002, the Barcelona European Council set state targets at three per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for research and innovation in
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an attempt to refocus EU states on the importance of RS&T investment. In the same year, the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6) was launched, with greater opportunities for third country participation thanks to the development of the Marie Curie mobility actions. These actions were created out of FP6’s Human Resources and Mobility activity, with a budget of €1,580 million, which seeks to facilitate the mobility of eligible researchers and promote excellence in European research.

In addition, the year 2000 also saw the creation of the Union’s European Research Area (ERA). The Community Research and Development Information Service (CORDIS) claims that the birth of the ERA arose out of:

“…the realisation that research in Europe suffers from three weaknesses: insufficient funding, lack of an environment to stimulate research and exploit results, and the fragmented nature of activities and the dispersal of resources...”

The ERA therefore aims to ensure better efficiency in the use of resources and to facilitate cooperation between participating nations by allowing easy transferral of knowledge, technology and man power. Thus, a renewed attempt has been made to ensure that the ERA is focused on priority RS&T areas, mirroring the seven thematic priorities of FP6, with attention paid to genomics and biotechnology for health, information society technologies, nanotechnologies, aeronautics and space, food safety and health risks, sustainable development and citizens and governance in a European
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knowledge-based society. In terms of funding, EU Framework Programmes are to be used as the financial instrument required to maintain this new addition to the EU’s research and development plans. For example, the Europa web site claims “...The EU’s Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development is a major tool to support the creation of the European Research Area...” Thus, it is evident that the EU has recently been taking concrete steps to address its unsatisfactory past performance in RS&T.

(ii) The Integration of RS&T into the EU Policy Arsenal

It is evident that competitive positioning was still a concern for Europe as it came to grips with this new era of globalisation. Collaboration at the European level was not just required to enhance Europe’s scientific and technological capacity but, more importantly, necessary to survive in the post-industrial world. However, although Mörh considers the 1990s to mark the third wave of technology gap ‘fever’, the author observes that the challenge and European response that characterised this third wave was markedly different to the previous two. For example, as mentioned above, she states that during this period Europe was more concerned with addressing unemployment issues and promoting internal growth and stability. Thus, Mörh considers this third wave in the transformation of EU technology policy as complementing the Union’s evolving presence as a civilian power. The provisions of the Treaty of Maastricht, ratified in 1993, help illustrate this
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transformative process. The Treaty expanded upon the legal competencies granted by the SEA and allowed the further expansion of an EU role in science and technology in order to promote competitiveness at the international level. Moreover, the Treaty not only set out RS&T as a priority area for the EU but also expanded its remit from a primarily industrial focus to the development of a broader policy which would support other European priorities and objectives.

This, in turn, leads into Menéndez and Borrás’ research regarding the different nature of EU RS&T policy in the 1990s. As referred to earlier, these authors identified particular trends in existing literature concerning the evolution of Europe’s science and technology policy. Addressing the technology gap vis-à-vis the competitive challenge from the US and Japan and the influence of individuals within the Commission falls into what Menéndez and Borrás consider to be conventional explanations in this field of study. Moreover, these explanations also fit within an overarching theme concerning the pursuit of the national interest, thus reflecting the kind of realist point of view that dominated international relations theory until the collapse of the Soviet Union. However, Menéndez and Borrás claim that such explanations cannot account for the shift in Europe’s attitude towards RS&T policy within the changing international environment of the 1990s. The authors claim that the EU has now moved from the formation of interest-based technology policies to the development of a comprehensive innovation policy, dominated by the role of ideas.
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Furthermore, this shift from the original structure of the EU’s RS&T activity also reflected the changing focus of science and technology itself. As aforementioned, Mörh considers that the 1990s saw Europe working to promote its international competitiveness by addressing internal factors such as unemployment. This therefore marked the path towards the development of European RS&T to benefit the social need, complementing other EU priorities such as the contribution to solutions on environmental, health, regional development and societal issues. Peterson and Sharp state that the Treaty of Maastricht allowed, for the first time, these other EU-driven policies to become linked with European RS&T. In this way, as the development of a Community competence in RS&T had benefitted from favourable attitudes towards general European integration during the 1980s, science and technology in turn assisted the further integration and cohesion of other policy areas.

Examining the gradual incorporation of social issues within European RS&T in the 1990s, it is possible to observe the way in which RS&T policy begins to fit within the conceptual framework set out in the previous chapter. Menéndez and Borrás state that the emergence of Europe’s innovation policy is attributable to the combined ideas and learning processes of policymakers within the European institutions. They consider the work on the *Green Paper on Innovation* as a response to new theories on RS&T and the role it has to play within the new structure of the knowledge-based economy. This development can be regarded as reflecting constructivist predictions in that it is evident that the EU’s role as an RS&T player has gradually been reshaped within an evolving
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social framework. In determining each response to both external and internal factors influencing the effectiveness of European RS&T, such responses have been fluid rather than fixed, dependent on a logic of “appropriateness” and reflecting the varied identities of the evolving European institutions. Moreover, Europe’s recognition of the complementarities in particular policy areas gave rise to the application of science and technology in addressing pan-European economic, social and environmental issues. In effect, utilising RS&T served to expand the Union’s set of normative policy tools and therefore its capabilities as a normative international actor.

3.4 The Increasing Internationalisation of European RS&T Policy and the Seventh Framework Programme

The most recent step in the evolution of the EU’s RS&T policy has been that of its internationalisation. Just as the European institutions had recognised the benefits of cross-border collaboration as a result of Member States’ detrimental experiments in nationalistic RS&T in the 1960s and 1970s, the post-industrial world required an even greater degree of cooperation in order to minimise expense and risk. Peterson and Sharp, for example, draw attention to the utility of international partnering:

“...Competition increases and firms focus on innovation, which in turn drives the pace of technological change. As it accelerates, product life cycles decrease, and research and development costs and uncertainties increase. Even large multinationals hesitate to go it alone... it makes sense not to make irreversible decisions, to limit exposure to risk and to share heavy upfront costs that may not be retrieved. Strategic partnering provides a mechanism that meets all these requirements...”

---
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A degree of internationalisation had been present in previous Framework Programmes but the Union’s activities in this area were initially limited. Indeed, it was not until ten years after the Framework Programme’s inception, with the launch of FP4 in 1994, that Europe specifically began extending opportunities to third countries. For example, the Council Decision of 23 November 1994, concerning cooperation with third countries in the field of research and development, states:

“…the strengthening of the scientific and technological base of the European Union also depends on an adequate level of cooperation with third countries and international organisations, based on the principle of mutual interest; whereas such cooperation may enhance the competitiveness of European industry…”

Moreover, in terms of the global benefits of international cooperation, the document also mentions that:

“…greater cooperation in the field of science and technology can help to meet major international challenges such as health, nutrition and environmental protection and can contribute to solving regional and global problems…”

In addition to officially recognising the importance of such collaboration, FP4 also made use of a specific frame to enhance international cooperation, known as the ‘Second Activity’ or ‘Cooperation with third countries and international organisations’ (INCO). Unlike the first, third and fourth activities, which provided potential cooperation opportunities that allowed Community or associated states the option of partnering with a non-Community country, the second activity stated that partnership must compulsorily
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include at least once partner from a non-Community country. Although this initial programme was only extended to Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs), the New Independent States (NIS) of the former Soviet Union and developing countries, this activity kick started Europe’s focus on the necessity of third country participation in research and development programmes and entrenched such cooperation as an important aspect of EU RS&T policy.

It was not until the launch of the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6) that European research became “open to the world”. Within this Programme, any ‘legal entity’, such as a research institute, university, company or individual person, from a third country was eligible to participate in FP6 projects provided that the minimum project consortium composition was satisfied. However, as the Lisbon Agenda set forth in 2000, the main focus of FP6 remained the consolidation of European RS&T with a focus on the ERA in the hope of realising the agreed objective to become the world’s leading knowledge-based economy by 2010. Thus, the completion of the internationalisation of the Framework Programmes had yet to be realised.

Nevertheless, since FP4, the level of internationalisation in EU RS&T had intensified, occurring due to a range of influential factors. As mentioned above, the EU’s goal to become the world’s most competitive knowledge-based economy indicates that
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competitive positioning vis-à-vis other large RS&T players is, and will remain, a driving factor influencing European developments in science and technology. However, the recurring theme found in Commission publications concerning research and its international dimension is that of the emergence of global problems requiring global solutions:

“...it is becoming clearer day by day that vital problems – in particular those involving health, the environment and nutrition – can be effectively solved only at the global scale...”^269

The increasing pace of technological progress, the rising costs of research and the ease with which the information society allows the exchange of ideas are also referred to as factors influencing the Union’s efforts to internationalise its RS&T programmes.^270

The Union’s current RS&T venture, the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7), has been touted as the ‘flagship’ in the history of EU collaboration in this field. Set to span from 2007 to 2013 and equipped with a budget of €53.2 billion, it is not only the EU’s largest Framework Programme to date but also its most internationalised.^271 FP7 thus represents the tipping point from the previous focus on Europeanised RS&T collaboration to comprehensive international cooperation in this field. Following on from FP6, the new Framework Programme in part represents a continuation of its predecessor. To ensure that European-led research retained the momentum it gathered during FP6, the thematic priorities promoted within FP7 are compatible with those set out in the
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preceding Programme. In fact, the Union’s research priorities remain unchanged, with only one new addition in the field of space and security. However, this is where the Programme’s similarities with FP6 end. Instead of being divided in terms of thematic priorities, FP7 is sectioned into four working areas. ‘Cooperation’, ‘Capacities’, ‘People’ and ‘Ideas’ constitute the titles of these specific programmes and, in a further departure from previous Framework Programme structures, collaboration at the international level is built into each respective area.

The EU has thus aimed to maximise the outcomes of FP7’s internationalisation by ensuring its strategic implementation across all sectors of the Programme. For example, the European Commission states that the ‘Cooperation’ programme, as signalled by its title, provides the opportunity for third country researchers to engage with their European counterparts in the Programme’s selected thematic areas. ‘Capacities’, in turn, not only works to strengthen the research capabilities of the EU but of other priority regions also. A strong international dimension is naturally present within the ‘People’ programme, in its facilitation of cross-border research mobility. Finally, ‘Ideas’ promotes excellence in the field of frontier research and thus the programme seeks to attract such excellence both internally and externally.


FP7’s other priorities, as referred to in the fourth chapter of this dissertation, focus on the information society; health; transport; nanosciences, nanotechnologies materials and new production technologies; energy; environment; food, agriculture and biotechnology and finally socio-economic sciences and the humanities. Sourced from EurActiv.com, “FP7: Simplification and more business orientation”, http://www.euractiv.com/en/science/fp7-simplification-business-orientation/article-137599 (20 May 2008).
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international dimension of FP7, thus states that international collaboration has, in effect, been ‘mainstreamed’ throughout the workings of the Framework Programme. In addition to non-associated third countries’ eligibility to participate in each of these working areas, FP7 also promotes themes expressly targeted for such cooperation. For example, selected activities within the thematic priorities of the ‘Cooperation’ programme have also been specifically targeted as areas for collaboration with third countries. Linked in with this is the presence of the Specific International Cooperation Actions (SICA), which constitutes another new initiative particular to FP7. This venture was introduced as a means to promote the participation of non-associated third countries in FP7 and enhance the level of internationalisation within the ‘Cooperation’ programme. The ‘Capacities’ programme, too, includes one dedicated internationally cooperative activity amongst the seven that are generally open to all non-associated third countries. This specific initiative is solely targeted towards international cooperation with the EU’s designated International Cooperation Partner Countries (ICPC) and seeks to facilitate dialogue and information exchange in RS&T with these selected partners.

Gruber thus identifies two avenues for potential third country engagement with the EU in FP7. She refers to the first of these as ‘passive’, in the sense that non-associated third countries are eligible to participate in all areas of the Framework Programme. With regard to SICA and the particular priorities selected for international collaboration, the approach is thus determined to be ‘targeted’ both thematically and
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A specific example of SICA in practice entails the selection of India as a target country for collaboration within the ‘Cooperation’ programme’s priority in health. Titled as ‘Highly innovative research in HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis between Indian and European partners’, the specific joint venture will span from 2007 to 2008 and provides just one example of targeted international collaboration emerging from the early stages of FP7.

The launch of FP7 therefore signifies the comprehensive incorporation of international research collaboration into the EU’s Framework Programmes. Indeed, the realisation of objectives set out by the current Programme relies on such cooperation. The European Commission states the challenges presented by influencing factors such as globalisation, emerging global powers and the expenses and risks associated with contemporary research and development, require utilising internationally collaborative research links in order to respond effectively. For example, the Commission recognises the need for strategic partnering with third countries in relevant areas of RS&T in order to fulfil FP7’s goals to strengthen the Union’s own capacities in this field. Moreover, in securing better access to cross-border research, forging linkages with researchers in third countries is essential. Finally, international cooperation is also essential in addressing FP7’s thematic priorities in areas which transcend national borders, such as in the fields of climate change and energy.

More importantly, however, international cooperation has also contributed to the further integration of RS&T with other complementary EU policies. In its 1996 publication on RS&T collaboration with third countries, the Commission determined a
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role for such international cooperation in assisting the implementation of EU policies on the environment, health, education, transport, energy, agriculture, the accession process, development aid, and the promotion of external relations in its broadest sense.\textsuperscript{283} Moreover, the Commission states that RS&T collaborations with third countries have also contributed to Union policies outside the remit of science and technology:

“…cooperation with industrial countries has been steered partly towards the objectives of the telecommunications policy, energy policy and transport policy. It has of course been possible to coordinate joint research activities with developing countries with the objectives of EU development policy. Finally, as part of the eastward enlargement of the European Union, cooperation with former Eastern block countries has been carefully coordinated with the objectives of DG I, which is responsible for external relations...”\textsuperscript{284}

The increasing internationalisation of the EU’s RS&T efforts can also be linked to the Union’s normative role within international politics. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the EU aims to promote a distinctly European model in its collaborative engagement with others, reflecting core European norms and values whilst working to fulfil its geopolitical objectives.\textsuperscript{285} Ian Welsh, for example, draws attention to the fact that the American focus on the economic opportunities science and technology can offer differs greatly from the EU’s objectives of promoting science to benefit primarily social needs.\textsuperscript{286} Having thus comprehensively worked to establish such norms and standards throughout the expanded EU, the internationalisation of European RS&T indicates the Union’s attempt to engage with others and further diffuse European norms and standards through the use of such scientific collaboration.

\textsuperscript{283} Ibid, 5.
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3.5 Conclusion

The EU’s current role in RS&T has been subject to a number of complex evolutionary changes since it first established a presence for itself in this field in the 1950s. Concern regarding the growing technology gap between Europe and the US in the 1960s initially resulted in experimentations in nationalistic research and development, which in fact served to widen this gap. Having thus proved the utility of a European approach to RS&T, the 1980s saw increasing Europeanisation in this field as the EU attempted to both enhance its competitiveness vis-à-vis its competitors and forge an appropriate role for itself. Collaborative programmes such as COST, ESPRIT, EUREKA and the Community’s Framework Programmes all served to promote cross-border cooperation. Moreover, this extensive level of socialisation of European researchers and policymakers alike further consolidated an EU role and identity in this field and provided new paths for the continued development of European RS&T.

From the 1990s, increasing interaction between policymakers led to an integrated set of policies which, instead of solely reflecting change occurring within the international environment, also complemented the normative role that the EU had come to encompass. Finally, as successive Framework Programmes introduced an increasing number of internationally collaborative opportunities, EU RS&T became truly internationalised with the launch of FP7. The Europeanisation, then internationalisation, of EU RS&T reflected the changing identity of the Union itself, as it expanded its global competencies and responsibilities and recognised the potential for the application of scientific and technological developments to complement its activities. Presently, European RS&T is intertwined with key Union priorities in areas such as health, the
environment and the promotion of economic growth within developing countries, thus signalling the complete integration of RS&T within the EU policy arsenal and the addition of another tool with which to manage its external relations.
Chapter Four
The New Zealand-EU relationship in the field of RS&T to 2008

4.1 Introduction

An official dialogue between the European Union (EU) and New Zealand concerning collaboration in the field of Research, Science and Technology (RS&T) was established in 1991 with the creation of the New Zealand-EU Science and Technological Cooperation (STC) Arrangement. The terms of the Arrangement focused on providing for cooperation in fields of mutual interest – specifically agriculture, biomass, biotechnology, the environment, forestry, renewable energies, telecommunications and information technology. Despite this initial step, however, New Zealand failed to fully exploit the opportunities presented by potential RS&T collaboration with the EU. This is partly due to the fact that the importance of research and development to other areas of national priority, such as the economy, health and the environment, has only recently been recognised in New Zealand. Previously, forging RS&T links were seen as a useful way to gain diplomatic benefits and were thus established for the prime purpose of foreign policy. At the same time, New Zealand has had to work harder to raise its profile within the EU, as the Union steadily grows in both political and economic importance on a global scale.

Other issues, such as the limited opportunities for third country participants under previous EU framework programmes, the inevitable dilution of New Zealand’s
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international RS&T collaboration efforts with regard to limited funds and inadequate investment on the part of New Zealand’s private sector, have also hindered New Zealand’s progress in capitalising upon the 1991 STC Arrangement. Taking into account the content of this dissertation’s third chapter concerning the development of the EU’s science policy, this chapter links RS&T developments in New Zealand with those of the EU in the context of the wider collaborative relationship. In doing so, this section of the thesis focuses on developments put in place to enhance New Zealand-EU RS&T relations between 1991 and 2008 and attempts to address why such efforts were initially slow to take-off. Finally, the chapter concludes by addressing the most recent developments in New Zealand-EU RS&T, in an attempt to deduce the future prospects of the relationship.

4.2 New Zealand’s overarching relationship with the EU

Traditionally, trade has been the most important connection for New Zealand in terms of New Zealand-EU relations. As our second largest trading partner after Australia, the EU-New Zealand trading relationship is worth €4.7 million. However, New Zealand has not been completely embraced by the EU as a sought after trading partner. New Zealand, Benson-Rea and Mikic argue, suffers from a problem termed the ‘tyranny of distance’, which “remains its largest single obstacle” in creating high demand for EU-New Zealand relations. Moreover, EU protectionism regarding butter and the Union’s ability to source milk from cheaper producers, such as South America, suggests that although agricultural exports may enjoy a secure market, it is unlikely New Zealand will be able to
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look to the EU as an ongoing market for New Zealand dairy products.\textsuperscript{291} The 2004 EU Enlargement to 25 members, and to 27 in 2007, has meant that New Zealand has had to work harder to make its voice heard over those countries who are more of a priority for the Union.

In his presentation of the paper titled \textit{New Zealand and the European Union Since 1990}, Matthew Gibbons outlined New Zealand’s early responses to the possibility of a declining EU market. Gibbons argued that relations had been deteriorating since the 1960s when Great Britain, our vital link to Europe, joined the European Economic Community (EEC), thus putting New Zealand export interests at risk by exposing the country to the Community’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP).\textsuperscript{292} In 1988, Gibbons states that Britain demonstrated it was no longer prepared to battle for New Zealand’s interests in the face of reduced butter and sheep meet quotas and by 1990 the relationship was regarded as having become strained and weakened.\textsuperscript{293} Indeed, Don McKinnon claimed in 1991 that “...our view of Europe is still very largely shaped by our dismay at the Community’s approach to agriculture...”\textsuperscript{294} During the early 1990s, then, New Zealand politicians saw Europe as declining in importance in terms of the trade relationship. The National government, in particular, favoured refocusing on Asia and closed embassies in Athens and Vienna in 1990 and 1991 respectively.\textsuperscript{295}

\textsuperscript{292} \textit{Ibid}.
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However, despite deteriorating trade relations in the 1990s, with the Union gradually adopting responsibility as a global actor, European influence began expanding into other areas of importance to New Zealand. For example, Philomena Murray draws attention to the theory of neofunctionalism and the way in which EU cooperation in one area has inevitably spilled over into other sectors of responsibility. For example, in its review of the 1999 Joint Declaration on Relations Between the European Union and New Zealand, the 2004 document *New Zealand and the European Union: Priorities for Future Cooperation* illustrates just how far the Union’s sphere of influence has expanded. Whilst trade is still of primary importance in regard to the relationship, collaboration has now extended to areas of global and regional security, development cooperation, the environment, fisheries, transport, education, people-to-people links and science, technology and innovation. Thus, despite deteriorating trade relations in the 1990s, the EU has today evolved into an actor wielding real influence on important international issues. In this way, New Zealand cannot afford to disregard how important the EU still is, in terms of similar priorities and values and the power the Union has to influence areas of New Zealand interest. Encompassing 27 countries since 2007, the EU is a force that cannot be ignored.

4.3 Early New Zealand engagement in EU-led RS&T

(i) The EU as an emerging RS&T player
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Since New Zealand signed its STC Arrangement with the European Community (EC) in 1991, the EU today has become an important player in the field of RS&T. In 1991, Holmes and Pearson claimed that the creation of the single market would enable the EC to fulfil one of its primary aims – increasing Community competitiveness through technical innovation.\textsuperscript{298} As a powerful world player in terms of economy, then, the Community felt it was required to increase competitiveness in other areas to enhance its position on the world stage. The Union’s increasingly important role on the international stage generally, and the development of its internationalised RS&T policy in particular, has been discussed in greater detail in chapters two and three of this dissertation. To briefly restate, however, the EU’s goal to enhance its competitiveness in RS&T was formed once the EC recognised that it was trailing behind countries such as Japan and the United States (US) in terms of research and development.

The resulting ‘technological gap’ still troubles the EU today.\textsuperscript{299} For example, in a European Commission presentation, it was reported that it could take the Union up to 50 years to match US prowess in research, science and technology, given its unsatisfactory progress in this field in the past.\textsuperscript{300} Indeed, it is estimated that Europe invests less than two percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in RS&T, compared to two-and-a-half and three percent in the US and Japan respectively.\textsuperscript{301} Thus, as discussed in the preceding chapter, the EU has worked towards becoming globally competitive in this field through
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the use of the Framework Programme and its ability to foster cooperation on an international scale, which is deemed of great importance in facilitating RS&T successes.

(ii) Science for diplomacy’s sake

In the past, however, New Zealand failed to recognise the importance of research and development in terms of its capacity to generate economic, environmental and social benefits. This is shown most obviously through the way in which New Zealand began forming a seemingly impressive list of bilateral RS&T arrangements in the 1970s, the majority of which remained inactive and existed merely to achieve advantages in the fields of diplomacy and trade. For example, in 1991 New Zealand had seven science and technology agreements in place, with a further eight agreements providing for the possibility of science and technology cooperation. However, only three of these arrangements were ever active, involving cooperation with Germany, the US and joint collaboration with Australia and the United Kingdom (UK) through a tripartite arrangement.

In his study of New Zealand’s international relations in the field of science, George Stuart argued that initially New Zealand was not alone in this respect. He claimed that since the 1950s many countries formed bilateral agreements for the purpose of furthering diplomacy, stating that:

“...science, with its ethos of internationalism and universalism, was ideal for establishing diplomatic linkages with few complications or disadvantages and little concern for a significant positive return from the linkage...”
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By the time New Zealand and the EC signed the 1991 STC Arrangement, however, New Zealand had fallen behind in terms of recognising the complementary nature of research and development and economic and trade policies.\textsuperscript{305} Moreover, Stuart also emphasised that whilst the rest of the world was undergoing a transformation in terms of increasing involvement in private sector RS&T, New Zealand levels of private investment remained, and indeed continue to remain, low.\textsuperscript{306} For example, a 1989/90 survey conducted by the Department of Statistics and the Ministry of Research, Science and Technology (MoRST) revealed that of a survey of 7,900 private businesses, only 1,027 or 13 percent were involved in research and development. Furthermore, the survey found that in terms of the total €98 million\textsuperscript{307} expenditure on RS&T committed by these firms, 26 percent or €24 million\textsuperscript{308} was attributed to the top five ranked RS&T firms, whilst 50 percent of this expenditure fell within the top 30 firms surveyed.\textsuperscript{309} Today, MoRST’s 2005 summary of research and development in New Zealand acknowledges that private sector investment is still relatively low and that the contribution made to RS&T by this sector needs to be raised as quickly as possible.\textsuperscript{310}

At the time of Stuart’s review, New Zealand’s relationship with Germany in the field of science was the only collaborative effort seen as working effectively.\textsuperscript{311} As previously mentioned, whilst some international cooperation was conducted through bilateral governmental agreements, international cooperation in science on the part of
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New Zealand was primarily informal in nature and rather limited. For example, Stuart identifies the problem presented by travel costs in terms of restricting the participation of New Zealand’s scientists in international collaborative efforts. The author states that the ability to acquire travel funds was a major factor in influencing the degree of participation in collaborative projects. The structure of the research funding system further exacerbated this issue as international travel was not allocated to researchers as a specific fund. As such, Stuart states that travel became “a trade-off with other budget items.” Moreover, he claims that scientists from overseas “are getting closer to our leading researchers than we are to them”, citing estimated ratios of incoming to outgoing travel ranging from 0.7 to three times. Stuart saw these issues as important as they limited New Zealand’s ability to forge further international links and in turn reap the benefits of participation in joint-research projects.

(iii) Changing tactics in the 1990s

In 1991, George Stuart’s review of New Zealand’s international cooperation in the field of science and technology proved instrumental in improving New Zealand’s levels of international scientific collaboration. Stuart brought problematic issues to the attention of the science community and emphasised the need to incorporate research and innovation into other areas of government priority. Stuart’s study was followed by the release of a discussion paper, which in turn led to the publication of the 1992 science strategy in
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an attempt to address the shortcomings expressed in Stuart’s initial review. Out of this strategy emerged an overall goal for RS&T:

“…economic prosperity, a sustainable environment, and cultural and social well-being for New Zealand through the effective application of scientific research, technology and innovation...”\(^{318}\)

Moreover, the 1992 strategy also identified the need to:

“…selectively develop strategic relationships with other countries that will add maximum value to New Zealand science and technology programmes...”\(^{319}\)

Thus, the strategy signified a departure from traditionally forging meaningless RS&T documents for the advantage of furthering foreign policy goals instead. The document also saw the emergence of the New Zealand government as a more proactive force in facilitating international linkages, embodying a new role to coordinate and support traditional cooperative ventures between scientists, as well as to provide for mainstream science funding.\(^{320}\) Furthermore, in a statement to the Foundation for the allocation of the Public Good Science Fund, the government specifically identified the importance of RS&T to New Zealand as a long term priority.\(^{321}\)

Despite the acknowledgement of New Zealand’s new found interest in science and technology and the opportunities it presented, progress was slow moving during the early 1990s. Rick Petersen claims that although there was some movement within MoRST to promote opportunities for participation in the Fourth and Fifth Framework Programmes (FP4 and FP5) amongst New Zealand’s research community, this early
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effort proved ultimately unproductive. This failure to actively promote the Programmes from 1996-1998 was attributed, in part, to the fact that key individuals involved in the drive eventually left their posts. This experience therefore suggests that, despite New Zealand’s new focus upon the importance of science and technology, this focus was not sufficiently entrenched to withstand the removal of key personnel committed to New Zealand-EU RS&T cooperation.

Nevertheless, a further review of New Zealand links with Europe, conducted by Petersen in 1998, renewed the commitment to seek RS&T cooperation with the EU. Detailing aspects such as potential RS&T, policy and research linkages with the EU, the document concluded that MoRST should attempt to forge closer policy linkages and seek involvement in the Union’s Framework Programmes as provided by the existing STC Arrangement. Petersen claims that in terms of actual New Zealand-EU collaboration, however, activity in this area remained limited until 2001. Instead, MoRST continued to centre its attention upon major bilateral RS&T partners such as Germany, Britain and France. This is partly due, in terms of directing attentions towards the EU, to the widely held view that unwieldy bureaucratic processes exist with regards to forming Framework Programme contracts, which thus discourages New Zealand researchers from pursuing collaborative opportunities with the EU and helps to explain the continued focus upon bilateral initiatives.

New Zealand’s focus on bilateral partners remains important in 2008, with New Zealand still investing heavily in its scientific relationship with Germany. For example,
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Germany’s Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship programme, which supports New Zealand scientists conducting research in Germany, has now been complemented by New Zealand’s own Julius von Haast funding scheme, arising out of the International Science and Technology (ISAT) Linkages Fund to facilitate collaborative New Zealand-German research projects.\textsuperscript{326} However, it is difficult to compare this long-standing collaborative effort with that of the fledgling New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship, where the EU equivalent to a von Humboldt scheme has only recently been launched in the form of the Marie Curie Fellowship and which, to date, has not been complemented by a reciprocal New Zealand programme.\textsuperscript{327}

4.4 A new approach: New Zealand’s RS&T engagement with the EU post-2000

(i) The Lisbon Agenda and the Sixth Framework Programme

New Zealand, therefore, did not really begin to pay attention to EU science and technology developments until 2001-2002, spurred on by MoRST’s meeting with the European Commission’s Director General (DG) for Research and Technology Development (RTD) at the time, Archilleas Mitsos. The meeting produced positive feedback in regards to renewed cooperation efforts between New Zealand and the EU, as provided for by the original 1991 STC Arrangement. Petersen states that this meeting was in turn followed by the creation of a MoRST policy package directed at the New Zealand-EU relationship. This set of policies provided confirmation on issues such as

\textsuperscript{326} The Royal Society of New Zealand, “Julius von Haast Fellowship Award”, \textit{Promoting Excellence in Science and Technology}, \url{http://www.rsnz.org/funding/vonhaast} (10 May 2006).

\textsuperscript{327} Melae Langbein, “The NZ-EU science and technology relationship”, 22 April 2006, personal e-mail (22 April 2006).
affirming the EU as a priority RS&T partner for New Zealand, the necessity of continued cooperation with EU officials in Canberra and Brussels to facilitate admittance into relevant Framework Programme projects, as well as continuing to work with the opportunities provided by the STC Arrangement. This new focus on Europe as a priority partner, however, is best illustrated by the provision of funding in the 2003 Budget for a New Zealand Science Counsellor, based in Brussels, who would work to raise New Zealand’s profile within the EU as a viable research and development partner.

Petersen suggests that, although strong links were present with European actors at the bilateral level, such as with Germany, France and the UK, the EU’s autonomous efforts concerning research and development did not catch New Zealand’s attention until the creation of the Lisbon Agenda and the inception of the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6) in 2002. It was not until then, he states, that the research goals of the EU began to link in with issues complementary to New Zealand’s. In fact, the thematic priorities of FP6 appealed to a wide range of potential partners, and MoRST’s 2004-2007 International Strategy claimed that six of the seven FP6 priorities were of great importance in New Zealand research and development. More specifically, the Ministry determined these priority themes as those focusing on genomics and biotechnology for health; information society technologies; nanotechnologies and nanosciences; food quality and safety; sustainable development, global change and ecosystems; and citizens and governance in a knowledge-based society. Moreover, the most recently launched
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Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) has seen the retention of these priorities and thus demonstrates the Union’s continued relevance to New Zealand’s own RS&T priorities.

Thus, in terms of complementary New Zealand-EU priorities, New Zealand researchers stand to gain from involvement in current EU-led RS&T projects. Moreover, when taking into account the theoretical framework that provides the backdrop to this dissertation, shared domestic research priorities with those promoted in FP6 and FP7 are indicative of the wider New Zealand-EU relationship as a whole. For example, the thematic fields of genomics and biotechnology for health, food quality and safety, sustainable development and citizens and governance in a knowledge-based society all demonstrate the two parties’ recognition of the social applications of scientific research. Even within the economically competitive field of research and development, New Zealand and EU researcher activities in this area still manage to reflect and promote the shared socially-driven priorities deemed important in the pursuit of larger geopolitical goals. Referring to de Rose’s opinion concerning the wide-ranging applications of RS&T, the two parties consider cooperation in scientific research as a means to address development and governance issues, promote sustainable development and environmental protection and encourage innovation to increase productivity and competitiveness on a global scale.332

(ii) Increasing involvement in EU-led RS&T initiatives

Despite the initial delay in willingness to jump on the European research and development ‘bandwagon’, New Zealand researchers have already enjoyed a series of

332 Delegation of the European Commission to New Zealand, The European Union and New Zealand Joint Declaration on Relations and Cooperation.
initial successes in regards to gaining involvement in EU led projects. FP5, for example, saw New Zealand researchers participate in only three of the Programme’s projects.\textsuperscript{333} HortResearch, a New Zealand Crown Research Institute (CRI) focused on fruit research, was the first researcher contingent to participate within the Programme. The specific project, dubbed CROPPRO (development of integrated farming approaches for sustainable crop production in environmentally-constrained systems in the Pacific region) was launched in November 2001 within the Specific International Scientific Cooperation Activities II (INCOII) programme area of FP5.\textsuperscript{334}

The Alpha-1 International Registry project, launched in January 2002, marked the second FP5 initiative that included participants from New Zealand. Encompassed within the Quality of Life and Management of Living Resources (QoL) programme area, New Zealand participation was represented by the University of Otago. The project specifically focused upon the creation of a DNA database of the chromosome disorder Alpha-1-antitrypsin deficiency (AAD), in an attempt to establish the deficiency’s links with the development of emphysema, and other potential diseases, in smokers.\textsuperscript{335}

Participation, Leadership and Urban Sustainability (PLUS), launched in February 2002 within the remit of the Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development (EESD) theme, was the third FP5 project to include a researcher from New Zealand. PLUS has been selected as a case-study for investigation within this dissertation and will be discussed in greater detail in chapter six. However, in brief, New Zealand’s participation in the initiative was represented by Christine Cheyne from Massey University, whose


\textsuperscript{334} FEAST, “CROPPRO”, \textit{Projects}, \url{http://www.feast.org/projects/?ID=119} (6 August 2008).

\textsuperscript{335} FEAST, “Alpha-1 International Registry”, \textit{Projects}, \url{http://www.feast.org/projects/?ID=166} (6 August 2008).
research focused upon contributions of leadership and community participation in improving urban policies in the field of sustainable development.\textsuperscript{336}

In addition to the limited participation of New Zealand researchers in FP5 initiatives, those researchers that did participate did so through domestic institutional and governmental funding channels, due to their ineligibility to qualify for DG RTD funding.\textsuperscript{337} However, considering how the launch of FP6 provided a catalyst for MoRST’s increased engagement with the EU, New Zealand researchers’ levels of project participation were greatly increased within this Framework Programme. The Coordinator for the Facilitating Research cooperation between Europe and New Zealand (FRENZ) service, Carole Glynn, states that 60 project proposals were submitted within the four year duration of FP6 and that 20 of those also received funding.\textsuperscript{338} The dissertation’s case-study focus on collaborative New Zealand-EU projects in practice has selected two of these FP6 projects, ISAFRUIT (increasing fruit consumption to improve health) and Food Research in Europe and New Zealand (FOOD-FRENZ), to investigate in greater detail.

New Zealand also received a specific reference in the project call FP6-2005-FOOD-4C, the details of which focus upon Specific Support Actions to increase Food, Agriculture and Biotechnology cooperation with New Zealand.\textsuperscript{339} During this period, New Zealand gained two Marie Curie Fellowships also.\textsuperscript{340} Most recently, within the first year of FP7, 2007 saw New Zealand researchers respond to the Programme’s launch by submitting 35 proposals, of which Glynn states that 17 have been, or are likely to be,

\textsuperscript{336} FEAST, “PLUS”, Projects, \url{http://www.feast.org/projects/?ID=89} (6 August 2008).
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funded. The first year of New Zealand researchers’ engagement in FP7 therefore marks a one-in-two proposal submission success rate, improving upon the one-in-three average of FP6 project proposals.\(^{341}\)

Other developments also signified that New Zealand was attempting to increase its involvement in European RS&T. In February 2005, for example, Queenstown hosted the Second International Conference on Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology. Ezio Andreta and Renzo Tomellini from the European Commission DG RTD also participated in the conference, promoting cooperation between the EU and New Zealand regarding combined research in nanotechnology and advanced materials.\(^{342}\) Other delegations of European Commission officials to New Zealand involved visits focusing on the Marie Curie Fellowships in November 2004, Galileo in February 2006, and Food, Agriculture and Biotechnology in June 2006.

In terms of reciprocal visits on the part of New Zealand, in July 2005 MoRST took a delegation of researchers to Europe for a seven day visit in response to the reference made to New Zealand in call FP6-2005-FOOD-4C. With the tendency for the first two calls of each Framework Programme to be the largest, this visit was particularly significant as New Zealand made the effort to forge new contacts and raise its profile within Europe close to the launch of FP7.\(^{343}\) Since the return of the July 2005 delegation, MoRST has continued its work to enhance New Zealand’s standing within Europe as a viable research and development partner. Another delegation of New Zealand researchers

\(^{341}\) Glynn, interview, February 2008.
was sent to Europe in September 2005, with the focus on climate change and Antarctica, with a further delegation travelling to Europe in March 2006 concerning potential collaboration in the field of advanced networks.344

In addition, the UK, Germany and France presently fall within the top five ranked countries for bilateral scientific cooperation with New Zealand.345 New Zealand can, and does, utilise these existing linkages to obtain entry into EU framework programmes, by satisfying the Community partner requirement for third country participation. For example, Chief Executive of MoRST, Helen Andersen, stressed that the recently signed Dumont d’Urville Collaborative Science and Technology Support Programme between New Zealand and France not only paves the way for more effective bilateral cooperation but is also significant in terms of French links into European research.346

Since the 1991 STC Arrangement, then, significant development in New Zealand’s policy regarding science and technology is evident. The government has recognised that the foremost areas of national importance, such as the economy, environment and health, can reap real benefits through conducting research and development. New Zealand has also accepted the necessity to forge effective international relationships to enhance its own RS&T developments. At present, then, with the thematic priorities of FP6 and FP7 clearly demonstrating EU-led projects as complementary to New Zealand’s national research and development priorities, New

344 Langbein, personal e-mail.
Zealand researchers are finally reaching out towards Europe and attempting to form an effective RS&T relationship.

(iii) FRENZ

Launched in 2006, the programme for Facilitating Research cooperation between Europe and New Zealand, or FRENZ, constitutes a joint venture of the European Commission and MoRST. Headed by Coordinator Carole Glynn, FRENZ acts as a medium to provide information and support for New Zealand researchers, in order to increase New Zealand’s overall participation in EU-led projects and FP7 in particular. As its overall mission statement, FRENZ seeks to:

“…increase the quality, quantity, profile and impact of NZ-EU research cooperation under FP7 through increased awareness of opportunities and facilitating the realisation of these opportunities for NZ engagement in EU research programmes…”

Glynn states that the goal is to achieve more successful proposals rather than simply submitting an increased number of proposals for consideration. Although Glynn outlines that FRENZ aims to coordinate New Zealand’s approach towards EU research and development, she claims that traditional informal scientific contacts are still crucial and thus the aim is to work with existing linkages. Scientific ‘matchmaking’, Glynn says, is not a viable option, as cooperative relationships in the past have been built upon established informal linkages and a high degree of trust. This observation is of particular relevance to the content of this thesis, in that the importance of personal
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linkages constitutes a major theme of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship. This theme is most obviously demonstrated within the findings of the case-studies selected for investigation in chapter six.

The main instruments at the initiative’s disposal involve weekly themed emails, the FRENZ website, training courses, briefing visits and, most importantly, the FRENZ Helpdesk, which enables one to one contact with Carole Glynn.\(^{351}\) Glynn considers this personal assistance as the most useful aspect of the venture, regarding the opportunity it provides for researchers to meet with an advisor familiar with the working of the Framework Programmes. Moreover, especially for researchers new to the Framework Programmes, one-to-one contact allows for the effective management of the often overwhelming level of information associated with Framework Programme project proposals.\(^{352}\) A recent informal survey, concerning the effectiveness of FRENZ to date, illustrated New Zealand researchers’ opinions as to the usefulness of the venture. The respondents to the survey reported that Glynn provided “...a prompt, accurate, helpful service...”\(^{353}\) Additionally, Glynn was considered to have an excellent understanding of FP7 and its associated bureaucratic processes. The survey participants unanimously recognised the FRENZ service as unique and necessary for researchers looking to engage in EU Framework Programmes.\(^{354}\)

Carole Glynn also considers FRENZ to constitute a useful aspect of the wider MoRST-led strategy to engage with the EU and she attributes increasing New Zealand-EU collaboration to the Ministry’s activities and provision of the role of the Science
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Counsellor. More specifically, she refers to the way in which the creation of FRENZ has allowed for New Zealand’s inclusion in networking National Contact Points (NCPs) within the Framework Programmes. For example, Glynn states that the Food-Agriculture-Fisheries-Bio (FAFB) theme of FP7 has released a call concerning networking NCPs for the development of training programmes, within which Glynn is involved in her capacity as FRENZ Coordinator. More importantly, she claims that the opportunity to engage this way not only grants access to other NCPs but to their researchers, providing a valuable means with which to establish new personal linkages. Additionally, by granting New Zealand a voice within such NCP events, Glynn considers these opportunities as providing a way for New Zealand to shape the development of future projects and raise its profile within EU-driven RS&T forums.355

Most recently, FRENZ has been successful in submitting a proposal within the ‘Cooperation’ section of FP7, which provides for the significant expansion of the initial three year ‘pilot’ project.356 More specifically, the bilateral cooperation call focused upon national support activities in third country, of which FRENZ qualified. Carole Glynn states that, although yet to complete the negotiation phase of the proposal, the enhanced initiative will provide better funding thus allow more to be done concerning the promotion of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship.357 For example, MoRST has committed to doubling its current financial commitment to FRENZ whilst the EU’s contribution may possibly quadruple, dependent on the outcome of the negotiation process.358 The expansion of FRENZ will also introduce new aspects into its current
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activities. Carole Glynn mentions the possibility to apply the venture’s resources to also address the presence of the currently untapped diaspora of European researchers in New Zealand. She also touches on the potential to showcase New Zealand research within Europe as a way of enhancing existing linkage building methods.\footnote{Ibid.} However, the negotiation process has yet to be completed and it is not yet certain what the enhanced version of FRENZ will look like.

The FRENZ initiative also provides a useful platform through which to promote potential participation within EU led RS&T projects. This is particularly important with regard to the way in which a lack of awareness of the availability of cooperative projects had hindered New Zealand researchers’ involvement in the Framework Programmes.\footnote{FEAST, “FRENZ to increase New Zealand participation in FP7”, Articles, 5 July 2006, http://www.feast.org/?article&ID=268 (6 September 2006).} For example, Jill Stanley, a HortResearch participant in the EU-led FP6 ISAFRUIT project, mentions difficulty accessing information concerning third country participatory guidelines as a particular impediment to more effective engagement with the Union.\footnote{Jill Stanley, interview by author, telephone interview, 20 June 2008.} Through the creation of FRENZ, then, the EU and MoRST have specifically attempted to address this issue. Moreover, with the help of the Brussels-based Science Counsellor, the platform acts as a crucial contact point and information centre for New Zealand’s leading scientists, thus ensuring New Zealand is well placed to effectively engage in FP7 calls.

(v) Upgrading the Arrangement: the 2008 STC Agreement

The most recent development in the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship is the upgrade of the 1991 STC Arrangement to an STC Agreement, signed on 16 July 2008. As
previously stated, New Zealand’s official relations with the EU had, until 2008, been
governed by the STC Arrangement. The former Arrangement, however, did not possess
any legal backing such as that provided by a typical EU-third country STC Agreement.
Nevertheless, both parties were initially satisfied that the Arrangement would adequately
cover the scope of present and future relations between the two.\textsuperscript{362} However, both Melae
Langbein and Carole Glynn mention that the different nature of the Arrangement, as
opposed to the Agreement, created confusion amongst European researchers and the
Commission.\textsuperscript{363} The resultant uncertainty regarding New Zealand’s eligibility to
participate in EU Framework Programmes arguably created further barriers to
collaboration, as European researchers were unsure whether they could bring New
Zealand partners into a project. Rick Petersen reiterates this point by stating that New
Zealand’s bilateral research partners have found it “more hassle than it’s worth” to bring
New Zealand researchers in on a Framework Programme project thanks to the absence of
the STC Agreement.\textsuperscript{364}

Misunderstandings regarding the Arrangement created additional problems with
the launch of FP7. Under the new programme, STC Agreements hold more weight than
in previous ones, where the eligibility criteria to respond to recent calls for proposals has
included the need to possess such an Agreement.\textsuperscript{365} Langbein, for example, states that a
Commission official referred to New Zealand’s STC Arrangement as having “inferior”
status to that of an Agreement, thus concluding that New Zealand would have fewer
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opportunities to engage in FP7. The former New Zealand-EU STC Arrangement was thus no longer valid in terms of the contemporary climate. The dominant conclusion reached by MoRST’s June 2006 Assessment of the EU-New Zealand STC relationship focused on the necessity to secure a formal STC Agreement and, in March 2007, MoRST Minister Steve Maharey and Janez Potočnik, the EU’s Science and Research Commissioner, pledged to work towards upgrading the Arrangement to an Agreement. This Agreement, as outlined earlier, was signed between New Zealand and the European Community in July 2008. The upgraded Agreement allows for New Zealand researchers’ full engagement in FP7 activities, whilst also removing the barrier presented by misunderstandings concerning the validity of the previous Arrangement.

4.5 Assessing the future of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship

(i) Persisting collaborative bottlenecks

In upgrading New Zealand’s STC Arrangement to an Agreement, MoRST has effectively removed a major barrier impeding New Zealand researchers’ access to EU Framework Programme projects. Similarly, the creation of FRENZ in 2006 has also assisted in addressing problems presented by the previous lack of information concerning third country RS&T engagement with the EU. Moreover, these two initiatives naturally assist in raising the visibility of New Zealand’s research capabilities within the EU, thus
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addressing one of the central goals, and recurring themes, of New Zealand-EU RS&T activities. However, other factors still threaten to hamper effective engagement with the EU in this field. Stuart, for example, identified the associated factors of distance and a lack of internationally focused research funding as barriers to more effective New Zealand-EU RS&T engagement during the 1990s.

These two factors continue to influence New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration today and constitute two additionally recurring themes which characterise the nature of the two parties’ relationship in this field. MoRST has identified that “the EU will be an important source of funding and potential determinant of what becomes relevant science.” However, although the Ministry stated in 2005 that “…New Zealand’s relationship with the EU will be the focus of a major government effort over at least the next three years…”, Carole Glynn argues that MoRST’s promotion of RS&T collaboration with the EU does not translate into Foundation for Research, Science and Technology (FRST) funding of such cooperation. For example, Glynn claims that FRST’s International Investment Opportunities Fund (IIOF) was initially set up to overcome the asynchrony of deadlines between EU Framework Programme calls and available domestic funding. However, she states that this fund has now been essentially ‘earmarked’ for RS&T cooperation with Asia, regarding the way that the fund’s evaluation process automatically ranks project submissions for collaboration with Asian partners at a higher rate than those proposing to work with Europe.
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With reference to securing IIOF funding to collaborate with Europe in RS&T, Jill Stanley also states that “it’s just about impossible to get marks that would make it.” Furthermore, Stanley states that difficulties securing funding for travel also impacts upon a researcher’s ability to make personal contact with European researchers, thus identifying the influence that the combination of geographical distance and an absence of relevant funding has upon the ability to both forge new collaborative linkages and maintain existing ones.  

Returning to Carole Glynn’s earlier observation concerning the importance of personal links in international RS&T, this is an impediment that needs to be addressed given the fact that, despite the political initiatives of the New Zealand government and the European Commission in enhancing cross-border RS&T cooperation, personal linkages in this field remain of vital importance to a researcher’s ability to collaborate internationally.

A lack of available financial assistance regarding the internationalisation of New Zealand science is also exacerbated by unsatisfactory levels of funding for basic research. On 03 March 2008, 460 of New Zealand’s leading researchers representing universities, CRIs and independent research institutions, submitted an ‘open letter’ to MoRST Minister Pete Hodgson. The contents of the document focused on the need to increase the provisions of the Marsden Fund, New Zealand’s dominant basic research funding body. The fund’s current commitment of €18 million can afford to assist only seven percent of research applicants. In addition, the letter called for the government to bring
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its general RS&T investment into line with that of other OECD countries, to approximately three percent of GDP. Currently, the country’s level of investment in this area sits at only one percent of GDP.\footnote{Ibid.}

Referring back to George Stuart’s identification of New Zealand’s inability to recognise the potential applications of RS&T for other policies of national importance, the open letter’s signatories also voiced this opinion. Victoria University’s Professor Jeffery Tallon, for example, stated:

“...We need to wake up. Collectively in New Zealand we haven’t got our heads around that we’re in direct competition with the rest of the world. We’re falling behind. It’s a slow-burning catastrophe...”\footnote{Jeffery Tallon, as quoted ibid.}

Indeed, Pete Hodgson agrees:

“...There is no doubt that our nation’s future is dependent on a strong and enduring focus on science and technology and equally there is no doubt that as a nation we underrate the role that R&D [research and development] has played and will play...”\footnote{Pete Hodgson, “Science Funding”, \textit{The Listener} 3548, no. 214 (2008).}

As mentioned earlier, MoRST has enhanced its promotion of international RS&T opportunities. However, it is evident that New Zealand’s researchers consider that the Ministry, and government, still do not recognise the value that science and technology can contribute to the country’s international competitiveness and prosperity. In a world where “...the science and technology scene is moving quite quickly...”\footnote{Ibid.}, New Zealand’s capacity in the field of RS&T stands to suffer, should this situation not be addressed. With respect to its engagement with the EU, a potentially declining level of research innovation and excellence will make participation in the highly competitive Framework Programme projects more difficult for New Zealand researchers.
Finally, Carole Glynn identifies misinformation as another major collaborative impediment to New Zealand participation in EU-led research programmes.\textsuperscript{385} Despite the fact that the newly signed STC Agreement dispels any confusion concerning the validity of New Zealand’s former Arrangement, Glynn states that the circulation of misinformation concerning Framework Programme participatory rules remains a problem. For example, she mentions that many European researchers, who have been involved in previous Framework Programmes, “labour under the misapprehension of what can and can’t happen” concerning assumptions made as a result of such previous experience.\textsuperscript{386} As a result, she states that a large part of her responsibilities as FRENZ Coordinator involve addressing such misinformation and disseminating the correct guidelines for third country Framework Programme participation amongst European and New Zealand researchers alike. However, Glynn stresses the need for the European Commission to update and coordinate the information disseminated by European NCPs in order to address this problem more cohesively.\textsuperscript{387}

(ii) Recent and emerging New Zealand-EU initiatives in the field of RS&T

Emerging New Zealand and EU initiatives to enhance levels of RS&T engagement do present the opportunity to reduce the negative impacts distance and funding can have upon New Zealand researchers’ international cooperation in the future. On 1 July 2007, the intergovernmental European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) initiative announced the launch of a two year pilot scheme to enhance links between
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European and New Zealand researchers.\textsuperscript{388} More specifically, the venture provides for up to 20 travel grants of €2 500 each to assist with the travel costs of New Zealand and European researchers engaged in COST actions. Di McCarthy, Chief Executive for the Royal Society of New Zealand (RSNZ), states that:

“...The scheme is a pragmatic and much-needed initiative. Global scientific research still faces practical barriers such as a lack of funding for travel. This agreement helps alleviate some of those barriers and provides opportunities for face-to-face cooperation, which we know is so essential for effective and productive research collaboration...”\textsuperscript{389}

Although separate from the Framework Programme, the priorities of the pilot project reflect those promoted in FP6 and FP7, thus focusing upon medical and health research; agriculture; forestry; biotechnology and food; nanotechnology; information and communications technology; and environment and climate change.\textsuperscript{390} As the initiative is still a work in progress, it is not yet feasible to deduce any final outcomes of the project. However, Jill Stanley considers New Zealand’s participation in this initiative as highly valuable, given the opportunity it provides to address issues regarding distance, funding and the facilitation of personal RS&T links in one go.\textsuperscript{391}

In a similar vein, Carole Glynn identifies FP7’s International Research Science and Exchange Scheme (IRSES) as another valuable tool to enhance international contacts and alleviate the impact distance and restricted domestic funding has upon New Zealand-EU RS&T cooperation.\textsuperscript{392} With the first call for proposals to be published on 24 November 2008, the scheme fits within the broader framework of FP7’s Marie Curie
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mobility services. IRSES thus aims to strengthen connections between European research organisations and third country partners possessing an STC Agreement through the facilitation of staff exchanges and networking opportunities.\(^{393}\)

However, whilst Glynn and Stanley consider the scheme a valuable opportunity, they both point out that New Zealand’s domestic financial contribution of €70 000\(^{394}\) per annum will greatly restrict the number of New Zealand researchers able to participate. For example, Stanley states that at present, several IRSES proposals put forward by New Zealand research teams have received positive feedback on evaluation. However, she predicts that, should the proposals’ European counterparts secure available EU finance, MoRST will be oversubscribed to provide New Zealand’s side of the funding.\(^{395}\) Glynn therefore views participation in IRSES as “a great idea”, but does not consider that MoRST’s current level of commitment to the scheme will be effective in reaping any substantial collaborative benefits.\(^{396}\)

In an attempt to address the asynchrony between EU Framework Programme proposals calls and domestic funding deadlines, as previously identified, Rick Petersen states that MoRST has recently committed to work towards a degree of harmonisation with the EU.\(^{397}\) More specifically, he refers to a recently secured agreement with DG RTD officials, which is predicted to involve the adoption of coordinated calls with New Zealand in mutually important areas of research, as one proactive example of MoRST’s
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activities in this area.\textsuperscript{398} Petersen states that the initiative is still very much in the beginning stages, with the final shape of the project not yet set, but it is expected that the two parties will select projects to be supported and provide the funding for them within their own systems.\textsuperscript{399} The creation of this initiative is therefore a major breakthrough for New Zealand researchers in the way it manages to address primary barriers to RS&T cooperation with Europe. With each party pledging to attach funds to selected priorities, researchers will be guaranteed funding should their proposal be accepted. Moreover, as the coordinated call allows the scheme to operate on the same time frame and be subject to the same evaluation processes, it will thus bypass difficulties created by asynchronous funding and proposal deadlines.\textsuperscript{400}

Finally, New Zealand RS&T has recently seen fundamental changes at the domestic level, which, in turn, will naturally enhance the country’s international activities in this field. On 11 March 2008, New Zealand’s Labour-Progressive government announced the launch of the ‘New Zealand Fast Forward’ scheme, which will go some way to addressing the concerns expressed by New Zealand researchers in their open letter to Pete Hodgson. New Zealand Fast Forward, more specifically, will consist of a €325 million\textsuperscript{401} commitment on behalf of the government and will be matched by funds from New Zealand industry.\textsuperscript{402} Predicted to span over the next ten to fifteen years, it is expected that available governmental funds for the initiative could reach up to €465 million\textsuperscript{403} which, when combined with the financial commitment from New Zealand
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industry, will equate to total of €929 million.\footnote{Conversion of NZ$1 billion, as at 11 August 2008, and Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, “New Zealand Fastforward”.} New Zealand Prime Minister, Helen Clark, states that this fund will constitute one of the largest investments in research in the country’s history.\footnote{Helen Clark, “Launch of New Zealand Fast Forward”.

\textit{Ibid.}}

The initiative is part of the Labour-Progressive government’s larger ‘economic transformation agenda’, which aims to “...transform the New Zealand economy into a smart, sustainable, high value supplier of the goods and services which global markets demand...”\footnote{Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, “New Zealand Fastforward”.

\textit{Ibid.}} Consequently, the scheme has targeted the pastoral and food primary sector industries in a bid to build upon their existing competitive advantage in this field.\footnote{Ibid.} More specifically, the criteria for investment have been identified as the development of sustainable pastoral systems; research and education capability; food innovation clusters; and internationalisation.\footnote{Clark, “Launch of New Zealand Fast Forward”.

\textit{Ibid.}} To date, Fonterra, Meat and Wool New Zealand, Zespri, Dairy New Zealand and PGG Wrightson have committed their participation from the side of New Zealand industry.\footnote{Clark, “Launch of New Zealand Fast Forward”.

\textit{Ibid.}}

With respect to the EU, New Zealand gains from the domestic commitment to further develop research excellence in this field, concerning the new scheme’s ability to enhance the country’s international research competitiveness as a whole. By building upon existing strengths in research, New Zealand’s currently sought-after expertise in agricultural and food innovation should become even more visible within Europe. In addition, New Zealand stands to reap economic and trade benefits through the
development of these research capabilities, given that the Union also constitutes New Zealand’s second largest trading partner.\textsuperscript{410} For example, Helen Clark states that:

“…consumers in affluent markets have rising expectations about the quality of the food they consume and the way it is produced. We can expect ever more focus on the functionality of food and on the extent to which it is sustainably produced and supplied…”\textsuperscript{411}

Referring to the thematic priorities of FP6 and FP7, with their foci on areas such as innovation in food, agriculture and sustainable development, it is possible to observe that the EU constitutes such an ‘affluent market’. Tailoring scientific innovations to the demands of such a market, the Fast Forward venture thus signals that New Zealand has succeeded in recognising the way in which RS&T can complement economic, health and social issues of national priority.

4.6 Conclusion

The chapter began by outlining the provisions of New Zealand’s 1991 STC Arrangement with the EU in RS&T and illustrated why early collaboration in this field was limited. Drawing on the findings of Stuart’s 1991 review of New Zealand’s international science strategy, factors impeding effective New Zealand-EU engagement in research were identified as those of geographical distance and an absence of internationally-focused domestic funding. In addition, Stuart attributed the New Zealand government’s inability to consider the relevance of scientific innovation to other areas of national priority as further inhibiting international cooperation in science and technology.\textsuperscript{412}

\textsuperscript{410} Benson-Rea and Mikic, “New Zealand-Europe Trade Relations”, 21.
\textsuperscript{411} Clark, “Launch of New Zealand Fast Forward”.
\textsuperscript{412} Stuart, \textit{A Review of New Zealand collaboration in international science and technology}, 12-13.
In 2008, the contribution of RS&T to the economic and social development of New Zealand has been recognised. MoRST’s 2004-2007 International Strategy reveals that New Zealand produces less than 0.2% of the world’s activity in RS&T. To promote development in areas of national priority such as the economy, health and the environment, it is essential for New Zealand to be able to access a larger proportion of science and technology activities. Additionally, in terms of New Zealand’s status as a small, geographically isolated, industrialised nation, scientific collaboration at the international level is now recognised for its ability to provide access to expertise, high cost research facilities and new technologies that will enable New Zealand to enhance its own RS&T capabilities. The Labour government’s economic transformation agenda, combined with the provisions of the 2008 New Zealand Fast Forward scheme, can be seen as an attempt to improve New Zealand’s rate of productivity as compared to its competitors.\textsuperscript{413} Moreover, with respect to the EU, Europe’s integrated science and technology network, coupled with a new emphasis on the importance of international collaboration, provides a valuable opportunity for New Zealand researchers to access Europe’s technological resources and expertise.

However, although New Zealand has now recognised the relevance of RS&T to other goals of national priority, aforementioned factors regarding distance and funding still threaten to impede researchers’ attempts to collaborate with the EU. Added to these, as identified throughout this chapter, are problems concerning a lack of visibility within the EU, a lack of credible information as to the Framework Programme’s provisions for cross-border partnerships, asynchrony between European and New Zealand proposal and

\textsuperscript{413} Scoop, “Mallard: Economic Transformation”, \textit{Parliament}, 30 August 2006, 
funding deadlines and, finally, recognition of the vital role that personal linkages still play in New Zealand-EU research collaboration. These issues constitute recurring themes not only within this dissertation, but also regarding the wider scope of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship. In light of the combined activities MoRST, FRENZ and the Brussels-based Science Counsellor are continuing to undertake in order to forge stronger links with the EU in this field, hopes are nevertheless high that Europe will continue to look toward New Zealand for partnership, and that it will do so more often.
Chapter 5

A comparative study of selected third countries’ engagement with the EU in RS&T: Canada, Australia and New Zealand

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter, the focus was placed upon assessing New Zealand’s engagement with the European Union (EU) in the field of Research, Science and Technology (RS&T) to 2008. Whilst progress has indeed been made in strengthening RS&T cooperation, there is room for improvement. However, New Zealand has not been the only non-associated third country to face difficulties concerning access to EU Framework Programmes. Former Canadian Science Counsellor, Paola de Rose, stated in a 2004 CORDIS release that the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6) “...is not designed for collaboration outside the EU and it is often an uphill struggle for third countries to get involved in FP6 projects...”\(^{414}\) Jean-Francois Desvignes-Hicks, project manager of the Forum for European-Australian Science and Technology cooperation (FEAST), mentions that although the EU is Australia’s largest RS&T partner, the figures are derived from collective collaboration with individual Member States, rather than with the EU as a whole.\(^ {415}\) Moreover, even the United States (US), as the EU’s main RS&T competitor, has found it difficult to engage with the EU. Indridi Benediktsson, Science Officer for Horizontal Aspects and Coordination within Research and Technological Development (RTD) Health, outlines that although the EU receives the largest amount of Framework


\(^{415}\) J. Desvignes-Hicks, interview by author, Delegation of the European Commission to Australia and New Zealand, Canberra, 12 April 2007.
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Programme proposals from the US, it lags behind other third country RS&T players such as China concerning project proposal success rates.\(^{416}\)

In order to assess New Zealand’s own level of involvement with the EU, this section examines other non-associated industrialised third countries’ collaborative experiences with the Union in the field of RS&T. Canada and Australia were selected as appropriate third country models to compare with New Zealand, in terms of their similarities in background, values, interests and priorities. The chapter then investigates a series of barriers to RS&T collaboration with the EU and examines the selected third countries’ responses and initiatives adopted to address these issues, in turn determining their potential to be adapted to New Zealand’s situation. In doing so, this chapter draws upon data collected through interviews with key-informants recognised for their involvement in strengthening Canadian, Australian and New Zealand linkages with the EU in RS&T.

5.2 Identifying Appropriate Case-Studies: Canada and Australia

(i) Canada

As the world’s twelfth largest economy,\(^{417}\) Canada may not immediately appear to be an appropriate example with which to compare New Zealand’s collaborative experiences with the EU once New Zealand’s constrained RS&T resources are taken into account. Moreover, the research investment structures of the two countries differ greatly. At present, New Zealand investment in RS&T is drawn largely from government funding,

\(^{416}\) Indridi Benediktsson, interview by author, Research Directorate General, Brussels, 3 July 2007.

\(^{417}\) Ibid.
yet public sector RS&T investment is recorded at 0.52 percent and is thus almost 25 percent below the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) average.\(^{418}\) Moreover, private sector investment amounts to a third of the OECD average and contributes only one third to New Zealand’s total RS&T investment. In contrast, other OECD countries’ private investment in this field typically constitutes at least two thirds of the total.\(^{419}\) By brief comparison, the Canadian business sector accounts for 47 percent of total RS&T investment whilst the government, as the second largest funding provider, accounts for 18 percent.\(^{420}\)

The federal structure of Canada’s government also means that RS&T policy must be formulated in a different way compared with New Zealand’s policy making system.\(^{421}\) The Canadian government, for example, does not possess the equivalent of New Zealand’s Ministry of Research, Science and Technology (MoRST). Instead, responsibility in this field is divided between its 23 federal agencies.\(^{422}\) The Canadian government’s approach to science policy therefore does not utilise a single driving force and instead operates in a decentralised way.\(^{423}\)

However, there are many similarities that allow for comparison. Referring to New Zealand’s relationship with Canada, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT) states that:

\(^{418}\) Langbein, personal e-mail.
\(^{421}\) De Rose, interview.
\(^{422}\) Ibid.
\(^{423}\) Ibid.
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“...Our shared Commonwealth heritage, parliamentary, legal and defence traditions, as well as people to people contacts engender a similar world view and we tend to identify with each other’s interests and concerns...”\(^{424}\)

In terms of Commonwealth heritage, Paola de Rose emphasises the fact that Canada was built by immigration and therefore enjoys a huge “spontaneous connection” with former colonial powers, namely Britain and France. De Rose sees this as an important component as regards involvement in EU RS&T ventures.\(^{425}\) This situation similarly applies to New Zealand and its researchers with regards to relations with the United Kingdom (UK). Unlike the bilateral RS&T relationships that New Zealand has forged with Germany and France, no formal arrangement exists between the UK and New Zealand regarding cooperation in science. Nevertheless, 28 percent of New Zealand-based researchers work with partners from Britain and MoRST states that “...research links with Britain have profoundly influenced this country’s research effort”, foreseeing that the UK shall remain a key RS&T partner in the future.\(^{426}\)

(ii) Australia

In comparison, Australia’s experiences in engaging with the EU provide an even closer comparison. Australia is similarly disadvantaged by the ‘tyranny of distance’ concerning its relations with Europe. In addition, Benson-Rea and Mikic state that the relationship between Europe and both Australia and New Zealand “...is one of unequal partners...”\(^{427}\)

However, Australia is akin to both Canada and New Zealand in the way that, despite

---

\(^{424}\) New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, “Canada”,

\(^{425}\) De Rose, interview.

\(^{426}\) New Zealand Ministry of Research, Science and Technology. “United Kingdom”, Global Relationships,

\(^{427}\) Benson-Rea and Mikic, “New Zealand-Europe Trade Relations”, 24.
these issues, similar values and historical ties manage to ensure that a relatively close relationship between the two continents prevails. The Joint Declaration on Relations Between the EU and Australia, signed on 26 June 1997, helps to illustrate this fact by referring to “…close historical, political, economic and cultural ties…”, “…shared commitments to the respect and promotion of human rights, fundamental freedoms, democracy and the rule of law…”, “…our common interest in international peace, security and stability, and in sustainable development…”, and “…our common commitment to free and open market principles…”\(^{428}\)

In this way, Australia shares New Zealand’s predicament by finding itself in a situation where, although geographically placed within the Asia-Pacific, Australia maintains a strictly Western identity.\(^{429}\) Brenner states that although collaboration with countries in the Asia-Pacific region is an increasing priority for Australia, enduring historical ties have helped to ensure that research links with Europe remain strongest.\(^{430}\) He also associates more recent influences, such as the continued integration and enlargement of the EU and the creation of the European Research Area (ERA), as factors that have increased Europe’s attractiveness as a research partner.\(^{431}\) To support this finding, Brenner’s report discloses that, of Australia’s international research collaborations, 38 percent of those are with European partners. Partnerships with Asia/Southeast Asia are recorded at 28 percent, whilst the US registers at 23 percent. Australia’s expenditure on international research collaboration echoes these figures, 

\(^{428}\) Philomena Murray, “Appendix 1: Joint Declaration on Relations Between The European Union And Australia”, in *Australia and the European Superpower: Engaging with the European Union*, (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2005), 272.

\(^{429}\) Benson-Rea and Mikic, “New Zealand-Europe Trade Relations”, 24.


\(^{431}\) *Ibid.*
placing spending on cooperation with Europe at 34 percent, Asia/Southeast Asia at 32 percent and the US at 25 percent.\textsuperscript{432} Today, the EU is Australia’s largest partner in terms of both trade and RS&T collaboration.

Regarding Australia’s RS&T profile within the EU, it is evident that Australia is much more visible than New Zealand. Australia possesses a Science and Technological Cooperation (STC) Agreement, as compared to New Zealand’s Arrangement, and New Zealand’s former Science Counsellor, Melae Langbein, also stresses that Australia managed to recognise the EU’s new role in world politics from an early stage. Thus, Australia has pursued a relationship with the Union in a more systematic manner. Langbein also states that Australia managed to tap into the European diaspora and, through hiring Europeans in the RS&T sector, thus expanded the country’s international linkages by using the new networks available to them. In addition, Langbein says that Australia was quicker to appreciate the value of the Framework Programme.\textsuperscript{433} Brenner’s study supports this comparison. New Zealand, as illustrated by Stuart’s findings concerning international scientific collaboration in the early 1990s, originally forged scientific cooperation arrangements for diplomatic purposes and has only increased its levels of engagement with the EU in RS&T since 2004. However, Brenner states that Australia recognised the importance of engaging with the international science community at an early stage, due to the country’s disadvantages regarding population size and isolation. Moreover, Brenner says that the Australian government and research community have realised that:

\textsuperscript{432} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{433} Langbein, interview, December 2006.
“...in times of a global knowledge economy and society first-class relevant research can only be done as an active and recognised part of the international scale, in networks and collaboration with the best partners world-wide...”\(^{434}\)

As discussed in further detail in the following sections, Canada and Australia have also experienced similar problems in effectively engaging with the EU in RS&T as a non-associated third country. Moreover, Canada and Australia have also deployed a series of comparable approaches to those that New Zealand has recently begun to develop. The STC Agreement, the installation of a Science Counsellor in Brussels and the creation of information points ERA-Can (the European Research Area and Canada) and FEAST are cases in point. Hence, as countries with longer histories in RS&T collaboration with the EU, the two prove to be appropriate and useful studies to compare New Zealand’s experiences with. More importantly, such comparison helps to examine ways to apply responses and initiatives that are identified as constructive in enhancing third countries’ RS&T relationships with the EU.

5.3 Common barriers, common responses? Canada, Australia and New Zealand

(i) Visibility

With respect to RS&T collaboration with the EU, Canada and Australia have faced similar problems to New Zealand in their attempts to access EU Framework Programme projects. In the context of a globalised world and the creation of increasingly knowledge-based societies, no single country can be a sole operator in RS&T. Although the US remains the key player in this field, the EU has assumed a higher degree of importance

\(^{434}\) Brenner, FEAST Assessment Report, 6.
geopolitically and as a market. Thus, the Union’s efforts to raise its competitiveness as a world player in science and technology have not gone unnoticed by interested third parties. With particular regard to the EU’s attempts to foster international cooperation, countries such as Canada, Australia and New Zealand have thus sought to access what Europe has to offer in RS&T.

However, as mentioned above, former Canadian Science Counsellor Paola de Rose considers cooperation with the EU in RS&T to be particularly difficult for non-associated third countries in general. De Rose states that although Canada has fashioned itself as a world player, with an important geopolitical role as a balancing power and champion of multilateralism, its global influence is declining. Furthermore, the country is a much smaller world player when compared with the EU’s economic and geopolitical influence. Canada’s potential as an RS&T partner thus inevitably suffers from a lack of visibility within the EU.\(^{435}\)

When asked to assess factors influencing the difficulty in attracting the EU’s attention, de Rose suggests that the Union is still very much preoccupied with internal matters: “the EU is big, dynamic, keeps changing and keeps adding.”\(^{436}\) As expressed in chapter two, candidate countries, associate countries, International Cooperation Partner Countries (ICPC), the Mediterranean and near neighbours make up various EU priority partners, which all require attention. As a result, these more pressing priorities partially obscure non-associated third countries from view.

With respect to RS&T in particular, the EU is highly focused on boosting its internal performance. De Rose states that Member State RS&T investment and output

\(^{435}\) De Rose, interview.
\(^{436}\) Ibid.
remains particularly varied and thus the Union is faced with the challenge of bringing the ‘laggards’ in research up to par. The EU’s motivation to increase its competitiveness in this discipline also ties in with what de Rose suggests to be a ‘US obsession’ on the part of the EU: “the EU is always looking at the US and seeing how it could improve”.\textsuperscript{437} De Rose states that this obsession, or phobia, is partly built on a dislike for US hegemony and the US approach to geopolitics, involving the exploitation of available resources and the spread of its world view and culture.

Australia’s Senior Science and Research Officer in Brussels, Michaela Bauer, echoes de Rose’s views concerning EU preoccupations. Bauer states that Australia and New Zealand have faced similar challenges in terms of visibility on the ‘EU radar’, as Europe is heavily focused on the big players in RS&T as well as the newly emerging economies.\textsuperscript{438} Stephen Payton, former Deputy Head of the New Zealand Mission to the EU, supports this sentiment. Payton asserts that RS&T as a discipline has evolved since the creation of the Lisbon Agenda in 2000. Given the emergence of additional competent players in this field, such as Japan, China and India, the Union has become increasingly concerned with staying ahead of its competitors. Furthermore, the EU is faced with the possibility that the structures created at Lisbon, to foster increased competitiveness in RS&T, have calcified and are no longer functioning correctly.\textsuperscript{439} Payton identifies the EU’s efforts to mirror US success in the commercialisation of research, as well as its

\textsuperscript{437} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{439} Stephen Payton, interview by author, New Zealand Mission to the European Union, Brussels, 10 July 2007
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attempts to overhaul its internal educational structures, as a further example of its preoccupation with potential competition.\textsuperscript{440}

Thus, given the EU’s present level of internal preoccupation, it is evident that the Union finds it difficult to reach out and engage with third countries that do not require immediate attention.\textsuperscript{441} In terms of an appropriate third country response to this situation, de Rose sees it as imperative to understand the EU’s stance on these issues, accept that countries such as Canada, Australia and New Zealand are small players in comparison and make concessions accordingly.\textsuperscript{442} Lynne Hunter, Adviser to the Australian Delegation of the European Commission, reiterates this point. The Framework Programme is Europe’s programme and so, she states, the EU is by necessity focused on Europe. To maintain visibility in such an environment, Hunter argues that:

“You’ve got to have people banging on other people’s doors... which is why it’s essential that you have a Counsellor on the ground there... If you want to be noticed, you have to make those personal contacts and maintain them... If you’re not there, it’s not that we’re not interested, it’s just that other people will be there to fill the gap.”\textsuperscript{443}

New Zealand’s former Science Counsellor also supports this point of view by drawing attention to the need for third countries to have a realistic assessment of their size as compared to the EU. With specific reference to New Zealand’s geopolitical standing on the world stage, Langbein goes on to state:

“New Zealand is small, far away and doesn’t enter the EU radar concerning future potential as a world power... We have to recognise that and that we have more to lose in terms of not having a relationship. We need to do more of the running to keep making it easy for the EU to engage with us...”\textsuperscript{444}

\textsuperscript{440} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{441} De Rose, interview.
\textsuperscript{442} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{443} Lynne Hunter, interview by author, Australian Delegation of the European Commission, Canberra, 12 April 2007.
\textsuperscript{444} Langbein, interview, July 2007.
In raising third country visibility within the EU, Desvignes-Hicks stresses the need to promote RS&T successes and “show Europeans that it’s not just about kangaroos and kiwis”. Unless European researchers have completed a PhD, or some other form of work experience, with someone from Australia or New Zealand, Hunter states that these researchers will not necessarily look to either country for partners given the wealth of excellence closer to home. Desvignes-Hicks states that a third country wanting to engage with the EU needs to demonstrate the benefit, or added value, of bringing an outside partner into a Framework Programme project. Bauer claims that niche capabilities are important here and, more specifically, that the Australian and New Zealand geographic location is still an important factor. The climate, geography, oceanic environment, access to Antarctica and connections with the Asia Pacific have all brought European researchers out to Australia and New Zealand to work with local researchers.

Placing New Zealand-EU RS&T cooperation within the selected theoretical framework, de Rose claims that the importance of engaging in research relating to the Union’s social priorities cannot be overemphasised. De Rose claims that working on files such as development, health and the environment, where science underpins the Union’s geopolitical objectives, does a lot to raise a country’s profile in the EU. Identifying which of these areas New Zealand can participate in, and demonstrating support for the EU in its priority fields, would therefore signify much in the way of commitment to the Union’s ideals. The environment, in particular, is certainly an area of high mutual priority.

445 Desvignes-Hicks, interview.
446 Hunter, interview.
447 Desvignes-Hicks, interview.
448 Bauer, interview.
449 De Rose, interview.
Ensuring that New Zealand remains visible as a willing participant in this field would assist in promoting local researchers as desirable partners in EU Framework Programme consortiums.

(ii) Funding

De Rose stresses that an additional way for a non-associated third country to “get noticed” in the busy EU environment is for that country to “pay its own way in” and participate on a self-funding basis. According to de Rose, funding is a “huge issue” and she claims that if researchers are able to acquire adequate investment then it is much easier to make third-country-EU RS&T collaboration happen.\(^450\) Indridi Benediktsson echoes de Rose’s emphasis on the importance of self-funded project participation, stating that the inclusion of a self-funded third country partner renders the process of creating a research consortium much simpler. Third country researchers will therefore be more likely to gain access to Framework Programme projects. Benediktsson goes on to outline the added benefit of a self-funded third country partner, as it allows the integration of another partner without reducing the overall funding. The project, therefore, gains not only additional expertise but also supplementary funding.\(^451\)

Funding issues are linked to other barriers to international RS&T cooperation, in terms of a lack of both information on available funding and the funds themselves. De Rose sees third countries’ lack of awareness concerning Framework Programme rules for international collaboration as a real problem and identifies the issue of self-funding as a specific component of this. De Rose suggests that third countries need to publicise the

\(^{450}\) Ibid.

\(^{451}\) Benediktsson, interview.
Framework Programmes and better communicate clear and detailed information on issues such as the rules of engagement, proposal requirements, legal liability and intellectual property. Melae Langbein suggests that it is important to understand that the Framework Programmes are funded by the European tax-payer, for the benefit of Europe, and third country researchers should not expect to have their involvement funded by Europe.

In turn, this can create problems for researchers who are unaware of the participatory rules in EU Framework Programmes. During his visit to New Zealand in 2006 to attend the inaugural Joint Science and Technology Cooperation Committee (JSTCC) meeting, Indridi Benediktsson identified a lack of awareness of Framework Programme opportunities within the domestic research community. Benediktsson states that although individual New Zealand researchers expressed interest in the opportunities presented by RS&T cooperation with the EU, this interest waned when they found that participation would only be funded by the EU should their involvement be regarded as critical to a particular project. Canada, de Rose states, hampered its own involvement in EU RS&T collaboration through the promotion of cooperation which its government could not provide funding for. For this reason, Canada’s potential as a desirable partner in the eyes of European researchers was initially decreased. Melae Langbein states that: “we need to walk the talk and never promise more than we can do”, thus stressing the importance of avoiding a similar situation.

452 De Rose, interview.
453 Ibid.
454 Ibid.
455 Langbein, interview, July 2007.
(iii) Distance

Finally, a component in spurring on the creation of ERA-Can was Canada’s distance to the EU and the subsequent difficulties in attaining the personal linkages necessary to create international partnerships. Australia and New Zealand are even further removed geographically and, as such, distance proves to be a greater hurdle to local researchers. This ‘tyranny of distance’ has been discussed in the previous chapter, where it was shown that although the world has become better connected, person to person contacts in the field of science are still of utmost importance. Facilitating Research cooperation between Europe and New Zealand (FRENZ) Director, Carole Glynn, emphasises that informal contacts are crucial and, as part of her role within the initiative, aims to work with researchers’ existing linkages due to the importance of trust concerning collaborative contacts between scientists.

As a result, distance, in combination with limited access to funding, means that it can be difficult for New Zealand’s researchers to network effectively at the international level. De Rose draws attention to the absence of a formal mechanism for linking scientists, stating that the assumption that scientists are always well connected can mean that not enough is done on the part of both the EU and third countries to facilitate better networking. She identifies young researchers as particularly vulnerable in this environment but states that although attempts have been made to address the issue, no best approach has yet been identified.

457 Glynn, interview, June 2006.
458 De Rose, interview.
The preceding section has focused on common problems affecting the collaborative efforts in RS&T of Canada, Australia and New Zealand and the way in which each has interpreted these issues within the context of their relationship with the EU. The following section addresses particular initiatives such as the Science and Technological (STC) Agreement, ERA-Can, FEAST and FRENZ. It also explores programmes intended to address increasing levels of private investment and harmonisation in RS&T, designed to combat the abovementioned barriers to international cooperation and boost third country RS&T engagement with the EU.

5.4 The Science and Technological Cooperation Agreement

(i) Australia

Australia proves to be an interesting test case in assessing the importance of possessing an Agreement, as opposed to the Arrangement which had governed New Zealand’s RS&T relations with the EU to July 2008. Although Australia’s formal Agreement with the EU was not signed until 1994, this document differs from New Zealand’s initial Arrangement as it falls under the category of Australia’s ‘Treaty Series’ and is thus legally binding.459 Moreover, with regard to its position as an industrialised country, Australia’s STC Agreement was the first of its kind to be signed with the EU.460 Philomena Murray’s *Australia and the European Superpower: Engaging with the European Union* addresses the gap in literature on the Australia-EU relationship and draws attention to the changing focus of engagement between the two. Murray states that,

459 Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, “Australian Treaty Series 1994 No 24”,
as with New Zealand, agriculture has “dominated the agenda” regarding engagement with the EU.\textsuperscript{461} However, she draws attention to the fact that, since the 1980s, the relationship has diversified and matured. Murray lists the formation of a series of accords on nuclear transfers, wine, scientific and technical cooperation, mutual recognition of conformity assessment and consumer protection as examples.

Australia’s STC Agreement with the EU is of a new breed of EU-third country agreements, of which Australia has been the first to be approached. However, departing from those arguments promoting Australia as an attractive RS&T partner, Murray claims that these agreements were made because Australia “...is a small country and was regarded as unlikely to cause major problems with these agreements...”\textsuperscript{462} She also identifies an opinion from a publication which proposed that such agreements were signed with Australia first “...for the very reason that Australia is not the USA... or China...”, thus essentially rendering Australia a ‘guinea-pig’ as regards the EU’s initial intent behind the formation of such agreements.\textsuperscript{463}

Desvignes-Hicks, however, disputes this argument. He states that factors such as size, capacity, capability and access to resources all vary from country to country and in that sense it is impossible to design the same type of agreement to extend further to other countries, such as the US or China.\textsuperscript{464} Lynne Hunter supports this point of view by drawing on the example of FEAST. Although the initiative was a pilot project, the EU was not looking to identify a test case, as shown by the way in which the process was encompassed within the competitive environment of the Fourth Framework Programme.

\textsuperscript{461} Murray, \textit{Australia and the European Superpower}, 82.
\textsuperscript{462} Ibid, 82-83.
\textsuperscript{463} Ibid, 83.
\textsuperscript{464} Desvignes-Hicks, interview.
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(FP4) channels.\textsuperscript{465} It was the success of the project that saw tailored versions extended to other targeted third countries. The European Researchers Abroad (ERA-Link) project, which works to link US researchers with Europe through networking, the provision of information and career assistance, provides another example of a pilot project that proved successful and resulted in the European Commission’s intent to extend similar projects to other interested parties.\textsuperscript{466}

Nevertheless, regardless of the notion that a certain amount of Australia’s attractiveness concerning partnerships with the EU may be attributed to its role as “road-tester”, these initiatives have allowed Australia to reap benefits in EU RS&T cooperation. Australia’s experience, like the Canadian one, demonstrates the importance of establishing that initial level of visibility which, in turn, opens doors for further collaborative opportunities. Being made the focus for both the first STC Agreement and the FEAST programme launch has meant that Australia has had the opportunity to build up its relations with the EU over a considerable period of time.\textsuperscript{467} For example, as Philomena Murray illustrates, the formation of the 1994 STC Agreement granted admission to the EU Framework Programmes on a self-funding basis, whilst also opening up access to Australian research and development to Europe.\textsuperscript{468} FP4 was the first in which Australia participated; 34 collaborative projects, worth €40 billion, took place. A minimal increase to 38 projects was seen with Australian participation in the Fifth Framework Programme (FP5) but the combined value of these projects was much higher,

\textsuperscript{465} Hunter, interview.  
\textsuperscript{466} Desvignes-Hicks, interview.  
\textsuperscript{467} Bauer, interview.  
\textsuperscript{468} Murray, \textit{Australia and the European Superpower}, 83.
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at €200 billion. Better still, FP6 saw the inclusion of Australian participants in over 100 projects. Finally, the launch of the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) has seen the Framework Programme internationalised to an even greater degree. Hunter and Desvignes-Hicks stress that the goal is to increase Australian involvement even further within this seventh instalment.

(ii) Canada

From Canada’s experience in operating under the framework of an STC Agreement, it is important to recognise that its success depends very much upon how effectively a country can utilise the opportunity. De Rose concedes that the Agreement certainly acted as a ‘door opener’, especially with regard to earlier Framework Programmes, where participation was dependent upon the existence of such an Agreement. De Rose identifies Canada’s participation in ERA-Can, New Opportunities for Research Funding Agency Cooperation in Europe (NORFACE) and the European Research Area on Society Aspects of Genomics (ERA-SAGE), as specific examples of ‘spin-off’ benefits arising from entering into an STC Agreement with the EU.

More specifically, ERA-SAGE investigates the ethical, legal and social aspects (ELSA) of genomics. Consisting of a consortium of funding agencies from the UK, Austria, Norway, Finland, Germany, Israel, Switzerland and Canada, the programme works towards a common goal of increasing the coordination and cooperation of its

---
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members’ national programmes in the chosen discipline.\textsuperscript{475} In turn, NORFACE is made up of twelve research funding councils from Estonia, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden and the UK. Canada is an associate partner of the initiative and, with a focus on its members, NORFACE aims to coordinate research, funding and policy development in Europe.\textsuperscript{476}

As discussed in section 5.7, entering into such initiatives constitutes one aspect of Canada’s attempts to harmonise its domestic research with the EU’s.

Possessing an STC Agreement also formalises the relationship between governments and provides the opportunity to have science and technology on the agenda. The creation of the JSTCC as a component of the Agreement ensures that the two parties are brought together annually to discuss RS&T issues. However, de Rose stresses that the Agreement does not act as an ultimate solution to addressing problematic issues in international RS&T collaboration. Despite the formalisation of the relationship, there is no provision of a strategy and no money attached to the Agreement. Moreover, the effectiveness of the JSTCC relies on how proactive the two parties are. With specific reference to Canada, de Rose mentions that the Heads of the Delegations, although often high-ranking representatives, do not necessarily possess expertise in the field of science or research policy. De Rose asserts that the briefing notes provided for the annual meeting are often inadequate in terms of the depth of the issues and thus the meetings are not necessarily constructive.\textsuperscript{477} Canada is not unique in this sense. Lynne Hunter states

\textsuperscript{475} Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, “Canadian GE³LS Research Funding – Articulating Best Practices and Exploring Future Directions”, \url{http://www.genomercanada.ca/erasage/background.asp} (22 April 2007).
\textsuperscript{476} NORFACE, “About NORFACE”, \url{http://www.norface.org/norface/publisher/index.jsp?pID=93&nID=94} (22 April 2007).
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that, until recently, Australia’s JSTCC meetings have been more of an exchange in demonstrating what Australia does in RS&T rather than addressing a collaborative strategy.

(iii) New Zealand

As discussed in the preceding chapter, New Zealand’s official relations with the EU in the field of RS&T were initially governed by an STC Arrangement. However, given the gradual transformation of Framework Programme rules for participation and the subsequent confusion regarding New Zealand researchers’ eligibility to access EU-led projects, both parties agreed to negotiate an ‘upgrade’ of the Arrangement. Signing an STC Agreement would therefore bring New Zealand’s basis for cooperation into line with other non-associated third countries. The development of the STC Agreement has also been detailed in the previous chapter and was officially signed on 16 July 2008.

However, Melae Langbein claims that the process of negotiating such an Agreement is lengthy, requiring ‘interservice consultation’\(^{478}\), a decision from the College of Commissioners, mandates from each of the Member States and the official translation of the final Agreement into the EU’s 23 official languages.\(^{479}\) The delay in recognising the utility of ‘upgrading’ to an Agreement initially hampered New Zealand’s participation in the first stages of FP7, given the Programme’s new emphasis on the STC Agreement. For example, Melae Langbein specifically mentioned two early calls of FP7 which New Zealand researchers were in danger of being unable to participate in, given that the eligibility criteria of both projects determined the need for non-associated third
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countries to possess an STC Agreement with the EU. This example thus emphasises the necessity for MoRST to play close attention to Framework Programme developments to ensure that New Zealand’s basis for participation in these Programmes does not once again become outdated.

Nevertheless, with an STC Agreement now signed, New Zealand has followed Australia and Canada in securing an ‘official’ means to collaborate with the Union in RS&T. New Zealand has removed the cooperative barrier posed by the former Arrangement, as identified in chapter three, and ensured its eligibility to participate in future Framework Programme projects. However, given the recent creation of the Agreement, it is thus necessary to heed Canada’s and Australia’s experiences from their own, more lengthy, participation within such a framework. For example, it is imperative to ensure that the momentum of engagement is maintained because, as de Rose states; “if we don’t fully engage then we don’t achieve what we want.” The JSTCC, for instance, is a potentially excellent mechanism to increase collaboration given its provision of regular meetings solely focused on RS&T relations. However, it is necessary to ensure that the JSTCC is utilised as effectively as possible, with a view to address set targets and a New Zealand-EU strategy for the RS&T relationship.

It is therefore New Zealand’s responsibility to ensure that the STC Agreement is utilised effectively. Returning to Melae Langbein’s observation, as a smaller and less visible RS&T world player, New Zealand has to “do all the running.” New Zealand has more to lose by having an ineffective RS&T relationship with the EU than vice versa, especially considering the variety of EU internal and international preoccupations. The
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EU should therefore not be relied upon, or expected, to ensure that the partnership is functioning properly.

5.5 The information desk: ERA-Can, FEAST and FRENZ

(i) ERA-Can

As previously noted, science cooperation at the international level was hampered by third country researchers’ lack of awareness of opportunities in EU RS&T collaboration, Framework Programme participatory rules, proposal requirements, available funding, legal liability and intellectual property. The Canadian response to this issue, the ERA-Can project, was created within FP6 to address a series of bottlenecks identified by the Canadian government that were deemed to hamper Canadian-EU cooperation in RS&T. Those bottlenecks, more specifically, involve an;

“...insufficient awareness of opportunities, inadequate connections amongst researchers, the distance hurdle to building the trust and confidence necessary for partnerships, the complexity of S&T programs on both sides, and the lack of assistance for navigating such programs...”

Launched in 2006 with an initial budget of €810 000 over three years, the project aims to combat such barriers to collaboration by providing researcher assistance in the form of an information service. ERA-CAN thus constitutes a forum devoted to outlining Canadian-EU collaborative opportunities in RS&T. By addressing the above issues, ERA-Can ultimately provides a way to “…increase the quality, quantity, profile and
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impact of S&T cooperation between Canada and the ERA..." 486 More specifically, ERA-Can utilises tools such as the provision of a comprehensive, informative website and e-mail alerts to Canadian and European researchers and acts as an information desk to provide advice to researchers. 487 De Rose claims that although ERA-Can was slow to launch, it has proved to be a very useful mechanism, particularly regarding the provision of a single contact point within Canada’s decentralised system. 488

In addition to ERA-Can, a series of ad hoc measures were adopted in order to address the information gap concerning collaborative opportunities within both the EU and Canada. In terms of informing researchers within the EU, de Rose ensured a constant level of communication with EU contacts through monthly e-mails that provided regular updates on Canadian RS&T. Of particular note, however, was the creation of the ‘Third Country Counsellor Group’, which aimed to resolve the absence of an EU mechanism for discussing third country issues. The group covered issues such as model contracts and intellectual property issues, in an attempt to better publicise information on third country participation with the Framework Programmes.

(ii) FEAST
Australian-EU cooperation in the creation of FEAST was a world first example, signalling the creation of a new tool in facilitating collaborative efforts between third countries and the EU. The success of FEAST has spawned eight other projects of a similar orientation internationally, including New Zealand’s FRENZ. As with ERA-Can,
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FEAST seeks to identify, support and strengthen Australian RS&T cooperation with the EU.\(^{489}\) The initial three year pilot period received a European Commission grant of €260,000 and €88,000\(^{490}\) from the former Australian Department of Industry, Science and Training, now the Department of Education, Science and Training (DEST).\(^{491}\) Run by a small office consisting of a part-time executive manager and one full time projects manager, the tools employed by FEAST are similar to ERA-Can’s. The FEAST website provides information on existing cooperative projects, available funding, partnership assistance and other additional practical information. The site also provides a ‘partner search facility’ and the distribution of an electronic newsletter and e-mail alerts. In addition, FEAST acts to raise its profile within Australia by hosting events such as seminars, workshops and conferences.\(^{492}\)

Brenner’s assessment of FEAST’s progress to 2004 illustrates the mechanism as one welcomed by the Australian RS&T community. Now in the second phase of FEAST, Australia’s Senior Science and Research Officer in Brussels stresses that the initiative has been instrumental in helping facilitate a more effective RS&T relationship with the EU, with the first trial phase of FEAST producing some commendable results.\(^{493}\) The initiative raised awareness of the importance of the Australia-EU RS&T relationship amongst researchers and policymakers alike, as well as publicising new developments in the field.\(^{494}\) The distribution of the electronic newsletter and e-mail alerts also proved instrumental in demonstrating examples of cooperative projects and promoting further

\(^{490}\) Conversions of 440,000 and 150,000 Australian dollars (conversion rate as at 8 August 2008).
\(^{493}\) Bauer, interview.
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collaborative opportunities. As de Rose discussed, engaging in international collaboration is often difficult for this group of researchers but, through workshops and conferences, FEAST has been able to effectively promote existing opportunities and possibilities for cooperation and exchange.

Nevertheless, the first phase of FEAST was also faced with certain difficulties. Many of Brenner’s recommendations in his initial assessment of the venture built on existing FEAST measures, looking to improve upon or ensure the continued effectiveness of initiatives such as the website, electronic newsletter, seminars and workshops. However, there were other issues that required more than minimal adjustments to the original scheme. Although the programme produces a large amount of information and works to raise its visibility amongst Australian researchers, criticism still existed concerning a lack of awareness of what the initiative offered. Brenner concluded that the programme’s limited resources and personnel meant that it has not been able to deliver in regards to the provision of personal information and practical assistance and advised that FEAST II should consider employing more staff to meet this demand. In response to the RS&T community’s request that FEAST work harder to extend its influence beyond Canberra, Brenner also advocated presenting on-site at universities, research institutes and agencies. Finally, similar to Lynne Hunter’s emphasis on the importance of
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promoting RS&T successes,\footnote{Hunter, interview.} Brenner saw it as important to market successful collaborative activities to raise the profile of Australia-EU RS&T relationship and demonstrate that valuable opportunities exist through such engagement.\footnote{Brenner, \textit{FEAST Assessment Report}, 23.}

(iii) FRENZ

Taking into account the aforementioned Canadian and Australian initiatives, it is clear that New Zealand has been proactive in attempting to address issues concerning lack of visibility and information. New Zealand adopted a similar solution to both ERA-Can and FEAST through the creation of FRENZ. Described in more detail in the previous chapter, FRENZ works towards raising the profile of collaborative opportunities with the EU, strengthening research networks, providing information and guidance to New Zealand researchers wishing to access EU RS&T and ensuring more successful Framework Programme proposals are pushed through.\footnote{Glynn, interview, February 2008.}

FRENZ also utilises similar tools to that of ERA-Can and FEAST to achieve its goals. Tailored to enhance involvement in FP7, the programme provides a ‘help-desk’ offering one-on-one advice for researchers interested in engaging with the EU. A website detailing developments and documentation concerning the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship was also created, accompanied by e-mail updates to relay Framework Programme opportunities and developments. In addition, seminars, training courses and even conference participation are offered, should FRENZ’s services be required.\footnote{FRENZ, “FRENZ services”, \url{http://www.frenz.org.nz/frenz_services.htm} (06 June 2006).}
FRENZ illustrates that New Zealand is therefore drawing from other third countries’ experiences in forming an appropriate response to resolve cooperative bottlenecks. To ensure that FRENZ maintains its potential as a collaboration-facilitating mechanism, New Zealand must heed third countries’ adverse experiences. With many of FRENZ’s tools drawn from its neighbouring forerunner FEAST, the programme should be prepared to address similar problems. An immediate issue for investigation is that of the limited resources in terms of funds and personnel that FRENZ has at its disposal, being staffed solely by one part-time director. Having the funds to employ a full time staff member, or increase the number of employees altogether, would certainly facilitate a greater level of communication with, and assistance to, the RS&T community. The ability to provide personalised, one-on-one advice is one of FRENZ’s strengths, yet it may not be utilised effectively should demand for the service grow as awareness of the initiative also increases.

5.6 Increasing private business expenditure: tax breaks and linking researchers to business

MoRST’s background paper, *Science for New Zealand’s Future... picking up the pace...*, identifies the current lack of private sector investment in RS&T as an issue hindering New Zealand’s transformation to a knowledge-based economy.505 Although New Zealand’s level of public sector investment is comparable with average OECD levels, MoRST’s report details that private investment registers at only a third of the OECD average. In addition, private investment makes up only one third of total investment in

New Zealand RS&T. In fact, as a small state, there is an absence of domestically owned private business in New Zealand in general. New Zealand owns only one multinational company; General Manager International of the Horticulture and Food Research Institute of New Zealand Limited (HortResearch), Michael Lay-Yee, adds that New Zealand’s small businesses do not tend to grow and those that do show promise are often owned off-shore.

As previously stated, the make-up of Canada’s RS&T investment is possibly too far removed from New Zealand’s to provide a solution for New Zealand’s low levels of private investment. Australia, however, proves to be a more appropriate case for study. When asked about issues concerning Australia’s lack of business-sector RS&T investment, Hunter and Desvignes-Hicks both emphasised that it was a real problem for the country. Like New Zealand, Australia lacks the large multinational and industrial players present in Europe and the US, with the majority of private business falling into the category of the Small and Medium Enterprise (SME). SMEs tend to invest less in RS&T as opposed to the big industry that is largely absent in both countries. However, Desvignes-Hicks also asserted that, although private investment in New Zealand and Australia is low compared to OECD standards, increasing private investment in RS&T has become a problem for Europe also. He states that, as yet, no best approach has been identified to combat this issue and that the Australian government, although aware of the problem, has not been particularly proactive in addressing it.

506 CORDIS, Different hemispheres, same ambitions.
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Nevertheless, Australia has taken some steps to alleviate the problem. Desvignes-Hicks identifies the creation of the Cooperative Research Centres (CRCs) programme as a particularly useful mechanism.\footnote{Ibid.} The initiative aims to boost research output, effectiveness and competitiveness whilst also facilitating collaboration between business and researchers. Desvignes-Hicks states that the programme has also been introduced in different forms internationally. He identifies Germany as a specific example, which introduced a competency centre to facilitate government support for localised clusters of innovation.\footnote{Ibid.}

New Zealand has yet to launch a similar scheme but it has made other attempts to link researchers with private business. The primary mechanism for doing so is through the Technology New Zealand (TechNZ) Technology in Industry Fellowships (TIF) and Enterprise Scholarships.\footnote{Langbein, interview, July 2007.} Encompassed within the funding body of the Foundation for Research, Science and Technology (FRST), TechNZ aims to increase research and development in New Zealand businesses in general. The two specific initiatives mentioned above were therefore expressly designed to enhance links between business and research.\footnote{FRST, “Technology for Industry Fellowships (TIF)”, http://www.frst.govt.nz/business/fund_tif.cfm (13 September 2007).} The TIFs, for example, provide for undergraduate, doctoral and academic researchers to contribute their expertise to a company’s current RS&T programme or for the planning of a future project.\footnote{Ibid.} The companies, in turn, must demonstrate the benefits of their project for New Zealand and supplement the grant by covering the costs of travel,
consumables, equipment, consultancy payments to University staff and other University costs.\textsuperscript{516}

With respect to the Enterprise Scholarships, the pot of funding is broader and is not restricted to a particular branch of research. Moreover, companies bear greater responsibility for the inclusion of a researcher as they must contribute 50 percent towards the scholarship in addition to project costs, as with the TIFs.\textsuperscript{517} Although the approach is not yet as harmonised as that of Australia’s CRCs, it is certainly indicative that the government recognises the importance of these links. Taking steps to facilitate greater cooperation between the two should therefore provide an increase in private RS&T output in New Zealand.

Of particular relevance to New Zealand is Australia’s system of ‘tax breaks’, introduced in 2001, to provide another mechanism to facilitate private investment in RS&T. The introduction of the tax cuts follows the example of countries such as Canada, the UK and Ireland and the concessions allow companies to claim up to 125 percent of spending on RS&T. The Australian government expressed the need for the changes by stating:

“...In a functioning free market, firms invest in less research and development than is optimal for the economy. Firms only invest in R&D to assist their bottom line, not to benefit others. However, many firms can use the same knowledge that spills over from other’s R&D without reducing its value...”\textsuperscript{518}


\textsuperscript{517} Ibid.

However, Hunter does not consider this as a sole solution to the problem.\textsuperscript{519} Moreover, Julian Cribb argues that the initiative has not yielded satisfactory results. Cribb quotes that the purpose of the tax break is “...encouraging the development by eligible companies of innovative products, processes and services...” He then claims that, of the €4000 million\textsuperscript{520} tax dollars awarded to 5630 companies for RS&T in 2003-2004, Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific and Research Organisation (CSIRO) has not reaped the proportionate benefits in external revenues.\textsuperscript{521} Cribb also asserts that certain researchers see the concessions solely as a way to reduce taxes, rather than an incentive to conduct research. He states that:

“...Until this – or any – government can quantify the commercial outcomes that flow from deductible research, Australia has no way of knowing whether tax breaks work or not...”\textsuperscript{522}

Cribb instead advocates the approach taken in Finland, where the government directly funds the commercialisation process of companies undertaking RS&T. These companies are, in turn, expected to produce a final product or reimburse the fund.\textsuperscript{523}

In the context of this point of view, the highly publicised introduction of tax credits within New Zealand’s 2007 budget may not be as effective as initially hoped. Moreover, the new tax breaks have replaced FRST’s Grants for Private Sector Research and Development (GPSRD) programme\textsuperscript{524}, which followed a similar line to the Finnish example. The initiative worked to facilitate the growth of SMEs by encouraging the design of new products, processes and services by offering grants of up to 33 percent of
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the total project costs. With the credits still waiting to be put into action, it is not possible to assess what the effectiveness of New Zealand’s version of the initiative will be in comparison to the directly funded grant. However, Cribb mentions in his article that, having modelled its tax break scheme on others’ did not mean that Australia’s version was automatically as successful.\(^{525}\) As with the introduction of the STC Agreement, there is a danger in following what other countries are doing too closely. As Desvignes-Hicks states, each is vastly different and what can be applied in one country will not necessarily work in another.\(^{526}\)

In addition to working to increase private RS&T investment, Rick Petersen states that capitalising on New Zealand research is also of great importance, given the lengthy and often difficult process in seeing a product through to commercialisation. Petersen also mentions that it is not possible for the government to invest in every mechanism that would assist in ensuring a better output rate but hopes that the credits will make a significant difference.\(^{527}\) However, concerning the absence of a mechanism to determine attributed outputs to the cuts, the New Zealand government should monitor the success of the new initiative carefully to ensure its limited resources are being applied effectively.

### 5.7 Harmonisation

The lack of harmonisation between non-associated third countries’ national RS&T programmes and the EU Framework Programmes often prevents third country researchers from optimising their involvement in EU RS&T. Returning again to the issue of funding, New Zealand’s participation in EU-led projects has been hampered due to a
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mismatch between the time-frame encompassing the government’s available grants and EU calls for proposals.\textsuperscript{528} Thus, in the past, local researchers reliant on government funding have been limited in their opportunities to submit Framework Programme proposals as the two components do not necessarily complement each other. Michael Lay-Yee argues that, despite the government’s identification of Europe as a priority RS&T partner, funding opportunities are not coordinated enough. Consequently, HortResearch has begun to diversify to become less reliant on public funding.\textsuperscript{529}

Melae Langbein suggests that, in the view of the Commission, the best case scenario should involve non-associated third countries adopting a position of ‘automaticity’, where researchers gaining entry into Framework Programme projects would be guaranteed to receive domestic funding. However, Langbein emphasises New Zealand’s inability to realise this aim. Not only are resources too limited but, whilst the country’s research priorities do often overlap with those of the Union’s, the EU’s focus on areas such as the ERA, space and security mean that the two are not compatible enough to devote an automatic funding system to.\textsuperscript{530}

Nevertheless, scope exists for a limited degree of automaticity and both Canada and Australia have adopted initiatives accordingly. Australia boasts the most successful example, in the form of its focus on Framework Programme projects targeting health. The National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) currently sets aside one million dollars per biannual Framework Programme call, specifically to enhance involvement in EU-led health initiatives. Moreover, the NHMRC states that should these
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funds be exhausted, the Council will provide any top-up funding necessary.\(^{531}\) This development therefore greatly simplifies the process for local researchers, who need only to file one proposal with the NHMRC and the EU and are subsequently guaranteed the funding should the EU accept the proposal.\(^{532}\)

In this way, the difficult issue of time-lines and deadlines is avoided in the absence of an additional peer review mechanism.\(^{533}\) Indridi Benediktsson promotes the value of such a programme and claims that third country scientists “love” the simplified process.\(^{534}\) Moreover, he states that European researchers also benefit from the initiative and appreciate the ease and added value of bringing an Australian partner in to a Framework Programme project. The NHMRC funding, for example, allows the integration of a partner without reducing the total funds granted by the EU and in turn opens up further collaborative opportunities within small projects working with limited resources.\(^{535}\)

Canada has also taken steps to increase the harmonisation of its research efforts with Europe. Its participation in ERA-Can, ERA-SAGE and NORFACE was introduced earlier in the chapter, identifying them as ‘spin-off’ benefits from the visibility awarded by the STC Agreement. The Networking the European Research Area (ERA-NET) programme aims to realise the goal of creating a cohesive ERA through cooperation and coordination at the national level of Member States.\(^{536}\) Both ERA-SAGE and NORFACE are components of this initiative. By definition, ERA-NET works to harmonise the
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research efforts of Member States and so a third country’s involvement within such a programme ultimately ensures a greater degree of coordination with the EU also.

Canada’s specific contribution to the ERA-SAGE project lies in its leadership, in partnership with the UK, of ‘Work package 2: Needs assessment’. The determined goals of the work package are thus:

“...to enhance the accessibility and visibility of national research policies by the exchange of information and people; identify emerging new issues within the funding field of ELSA research; and identify the similarities, differences, gaps and potential conflicts of national funding strategies for ELSA-related research through detailed analyses of the ELSA field. The ultimate goal is to formulate a strategic plan for common activities...”

This last sentence signals the future benefit of the project in regard to harmonisation. Although the current focus of the project is on the exchange of information and personnel, the Netherlands’ Organisation for Scientific Research claims that “...transnational activities such as pilot programmes and joint or common calls will be developed at a later stage...”

Canada’s Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) explains its motivation for joining NORFACE along these lines also, hoping to use the forum to facilitate participation in joint programmes in addition to observing other countries’ national funding agencies and helping shape an international research agenda. In contributing to programmes working towards greater RS&T cohesion within Europe, Canada’s own levels of harmonisation with EU initiatives stand to improve.
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A further benefit gained through involvement in ERA-NET projects concerns the way in which responsibility is focused at the SSHRC granting council level where issues of funding are dealt with. This factor therefore also assists in the internal harmonisation of Canada’s efforts, bypassing potential barriers created by the country’s decentralised system. ERA-NET involvement also works to enhance dialogue between Canada’s three other national granting councils and their European counterparts.\(^{540}\) De Rose describes ERA-NET as an excellent mechanism which has allowed Canada to utilise EU programmes to advance bilateral involvement.\(^{541}\) For example, as a full member of EUR-SAGE through the SSHRC, Canada receives full funding from the Commission to participate and thus enables it to enhance its visibility and access to EU-led initiatives on a cost-neutral basis.

New Zealand’s participation in similar projects would allow an insight into European best practice in funding management and research policy. In addition, involvement would raise visibility, demonstrate commitment to the EU’s research effort and potentially open up opportunities for greater harmonisation, should the project in question make room for the development of joint calls. Despite the issue of New Zealand’s limited resources, Canada’s experience has demonstrated that it is possible to secure funds from the EU in this field. Canada’s involvement within ERA-NET began with the modest, resource restricted ERA-Can project and intensified from there. It would be advisable for MoRST to assess New Zealand’s capability to contribute to a small ERA-NET project encompassing an element of the RS&T national interest and, in turn, examine whether ERA-NET would welcome a New Zealand partner.

\(^{540}\) De Rose, *ERA-Can ‘An initiative to increase Canada-Europe S&T Cooperation’*.  
\(^{541}\) De Rose, interview.
Indridi Benediktsson identifies funding as the basic problem for New Zealand, claiming that expenditure on RS&T at one percent of GDP is very low. Furthermore, he likens New Zealand to a small-medium EU Member State and argues that given an assessment of the country’s RS&T activities and resources, New Zealand is “punching below its weight” in this field. Identifying that it has many research capabilities and a strong research community, Benediktsson advises that New Zealand needs to find a way to increase investment in RS&T and create co-funding opportunities as Australia has done with the NHMRC funding.  

However, Rick Petersen argues that MoRST is very clear that it will not consider initiating a system that would lead to automaticity. He states that:

“If the New Zealand government is going to invest money in R&D, it needs to be assured that that money is going towards research objectives which have been deemed to be important for New Zealand.”

With respect to publicly funded RS&T, MoRST’s position is thus: “Only the benefits and costs that accrue to New Zealand residents matter.” Agreeing to a peer review waiver similar to the NHMRC’s system would not be an option, as New Zealand grants require some form of approval from FRST or other funding investment agents.

Nevertheless, Petersen claims that MoRST is committed to addressing problems presented by deadline asynchronies between New Zealand and the EU. He cites the example of a recent agreement reached between the Ministry and DG RTD officials, which proposes to adopt coordinated calls for New Zealand and European researchers.
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within the framework of EU-led collaborative research projects. This venture, still very much in its early stages, has been discussed in greater detail in the preceding chapter. To briefly restate, however, Petersen expects that the final structure of the joint venture will involve the commitment of funds from both parties, within their own funding systems, to be invested in research fields deemed to be of mutual interest and importance. Although New Zealand has had no official involvement with the EU in enhancing harmonisation in RS&T in the past, it is only the second country after the US with whom such an objective has been agreed to.\textsuperscript{546} As such, it marks an enormously important first step for New Zealand and its future relationship with the EU.

5.8 Conclusion

Not all third country priorities are compatible with those of New Zealand. Canada’s involvement in the Union’s ‘big science’ initiatives such as Galileo, ITER and the European Space Agency is a good example of this. Nevertheless, investigating Australian and Canadian responses to collaborative barriers, within the context of similar priorities and capabilities, is particularly useful given their greater experience in engaging with the EU. There are certainly issues presented by the identified bottlenecks that cannot realistically be resolved. As Lynne Hunter states, although the ultimate goal for FEAST would be for them “to sit back and say that every researcher in Australia is aware of the Seventh Framework Programme”, this is an unachievable target.\textsuperscript{547} With regard to raising New Zealand’s visibility within the EU, more can always be done. This also applies to attempts to enhance the research community’s awareness of opportunities for
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collaboration with the EU. In addition, given the limited resources available to commit to
New Zealand’s priorities, not all of MoRST’s goals for international RS&T cooperation
will be realised. Looking at other third countries’ difficulties, responses and successes
regarding their individual relationships with the EU has thus provided realistic guidance
for New Zealand’s own attempts to find a place for itself on the ‘EU radar’.
Chapter Six  
Case studies: current collaborative projects

6.1 Introduction

The case studies selected for investigation within this chapter focus on a variety of projects based upon mutual priorities for New Zealand and Europe. As New Zealand researchers have yet to participate in projects under the recently launched Seventh Framework Programme (FP7), this chapter focuses on their involvement within Fifth and Sixth (FP5 and FP6) Framework Programme initiatives. In the field of food research, ISAFRUIT, a Horticulture and Food Research Institute of New Zealand Limited (HortResearch)-European Union (EU) collaborative project in fruit research, has been chosen. The Food Research in Europe and New Zealand (FOOD-FRENZ) initiative, a networking venture focused on food research, also falls within the collaborative thematic priority focusing on food, as provided for in FP6. Finally, the FP5 project PLUS (Participation, Leadership and Urban Sustainability), has been selected due its focus on the field of social science, thus providing a useful example of opportunities available outside the area of purely scientific and technological research.

This section of the dissertation explores and analyses the realities of these selected case studies and, in turn, allows for the application of recommendations for New Zealand researchers looking to engage in future collaborative projects with the EU. In doing so, this chapter aims to provide a valuable contribution to New Zealand researchers’ attempts
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to engage with the EU in this field by identifying and analysing commonalities through the comparative analysis of existing New Zealand-EU project collaborations.

When evaluating New Zealand researchers’ capacity to engage effectively with the EU in Research, Science and Technology (RS&T), it is necessary to examine existing collaborative projects in order to gain a realistic assessment of New Zealand-EU RS&T cooperation. For example, Marie Curie International Outgoing Fellow, Annick Masselot, stresses the importance of understanding the realities of engaging with the EU collaboratively. Concerning her experience in particular, Masselot highlights a series of specific issues which exist within, and further complicate, the Framework Programme application process. She refers to the required completion of complicated paperwork, lengthy administrative work and the necessity to comprehend the ever-changing nature of ‘EU speak’ as particular challenges within the application process.

Within this section of the thesis, a multiple-case study design is adopted in order to analyse the nature of New Zealand-EU collaborative RS&T projects in practice. Given the contemporary nature of this research topic, using case studies as a methodology allows for the investigation of this particular subject matter within its real-life context, as promoted by Robert K. Yin. The rationale for adopting such a design is explored in more detail within the methodology section of this dissertation.

6.2 ISAFRUIT: Healthy fruit for a healthy Europe

---
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(i) Introduction

Launched in Copenhagen on 8 February 2006, the ISAFRUIT project falls within the Sixth Framework Programme’s thematic priority focus concerning food quality and safety. Projected to span 54 months from 2006 to 2009, the EU financial contribution to the venture is set at €13.8 million, with a total of 64 research partner participants drawn from selected European Universities, Research Institutions, Centres for Technological Development and Small-Medium Enterprises (SMEs). In addition to these, ISAFRUIT also includes two third country partnerships with New Zealand and the United States (US). Within the context of the beneficial properties fruit offers in the promotion of good health, some EU Member States were identified as having unsatisfactory levels of fresh produce consumption. The core objective set by ISAFRUIT centres upon:

“...Increasing fruit consumption through a trans-disciplinary approach delivering high quality produce from environmentally friendly, sustainable production methods...”

More specifically, the project partners have selected apples, peaches and nectarines as particular fruit species to focus their research on.

The project’s strategy has been to address all aspects of the fruit supply chain, identifying issues that at present reduce fruit consumption and, in turn, seeking to remedy them. In particular, these issues have been outlined by the project as:
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In addressing this range of issues, a variety of solutions are thus required. In particular, the research conducted by ISAFRUIT project partners is conducted within a “fork-to-farm” approach and focuses upon:

“...increasing the quality and safety of fruit and fruit products; augmenting the convenience of fruit products; improving the availability of high quality fruit; raising consumer awareness; contributing to opportunities for lower prices...”

In distributing the project’s ongoing and finalised research, ISAFRUIT’s seventh Project Pillar, concerning the dissemination and transfer of knowledge, works to circulate research outcomes through the hosting of conferences, publication of documents and the provision of training courses for key actors within the European fruit supply chain.

(ii) New Zealand participation

New Zealand researchers’ involvement in ISAFRUIT, as a European Integrated Research Project, is steered by the project’s official partnership with New Zealand Crown Research Institute (CRI) HortResearch. HortResearch, as a fruit science company, is internationally recognised in the field of integrated fruit research and is the name behind the popular breeds of ZESPRI™ GOLD kiwifruit and ENZA JAZZ™ apples. Moreover,
the company possesses the world’s largest fruit compound database and its researchers also developed ripeSense™, which has been heralded as the world’s first intelligent fruit labelling system.\textsuperscript{566}

Concerning HortResearch’s specific involvement within ISAFRUIT, the company is represented by two researchers responsible for contributing research within two separate Project Pillars. Roger Harker holds the position of science leader for HortResearch’s participation in ISAFRUIT, whose research is focused upon Work Package (WP) 6.1: ‘Genfruit: establishing the genetic basis for fruit quality by mapping the principal genes concerned’.\textsuperscript{567} Consistent with ISAFRUIT’s goal to make fruit more accessible and desirable for consumers, the project’s research expands upon previously made findings in this field, which focuses on fruit texture – particularly ‘crispness’ and ‘juiciness’ – and its influence upon consumer preferences for apples.\textsuperscript{568} Jill Stanley, the second of HortResearch’s employees participating within ISAFRUIT, states that:

“...Crispness, hardness and juiciness are all key aspects in the overall consumer experience of fruit. When these and other attributes are present in the right balance then eating fruit is a real pleasure. We want to understand the physiology behind these attributes so we can pass that information on to breeders, enabling them to target fruits that will be popular with consumers...”\textsuperscript{569}

More specifically, then, HortResearch’s participation in ISAFRUIT involves working towards the provision of information on apple texture research, ultimately aiming to identify particular molecular structures that produce favourable textures, such as the

\textsuperscript{566} HortResearch, \textit{HortResearch partners in €21.1m EU research programme}.
\textsuperscript{567} INRA, “Isafruit: increasing the consumption of fruit to improve health”, \url{http://www.international.inra.fr/partnerships/with_the_private_sector/live_from_the_labs/isafruit_increasing_the_consumption_of_fruit_to_improve_health} (20 June 2008).
\textsuperscript{568} ISAFRUIT Project document extract, e-mail correspondence, Jill Stanley.
\textsuperscript{569} Jill Stanley, as quoted in HortResearch, \textit{HortResearch partners in €21.1m EU research programme}.
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New Zealand’s niche strengths and priorities in RS&T have been discussed above. To briefly restate, the Ministry of Research, Science and Technology’s (MoRST) most recent publication concerning government priorities for the future of RS&T refers to New Zealand’s research strengths as:

“...notable for supporting practical advances, locally and internationally, in areas such as agriculture, plant and animal production, food production, environment and resource management, biosecurity, conservation and biodiversity...”

In assessing HortResearch’s involvement within the ISAFRUIT project, it is evident that the CRI’s participation illustrates a classic combination of the way in which the country’s strengths and priorities in RS&T can be combined. Indeed, HortResearch was specifically invited to participate in ISAFRUIT due to its renowned expertise in the fruit research industry. HortResearch Chief Executive Paul McGilvary states that, for example, the CRI was selected due to:

“...its international reputation for all-round excellence in fruit research and increasing skill in identifying interactions between fruit and human health and wellbeing...”

Moreover, HortResearch’s General Manager International, Michael Lay-Yee, claims that the company’s proven track record concerning quality science and commercial outputs, particularly in the field of fruit innovation, has made it particularly attractive to European partners.

(iii) Findings
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As outlined in chapter three, Welsh identified the elevation of the citizen and the use of science to alleviate social issues as an increasing trend in the practical application of science and technology.\textsuperscript{580} Taking into account this wider picture of European research as a whole, in looking to increase fruit consumption as a way of promoting the health of EU-nationals,\textsuperscript{581} the core objective of ISAFRUIT thus provides a concrete example of the recent refocusing of EU RS&T policy upon the elevation of the citizen in research. In addition, the promotion of such a project clearly illustrates the Union’s aims to utilise research in science and technology to help address social issues.\textsuperscript{582} The ISAFRUIT project, and New Zealand’s involvement within it, provides a typical example of the social priorities in EU-led research and how both New Zealand researchers and citizens can benefit from the Union’s attempts to address such priorities on a global scale.

The ISAFRUIT project, and HortResearch’s participation within it, was selected for inclusion within this chapter’s multiple-case investigation due to the clear example this case provides of collaborative New Zealand-EU research in a field of mutual priority. In determining HortResearch’s access to ISAFRUIT, Stanley verifies that the company’s international reputation in the field of fruit research made it a sought after partner with whom to work with concerning the collaborative venture.\textsuperscript{583} However, she also draws on the role that personal linkages played in facilitating the CRI’s involvement within the project. More specifically, Stanley states that the project idea for ISAFRUIT was proposed by the European Fruit Research Institutes Network (EUFRIN). In terms of New Zealand’s involvement, then, Stanley states that several of EUFRIN’s core group had

\textsuperscript{582} De Rose, interview.
\textsuperscript{583} Jill Stanley, interview by author, telephone interview, 20 June 2008.
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existing partnerships, or had collaborated with, HortResearch. Thus, the company and its research was known to the EUFRIN partners and, combined with the CRI’s strong fruit research base, assisted in the inclusion of HortResearch within ISAFRUIT.\textsuperscript{584}

Stanley’s experience in accessing projects within EU Framework Programmes has emphasised the importance of personal linkages in international research collaboration:

“This is very unlikely to be able to gain access to projects in the EU without personal linkages in some way.”\textsuperscript{585}

In the absence of such a personal link, Stanley does concede that partnerships were still possible. However, they would be dependent on the New Zealand researcher, or institution, approaching a prospective European partner and offering them a valuable research contribution that they could not access elsewhere.\textsuperscript{586} Consequently, stresses the importance of facilitating meetings between New Zealand scientists with those abroad. She also cites involvement in the European Cooperation in the field of Scientific and Technical Research (COST) groups, in addition to attendance at traditional networking arenas, such as international conferences, as an effective way to further develop researchers’ international relationships.\textsuperscript{587}

Existing personal linkages, whether forged bilaterally or through previous involvement in Framework Programme projects, also do much to enhance a researchers’ chance of accessing future EU-driven projects. In particular, Jill Stanley mentions that due to HortResearch’s involvement in ISAFRUIT, the company is more likely to be viewed as a desirable partner when submitting further proposals for project

\textsuperscript{584} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{585} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{586} Ibid.
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Additionally, in working within this pan-European venture, Stanley sees such involvement as having a favourable effect upon HortResearch’s visibility within the European Union, as its participation in ISAFRUIT has naturally exposed the CRI to other European partners working in the same field. Indeed, Michael Lay-Yee states that ISAFRUIT and EuroPREVALL, another EU FP6 project in which HortResearch is a participant, are currently focused more upon scientific linkages and the facilitation of networking. Lay-Yee considers the opportunities presented by the Framework Programmes to ‘open doors’ for researchers. Networking and the development of business ventures are both valuable benefits provided by Framework Programme participation.

Following on from this, Stanley ties in securing personal linkages with difficulties presented by the geographical distance, which has proved to be a recurring theme throughout this dissertation:

“Even within a company like HortResearch, not everyone can travel... So it does make it more difficult. People could be making linkages by e-mail if they’re reading cases that are interesting... But it’s not easy.”

This difficulty also presents implications for ongoing cooperation once a collaborative project is in place. For example, although Jill Stanley states that utilising e-mail and video conferencing can make cross-border communication easier, she considers the difficulty of organising valuable face-to-face interactions as an ongoing barrier for non-associated third countries participating in EU Framework Programmes.
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In a similar vein, Stanley also identifies the asynchrony in available domestic RS&T funding rounds with Framework Programme calls for proposals. As previously detailed, third country involvement in Framework Programme projects will only receive EU funding should participation be deemed essential to carrying out the specific research. HortResearch’s participation in ISAFRUIT, for example, receives only a small amount of funding from the EU for travel expenses to enable attendance at meetings and facilitate key interactions with European-based partners. The CRI’s involvement is funded by New Zealand’s Foundation for Research, Science and Technology (FRST), to the total of €107 200 annually for the two-and-a-half year duration of the project, in addition to the inevitable pull on HortResearch’s own resources. However, although HortResearch was able to secure domestic funding for its involvement in the project, Stanley mentions that not all researchers and/or research institutions are able to submit applications for such financial assistance on time, due to the call for a Framework Programme project falling outside the respective deadlines of domestic funding providers.

Jill Stanley also makes reference to the complicated application processes involved in submitting a project proposal within the structure of the Framework Programmes. Stanley states that accessing introductory information concerning non-associated third country participation is a difficult task in itself:

“It is really difficult to find what the rules are concerning non-associated third countries... trying to find the relevant information that explains exactly what we’re eligible for and what we can and can’t do... it’s just very frustrating.”

Moreover, she goes on to stress that it is up to New Zealand researchers to do the ground work, as potential European partners are often unaware of the regulations regarding the
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inclusion of a third country within a Framework Programme project. This therefore brings in an extra dimension to the already detailed application process which researchers must enter into in their attempts to access the EU’s Framework Programmes.

Given the identification of particular barriers to more effective collaboration with the EU as detailed above, findings from the investigation of HortResearch’s participation in ISAFRUIT nevertheless reveal significant benefits for the company which make the pursuit of such collaboration worthwhile. Jill Stanley points out that although some of the commercially sensitive findings of the project may be subject to Intellectual Property (IP) rights, the information gained through ISAFRUIT will be released through scientific publications. Stanley considers there is considerable potential to use the outcomes from the project for the benefit of New Zealand consumers also. Additionally, in purely competitive terms, Stanley draws attention to the obvious benefits for New Zealand fruit producers should ISAFRUIT’s objective to increase fruit consumption in Europe succeed. Moreover, for HortResearch, collaborating in a European-driven venture with a focus on consumers provides the company with a valuable insight into the European market and consumer needs that will assist in the development of new HortResearch fruit varieties.

6.3 FOOD-FRENZ: Food research in Europe and New Zealand

(i) Introduction
In the history of New Zealand-EU relations in RS&T, the FOOD-FRENZ Specific Support Action (SSA) proves to be a particularly unique collaborative project in that it is solely a New Zealand-EU based venture. The project’s tag line states that it embodies: “A complementary network to stimulate consumer focused research collaboration across food sectors”. Like ISAFRUIT, then, FOOD-FRENZ falls within the remit of New Zealand’s niche strength in food and agricultural research. However, unlike the preceding case-study, FOOD-FRENZ is focused on the importance of building networks between researchers active in the field of RS&T, as opposed to scientific research in practice.

The motivation for undertaking such a venture, as detailed by the project’s website, concerns the transformation of consumer preferences on a global scale in which such preferences focus upon food quality, safety, nutrition and sustainable production. In addressing these transformative preferences and their impact upon global food production, FOOD-FRENZ looks to both promote linkages between consumers, researchers and industry and enhance the level of collaboration between New Zealand and the EU in the field of food research. The initiative’s thematic priorities focus on food safety, personalised foods, animal health and welfare for food production, sustainable food production systems and innovative and emerging technologies.

More specifically, the venture has provided for two New Zealand-EU workshops concerning increasing the effectiveness of cross-sector collaboration, as mentioned above, which were held in Brussels in April 2007. Additionally, twenty outgoing EU
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fellowships were awarded to European researchers to partake in a study visit to New Zealand and this initiative took place between January and May 2008. Finally, FOOD-FRENZ shall conclude with a conference in September 2008 focused upon the dissemination of the accumulated research outcomes from the abovementioned workshops and study exchanges.605

(ii) New Zealand participation

FOOD-FRENZ also differs from other existing New Zealand-EU collaborative research projects in that the project is a New Zealand-driven initiative, emerging from researcher delegation visits to Europe and a cross-institutional effort between New Zealand’s universities, CRIs and companies.606 Nevertheless, the Union remains the dominant party in the relationship given that FOOD-FRENZ’s creation emerged out of the SSA funding opportunities offered by the Sixth Framework Programme.607 Additionally, in funding three-quarters of the €500 052 project cost, the Union expects to reap a return that will “contribute to EU aspirations in the food industry.”608

In determining New Zealand’s desirability as a partner with whom to launch FOOD-FRENZ, the European Commission identifies appropriate parallels between the two partners in the food sector:

“...New Zealand is viewed as a successful export-oriented country with a similar market need to that of the EU... When it comes to economic development, the EU and New Zealand actually share several fundamental similarities. Both rely on the food sector for economic growth, they produce similar types of products (e.g. dairy, meat, wine, fruit, vegetables and

605 FOOD-FRENZ, “Background”.
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Moreover, New Zealand researchers’ reputation for excellence in the food research sector ensures its status as a valuable partner with the potential to contribute to enhancing the EU’s own standing in this field of research:

“...New Zealand has well coordinated production systems, an active research base that is respected internationally and strong Government support... It thus offers a valuable source of expertise, complementary to that within the EU...”

The acknowledgement of similarities between New Zealand and the EU, and recognition of their complementary expertise, illustrates how New Zealand was deemed to be a desirable partner with whom to collaborate and enhance mutual objectives in the field of food research.

Concerning the particular nature of New Zealand participation, FOOD-FRENZ represents what Val Orchard, the initiative’s New Zealand-based technical coordinator, terms an ‘NZ Inc’ approach. In addition to two UK-based partners, Campden and Chorleywood Food Research Association (CCFRA) and the University of Newcastle Upon Tyne, FOOD-FRENZ also includes project partnerships from AgResearch Limited (AgResearch), the New Zealand Institute for Crop and Food Research Limited (Crop&Food), the Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR), HortResearch, Lincoln University, Massey University, the University of Auckland and Fonterra Cooperative Group Limited (Fonterra).
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Having previously outlined the scope of the project, involving two joint workshops, outgoing European study visits and an information dissemination conference, New Zealand’s specific role involved the organisation of the two Brussels-based workshops by Massey University and HortResearch respectively. Addressing the themes of the project as a whole, these workshops therefore focused upon enhancing successful cross-sectoral collaboration and the exploitation of finalised food research innovations for the benefit of consumers.

In addition, the four CRIs, three Universities and Fonterra were charged with hosting the 20 outgoing European researchers for a two week period within their institutions during the first quarter of 2008. As indicated by the limited duration of the European researchers’ stay, the scholarships do not involve cooperation on a particular research project but were instead created for the primary purpose of enhancing existing collaborative relationships and facilitating new ones. The project thus provides a unique example of how New Zealand researchers can effectively engage with the EU and work within the remit of the Framework Programmes to benefit domestic research as a whole.

(iii) Findings
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FOOD-FRENZ presents an excellent example of the way in which the EU’s RS&T priorities can promote both its competitive and social goals. Not only does the venture promote the wish to achieve “...complementary consumer driven and industry goals...”, but it also seeks to “...more effectively address some increasingly global issues such as safety, traceability, animal husbandry and sustainability...”\textsuperscript{617} In addition, the case of FOOD-FRENZ clearly illustrates the EU’s ability to diffuse core norms through a collaborative medium. In particular, the initiative reflects the Union’s ‘elevation of the citizen’ in scientific research, as referred to earlier, in its stated objective to “...improve consumer well-being...”\textsuperscript{618} Moreover, the project encourages the development of “...best practice for delivery of sustainable, safe, quality food in the EU and New Zealand...”\textsuperscript{619} Finally, the statement referring to New Zealand as a “valuable source of expertise... which can contribute to EU aspirations in the food industry”\textsuperscript{620} illustrates New Zealand-based FOOD-FRENZ participants’ identification of specific EU norms in this field. Thus, by seeking to engage with the Union here, this particular collaborative effort signals willingness on the part of New Zealand participants to be exposed to, and help promote, European norms in this field.

Referring back to Manners’ identification of ways in which norms may be diffused,\textsuperscript{621} it can be expected that the FOOD-FRENZ venture could potentially provide a variety of avenues for this to occur. Firstly, the potential for \textit{procedural} diffusion is intrinsic to the FOOD-FRENZ agreement. To briefly restate, Manners defines \textit{procedural} diffusion as the institutionalisation of a relationship between the EU and a third party,
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citing inter-regional cooperation agreements, membership of an international organisation and EU enlargement as examples.\cite{Ibid.} Thus, in providing for the exclusive engagement of the EU and New Zealand, the FOOD-FRENZ initiative naturally presents such a forum within which European norms can be diffused.

Additionally, *transference*, where norms may be disseminated through tangible or financial means via the exchange of goods, trade, aid or technical assistance,\cite{Ibid.245.} can be applied to the case under investigation. To illustrate, FOOD-FRENZ’s objective to promote best practice in cross-sectoral innovative food research\cite{FOODFRENZ. Objective 2} throughout the EU and New Zealand through the exchange of knowledge and expertise can be seen to satisfy this definition. Finally, at all levels, the potential for norm dissemination via *contagion*, or “the unintentional diffusion of ideas from the EU”,\cite{Manners. Normative Power Europe} is provided by the simple interaction of New Zealand and European institutions regarding the initial negotiation of the venture. This interaction is then followed on through the continued contact of New Zealand-based and European researchers through the initiative’s provision of joint workshops, conferences and study exchanges as forums for interaction.

Following on from this practical application of the dissertation’s theoretical framework, it can be deduced that, by the very structure of the bilateral FOOD-FRENZ framework, the EU’s support of such initiatives is not limited to promoting a one-way diffusion of norms. Rather, as mentioned above, the EU has identified New Zealand as a partner with similar capabilities and priorities. Referring back to the aforementioned quotes, for example, the Commission stated:

\cite{Ibid.} \cite{Ibid.245.} \cite{FOODFRENZ. Objective 2} \cite{Manners. Normative Power Europe}
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“...the EU and New Zealand actually share several fundamental similarities... It thus offers a valuable source of expertise, complementary to that within the EU...”\textsuperscript{626}

In doing so, it is possible to see the potential for a two-way flow of norm diffusion as, by recognising the similarities it shares with New Zealand in this sector, the EU is not only promoting its norms abroad but also strengthening and reaffirming them through its choice to engage with a partner who has already developed them. Thus, through collective learning and the development of best practice concerning the FOOD-FRENZ themes, the EU also exposes itself to a degree of norm development and indicates that EU norms do not remain static but are, in fact, fluid.

In conducting research for this particular case-study, Val Orchard, the New Zealand-based technical coordinator of FOOD-FRENZ, was selected as the key-informant for interviewing. In defining New Zealand’s participation in FOOD-FRENZ, Orchard reaffirms that the creation of the project emerged as a result of an approach made by New Zealand to the EU:

“...we weren’t approached by Europe about the FOOD-FRENZ project. It’s our initiative.”\textsuperscript{627}

Orchard states that it was MoRST who had determined food research as an area of mutual interest for New Zealand and Europe and had thus facilitated the formation of a delegation concerning this particular priority which visited Europe in July 2005.\textsuperscript{628} However, given the Framework Programme requirement that a project must involve a European partner, Martin Hall from the UK’s CCFRA was designated the European
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Both New Zealand researchers’ existing personal contacts and those made during the 2005 delegation visit therefore played a central role in the creation of FOOD-FRENZ. Indeed, Orchard goes on to state that:

“I rank the importance of personal linkages extremely highly... One of the reasons that we’re involved in as many EU projects as we are is because we’ve got someone here [at ESR] who spent ten years in Denmark... We’ve got someone who spent many years in Aberdeen, in Scotland, who knows people in the UK. Those personal linkages are invaluable.”

Thus, Orchard identifies the importance of personal contacts in the development of FOOD-FRENZ and also as a larger component of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship as a whole.

The creation of the 2005 delegation also provided the opportunity for New Zealand researchers to enhance their collaborative links at the domestic level. Orchard considers that this type of cross-institutional integration was vital in securing the project proposal’s success:

“The only reason that we actually got the project funded is because... they were buying ‘NZ Inc’, they were buying pretty much all of the expertise that exists around New Zealand organisations in one go. So that was a big attraction for them.”

Orchard goes on to state that the NZ Inc approach, in particular, has become one of New Zealand research’s strengths due to its promotion by domestic funding providers.

FRST’s Technology New Zealand (TechNZ) funding for business, for example, places real emphasis on the need for industry and/or consumer relationships within RS&T projects and promotes their involvement in the research planning and dissemination.
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phases. Moreover, she considers this enhanced level of domestic collaboration as a real ‘spin-off’ benefit of the project:

“Universities and CRIs compete like hell with each other but this is a good example of where we’re working together. We’re collaborating within New Zealand to compete with the outside world and not competing within New Zealand.”

Orchard claims that the strength of New Zealand cross-institutional research collaboration was a specific draw card for the EU, which wants to enhance its capabilities in this sector.

Participation in FOOD-FRENZ, as a researcher-network-oriented project, has naturally provided the research organisations involved with better links to Europe and the potential to enhance New Zealand’s level of engagement within future Framework Programme projects. Val Orchard thus terms the project a “building phase”, in which individual relationships in RS&T are now being expanded upon and enhanced at the institutional level. She states that whilst the EU is attempting to learn from New Zealand ‘best practice’ in cross-sectoral collaborations, the New Zealand science community is, in turn, benefitting from the creation of new research relationships and the strengthening of existing ones. Additionally, she claims that securing EU funding for this particular venture will send a strong signal to European researchers concerning the added value Framework Programme collaboration with New Zealand can bring.

In providing specifically for the enhancement of cross-border linkages between scientists, FOOD-FRENZ intrinsically avoids the collaborative hurdle presented by a lack
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of personal contacts with Europe. Additionally, the project reduces the impact of problems created by geographical distance, another bottleneck previously mentioned within this thesis and considered to be a recurring theme of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship. Val Orchard states, for example, that new technologies, such as video conferencing, help to close the geographical gap and allow much to be achieved remotely. She therefore considers cross-border communication as “less of a distance and more of a day-night thing. If you need to talk to colleagues in Europe, you’ve got to find a time when you can do that.”

Concerning collaborative bottlenecks that have had an impact upon the FOOD-FRENZ project, Orchard identifies the bureaucracy that characterises the EU’s Framework Programmes as problematic. She stresses the need for a degree of infrastructural support in both Brussels and New Zealand to allow for easier navigation of the project proposal and negotiation processes:

“...the Framework Programmes are incredibly bureaucratic and so you need to have a Counsellor like Melae in Brussels and you need to have someone like Carole here. Otherwise, it just gets too difficult.”

However, with such support currently in place, Orchard did not attribute New Zealand’s status as a non-associated third country as making it noticeably more difficult to access the Framework Programmes. Instead, she refers to the difficulty in accessing funds to finance a project once a proposal has been accepted. Orchard concedes that EU funding will always be difficult to acquire, due to the natural focus upon assisting European researchers and institutions. She therefore stresses the importance of securing domestic
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funds to either finance New Zealand’s role in a collaborative project or supplement any EU funding a project may have been able to secure.643

The negotiation phase of the FOOD-FRENZ project was faced with this exact issue when, with three quarters of the required funding being committed by the EU, New Zealand’s research institutions found it difficult to finance the remaining balance. FRST’s IIOF, Orchard claims, was meant to provide researchers with the means to access funding for international cooperation in RS&T. However, as the initiative did not recognise networking ventures as eligible for funding, FOOD-FRENZ was unable to qualify.644 In turn, Orchard draws attention to the asynchrony between Framework Programme calls and other available domestic funding rounds:

“...the normal FRST funding process would just be out of sync, time-wise, with any European process. So if you go through the European process and you’ve acquired some funding, you can’t then wait at least eighteen months to go through the New Zealand process and hope to get some money at the end of that.”645

Consequently, the New Zealand-based contingent of FOOD-FRENZ was required to top up the balance themselves, with some financial assistance from MoRST also. Orchard states that the situation has resulted in the funding of the project’s direct costs but the participants’ time remains unpaid. She points out that the important strategic nature of the initiative ensured that it was nevertheless put into action, but did not consider such a situation sustainable long term. As a result, she promotes the idea of introducing what she terms a ‘contingency fund’ that could be used in a more responsive manner.646
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Despite the existence of hurdles impacting upon the effectiveness of New Zealand’s scientific cooperation with the EU, through her involvement with the increasingly important RS&T player in FOOD-FRENZ as well as MONICA and ProSafeBeef, two EU initiatives including ESR, Orchard defines the EU as an important actor with which researchers should seek to engage. Pointing out that the Union’s capacity to devote a much larger financial sum to research than New Zealand, she considers it important to find a way to access the learning opportunities and new technologies that come out of European research. Moreover, she states that:

“In the area of food, a lot of our exports go to Europe and so we have to make sure that we can safeguard their entry into that market. So, if Europe is considering changing its regulations or methods in this field, then we need to know about it.”

Thus, in recognising the importance of engaging in food research with a region that purchases a large amount of New Zealand’s foodstuffs and agricultural exports, Orchard in turn draws attention to the crucial role of RS&T in today’s society by identifying its potential cross-sectoral impacts.

6.4 PLUS: Participation, Leadership and Urban Sustainability

(i) Introduction

The preceding case-studies both emerged out of opportunities provided within the structure of FP6. In contrast, the 2002 PLUS project predates the two initiatives outlined above and was launched within the Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development
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(EESD) theme of FP5. Additionally, this case-study is the sole study of those selected which has already reached its completion. More specifically, the EESD programme sought to reconcile the Union’s social goals with those of its competitive ones and contribute to sustainable development at both domestic and international levels. In determining the relevance of PLUS, then, the consortium involved drew attention to challenges facing urban environments concerning the need for a more sustainable approach to their continued development. In turn, the project promoted leadership and community participation as a means to contribute to the recognised need to improve urban policies in this field and, on a wider scale, urban government. Indeed, the project participants go so far as to identify urban leadership and community involvement as an influential factor upon the success of sustainable policies in urban governance. The field of social science research was chosen as the appropriate medium with which to address this issue and thus PLUS presents another useful example of the wide scope of collaborative research projects available within the Framework Programmes.

The European Commission-funded project aimed to identify existing best practice in urban governance through the comparative analysis of a series of case-studies focusing upon cities recognised as demonstrating effectiveness in this sector. The research was therefore spread across nine target countries, involved the investigation of two cities within each country and ran for a duration of two-and-a-half years. Nations selected for analysis were England, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
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Sweden and New Zealand.\textsuperscript{653} In order to effectively compare target cities, a common method of data collection was employed and involved the study of research concerning local governance, analysis of the structures and policies present in each city, investigation into cities’ institutional arrangements providing for local action, conducting public opinion surveys concerning perceptions of leadership and a final comparative analysis of the collated findings.\textsuperscript{654} Finally, upon the completion of the project, the research outcomes of PLUS were disseminated through a range of mediums such as conference papers and journal articles but with a main focus on the release of two publications: 

\textit{Democracy: Leadership and Community Involvement} and \textit{Leadership and Participation: Searching for Sustainability in European Cities}.\textsuperscript{655}

(ii) New Zealand participation

The scope of New Zealand’s involvement in PLUS was limited to a single contribution from Christine Cheyne, Senior Lecturer within the Resource and Environmental Planning Programme at Massey University. However, New Zealand was nevertheless considered a valuable contributor to the initiative and participation was focused on the provision of findings concerning urban governance from the selected case-study cities of Christchurch and Waitakere. These cities were chosen for investigation due to their implementation of the Long Term Council Community Plan (LTCCP) which aims to harmonise the cities’ competitive and social priorities.\textsuperscript{656} Referring back to the thematic priorities set out by the

\textsuperscript{653} Focusing upon the cities of Bristol and Stoke-on-Trent; Hannover and Heidelberg; Athens and Volos; Turin and Cinisello Balsamo; Roermond and Enschede; Oslo and Bergen; Poznań and Ostrow Wielkopolski; Stockholm and Göteborg; and Christchurch and Waitakare respectively.
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EESD programme, then, it is possible to deduce the complementary nature of New Zealand policies in practice with those which the EU hopes to promote. Cheyne’s specific responsibilities within PLUS centred upon conducting two case-studies in the field of urban governance in Christchurch and Waitakere. Although her participation did not receive any direct finance from the European Commission, the overall funds awarded to the project allowed Cheyne to participate in the project meetings held throughout the duration of the venture.

Although New Zealand’s role within PLUS was significantly smaller than the two other collaborative projects chosen for analysis in this chapter, the project was particularly important strategically in terms of the ongoing benefits it has produced for Cheyne, and her New Zealand-based contacts, in the creation of new links with European researchers. This will be discussed in more detail in the following section. Moreover, the social science focus of the initiative provides an interesting contrast to the other case-studies in terms of the genre of research collaboration available. It also brings attention to the excellence that New Zealand can demonstrate in other research areas. Cheyne considers that the expansion of New Zealand’s current institutional focus on niche areas of excellence in sectors such as food and agriculture as important in the ongoing development of the RS&T relationship between New Zealand and the EU. This point, too, will be incorporated into the succeeding section of this case-study.

(iii) Findings
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PLUS presents a very obvious example of the balancing act the EU wishes to play in the field of RS&T. As referred to earlier, the wider goal of the PLUS project, within the framework of the EESD programme, involves the harmonisation of both competitive goals and the promotion of the Union’s social objectives. In particular, the Commission states that:

“...the specific programme will form a key part of the European contribution to global initiatives and programmes... The promotion of sustainable development will not be possible unless economic objectives relating to technological development, competitiveness and growth are reconciled with societal goals...”

Engaging with the EU constitutes a contribution to the region’s own competiveness and offers an opportunity to undertake collective learning in specific fields. This participation can be applied to improve the international environment, whilst also benefitting a non-associated third country at the domestic level. New Zealand’s return for participation in this project, then, differs from that of the EU’s in that Cheyne’s contribution focused on an area that New Zealand was already proficient in and which the Union wished to improve. The resultant linkages Cheyne forged through her participation in the project constituted the primary objective of her involvement in PLUS.

As the sole participant in the project, Cheyne was chosen as the key-informant for the analysis of New Zealand participation in PLUS. In outlining her involvement within the project, Cheyne emphasises the central role that personal linkages had to play in both her access to the project as well as the return gained concerning her participation. In addition to the particular interest in New Zealand’s reforms and models of local governance, she attributes her inclusion in PLUS to a personal contact in Europe. Moreover, despite the small scale of the project and New Zealand’s involvement within
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it, Cheyne also considers the researcher linkages forged through PLUS as a significant spin-off benefit of the initiative. She states that these links have remained active since the project’s completion in 2004. For example, in 2005 and 2007, Cheyne facilitated a New Zealand seminar tour for two visiting professors from Europe. Additionally, in June 2008, she returned to Europe herself for a brief period to meet with former-PLUS project colleagues.

Cheyne considers her participation in PLUS to have also provided indirect benefits for her domestic colleagues, citing the opportunity for her postgraduate students to make use of, and build upon, the contacts that she has forged. Moreover, her involvement also exposed her to other collaborative opportunities and she identifies FP5’s Developing Institutional and Social Capacity for Urban Sustainability (DISCUS) venture as a particular project relevant to the research of two of her current PhD candidates. What is more, the knowledge Cheyne gained in the fields of cross-national research, policy transfer and European sustainable development as a result of involvement in PLUS has also naturally been disseminated through the Senior Lecturer’s research, postgraduate supervision and teaching. In this way, Cheyne determines the personal linkage aspect in New Zealand-EU RS&T ventures as particularly difficult in the absence of existing collaborations.

PLUS has also produced further benefits for New Zealand research as a whole. Cheyne states that as a result of participation in this project, the country gained
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considerable publicity and exposure in Europe concerning its efforts in the sector of sustainable development. Moreover, she refers to New Zealand’s recognised models of local government legislation and political leadership as being of particular interest to European researchers active in this field.\textsuperscript{664} Heightening New Zealand’s visibility within Europe naturally enhances the potential for further social science collaborations between the two. In addition, the positive cooperative experience PLUS provided Cheyne led to her participation in New Zealand’s European Union Centre’s Network, which she in turn attributes to her current participation in the EU-led Reconstituting Democracy in Europe (RECON) initiative.\textsuperscript{665}

Although Cheyne advocates a very favourable experience in engaging in EU collaborative research projects, her involvement within PLUS was not without its setbacks. In particular, project partners were charged with presenting four local-government case-studies. However, given her ineligibility to apply EU funds to the fieldwork required in New Zealand, Cheyne had to scale-down her research responsibilities to two case-studies. Nevertheless, she considers current external and internal research funding bodies such as MoRST and FRST as good opportunities for academic researchers to engage in similar initiatives and to facilitate valuable New Zealand-EU travel exchanges.\textsuperscript{666} Moreover, Cheyne promotes the enhanced usage of video and internet conferencing to not only breach geographical and financial barriers to cross-border collaboration but also in terms of the increasingly ‘carbon-constrained world’.\textsuperscript{667}

\textsuperscript{664} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{665} RECON, “Reconstituting Democracy in Europe”, \url{http://www.reconproject.eu/} (29 July 2008).
\textsuperscript{666} Cheyne, interview.
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6.5 Discussion

(i) Introduction
Throughout this dissertation, a series of themes have been identified as characterising the nature of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship. Chapters four and five, in their focus upon the opinions of political elites, have already illustrated issues relating to the importance of personal linkages, the requirement to maintain a good level of visibility within Europe and problems concerning the Framework Programme application processes, asynchrony in project versus funding submissions and geographical distance. The findings collated from researcher involvement in ISAFRUIT, FOOD-FRENZ and PLUS, in turn, also demonstrate the existence of these themes. The selected case-studies therefore confirm these themes’ existence within the real-life context of collaborative projects in practice. Moreover, collating the findings from these studies thus provides a comprehensive overview of what typical New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration may look like and, as such, provide a valuable resource for researchers looking to engage in the EU’s Framework Programme projects.

The case-study discussion will now move on to drawing commonalities between designated projects concerning the themes of the EU’s role in international RS&T, the importance of personal linkages, intangible benefits, collaborative bottlenecks and New Zealand and EU-specific findings. Finally, the discussion will deduce what the findings tell of the wider picture of New Zealand-EU RS&T relations.
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(ii) The EU’s role as an international RS&T player

Perhaps inherent to their participation in EU-led research programmes, the case-study key-informants illustrated a definite consensus regarding the importance of the EU as an international RS&T player. In determining her opinion, Christine Cheyne referred to cultural and historical affinities shared by New Zealand and the Union which she considered made the EU an appropriate collaborative partner in RS&T.\textsuperscript{668} Jill Stanley, with specific reference to HortResearch’s goals in its ISAFRUIT participation, views that cooperating with one of our largest and thus important markets allows for a better understanding of the market, enhancing the company’s competitive capacity.\textsuperscript{669} She also points out that by its very nature, the EU is very good at collaborating internally and thus, by seeking a degree of RS&T cooperation with the Union, provides New Zealand researchers with a partner already possessing a wealth of collective knowledge. As referred to earlier, Val Orchard echoed Stanley’s point of view in explaining New Zealand’s role in FOOD-FRENZ by illustrating that, as much of New Zealand’s agricultural produce and food stuffs are exported to Europe, cooperation in this field can assist in safeguarding access to this important market for the country.\textsuperscript{670}

The opinions of Stanley and Orchard present a more business-oriented view of the New Zealand-EU relationship. However, Stanley did mention that collaboration with numerous partners, such as within ISAFRUIT, “really diversifies your thinking”.\textsuperscript{671} Leading on from this statement, it is possible to identify that cooperation with multiple research partners not only constitutes the spread of knowledge and technologies but, as

\textsuperscript{668} Cheyne, interview.  
\textsuperscript{669} Stanley, interview.  
\textsuperscript{670} Orchard, interview.  
\textsuperscript{671} Stanley, interview.
Manners suggests, the diffusion of norms also. Stanley’s observation also bears some similarity to Cheyne’s more “social” approach to the EU’s importance in RS&T. The commonalities shared between the two parties, as Cheyne referred to, can be seen to have also produced similar priorities, methods and objectives in research and technology and, by collaborating, promotes and strengthens these objectives across the two regions.

(iii) Personal linkages

Considered to be a vital component by all three key-informants concerning its role in assisting access to Framework Programme projects, as well as a key benefit of such engagement, the importance of personal linkages was certainly the most dominant theme that emerged across each of the individual case-studies. Stanley, Orchard and Cheyne all attest to its significant role in assisting New Zealand researcher’s participation in EU-led projects. For example, whilst HortResearch’s excellence in the field of fruit research was a major draw-card for ISAFRUIT’s European partners, the CRI’s existing personal linkages with members of the EUFRIN group had made its prowess in this field visible within Europe. Referring to FOOD-FRENZ, the initiative was created out of the linkages formed during New Zealand’s 2005 food delegation visit to Europe and ESR’s own contacts with UK-based CCFRA. Finally, Christine Cheyne’s involvement in PLUS was also attributed to personal contacts with European colleagues in her field of research.

The key-informants not only considered the existence of personal linkages as important in enhancing the success of researchers’ engagement with the EU in this field
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but concluded that access to the Framework Programmes would be a difficult task without them. Stanley, as previously quoted, specifically stated:

“...very unlikely to be able to gain access to projects in the EU without personal linkages in some way.”

Val Orchard, too, ranked personal linkages “extremely highly”, and attributed ESR’s own involvement in other Framework Programme activities due to the CRI’s contacts in both Denmark and the UK. Cheyne, in turn, considered personal contacts as “vital”. Moreover, these opinions were not limited to these three specific cases in question. Ross Atkinson, Science Leader of the HortResearch team engaged in EuroPREVALL, another EU-led FP6 initiative, stated that: “To get into a Framework Programme project, you have to have these personal linkages.” Additionally, Tony Conner, as Crop&Food’s representative in the FP6 GO-GLOBAL project, termed personal linkages as “absolutely critical” concerning factors such as mutual trust and compatible partnerships that are required to initiate collaborative research projects. What is more, Conner states that, at present, non-associated third country researchers are particularly reliant on an EU partner due to the restriction that third countries cannot lead a research project.

Finally, the FOOD-FRENZ venture and its provisions for research partnership networking demonstrates that the organisational forces driving New Zealand-EU RS&T
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engagement have indeed recognised the importance of personal linkages in enhancing cooperation levels. This factor is also particularly important in regard to non-associated third country access to the Framework Programmes, where geographical distance can make it difficult to forge research relationships with potential colleagues. FOOD-FRENZ therefore provides a concrete example of how New Zealand’s and Europe’s organisational forces are working to further enhance their respective abilities to enhance links abroad.

(iv) Intangible benefits

Related to the theme concerning the importance of personal contacts is that of the intangible outcomes of New Zealand-EU Framework Programme collaboration. Across the three cases identified for study, the key-informants ranked the substantive ‘spin-offs’ as more important than the funding potential regarding engagement with the EU. Indeed, the funds committed by the EU for FOOD-FRENZ represents an exception to the New Zealand-EU relationship in RS&T, in that finance is rarely available for non-associated third countries participating in the Framework Programmes. However, this aspect of New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration will be discussed in greater detail in the following section.

The potential to secure funding is not generally considered the primary objective of New Zealand researchers collaborating with the EU. Instead, there is a clear consensus between the key-informants that, as briefly mentioned above, the real benefits lie in forging and enhancing new and existing collaborative links with European researchers. In
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turn, doing so naturally improves researchers’ potential to engage in further collaborative programmes and ultimately contribute to the ongoing introduction of valuable knowledge and technologies to enhance New Zealand’s international competitiveness. Val Orchard, for example, considers that acquiring EU funding to cover a majority of the FOODFRENZ project costs transcends the implicated monetary benefits:

“...the fact that we’ve got the work funded at all will send a very strong signal to RS&T players in EU countries that we’ve got skills in New Zealand worth their while tapping into.”

Having experience in previous Framework Programme ventures thus provides real value regarding opening up opportunities to engage in future projects. Stanley, for example, states that HortResearch’s involvement in ISAFRUIT naturally exposed the CRI to other relevant RS&T players with whom links had not been in place and thus opened doors for further collaborative opportunities. In turn, she attributes the recent submission of a series of FP7 proposals with EU partners to HortResearch’s participation in ISAFRUIT and states that the Framework Programme application processes are often made easier should a researcher or research institution have had previous involvement in this.

Additionally, Christine Cheyne’s involvement in PLUS provides an effective example of the way in which the Framework Programme’s provision for collective learning and its resultant dissemination benefits participating third countries. As mentioned within the earlier investigation of the project, Cheyne considered the knowledge she acquired within the programme as enhancing her own research as well as her capacity as a postgraduate supervisor and Senior Lecturer. Her position at Massey University also clearly demonstrates the added value of her specific involvement in
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PLUS, given her ability to disseminate knowledge from such project participation in a very comprehensive manner. Cheyne’s experience in PLUS also links in with that illustrated by FOOD-FRENZ and ISAFRUIT, concerning the provision Framework Programme collaboration makes to create and/or enhance linkages with European researchers. For example, as outlined above, Cheyne has not only maintained but built upon her existing contacts and attests that her involvement within RECON was a result of her positive experience in participating in EU-driven research.689

(v) Funding

Cross-analysis of the three selected cases has also allowed for the identification of a series of common issues that the key-informants considered as barriers to more effective New Zealand-EU RS&T cooperation. Although the case-studies themselves were varied in terms of their specific experiences, problems created by current available funding mechanisms were nevertheless commonly referred to by the interview participants. As mentioned above, there is limited capacity for New Zealand researchers to acquire funds from the Union to assist in their Framework Programme participation. More specifically, Orchard states that: “...it is difficult to get money out of Europe... I think they want our expertise but they don’t particularly want to pay for it.”690 It is interesting that even FOOD-FRENZ, with three quarters of its designated funding coming from the EU, still found it difficult to match the remaining balance through the use of domestic funding opportunities. However, whilst New Zealand does indeed have fewer financial resources at its disposal than the EU for RS&T investment, the situation outlined here was not so
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much influenced by a lack of funds but by the asynchrony present between Framework Programme calls and New Zealand’s domestic RS&T funding rounds.

Project versus funding asynchronous can thus seriously impact upon the successfulness of New Zealand’s international engagement in RS&T. Val Orchard, as mentioned above, refers to New Zealand-based researchers’ frustrations concerning their inability to secure domestic funding once accepted into a Framework Programme project. Christine Cheyne’s experience within PLUS also demonstrated problems created by the inability of many researchers to access such funds, the consequence of which led to Cheyne reducing her level of involvement within the programme. Finally, Jill Stanley draws attention to the fact that entire projects can sometimes be abandoned due to the lack of available finances to see an initiative, even if already accepted by the EU, through to its conclusion.

Whilst the asynchrony between Framework Programme proposal calls and domestic funding submission deadlines does create significant problems, the three key-informants also draw attention to the lack of available EU-focused funding in RS&T. The chapter’s earlier analysis of FOOD-RFRENZ, for example, illustrated the hurdle that the project’s New Zealand-based participants faced concerning the venture’s ineligibility to access funding provided by IIOF. Complementing the implications that this finding has for cooperation with Europe, HortResearch’s Jill Stanley also refers to the ineffectiveness of IIOF in assisting international collaboration. In particular, she draws attention to the Fund’s emphasis on collaborative efforts with other priority partners in North Asia, stating that the IIOF’s evaluation system ranks this region considerably higher than it
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does Europe and thus makes it very difficult for researchers to obtain funds for RS&T cooperation with the EU.

Through their respective Framework Programme experiences, Stanley, Orchard and Cheyne consider that the New Zealand institutions promoting RS&T development need to approach international collaboration with Europe in a much more proactive manner. Stanley, for example, states that although MoRST has identified Europe as a priority partner with whom to develop better international linkages in science, the funding provisions for doing so do not reflect this priority.\textsuperscript{694} Val Orchard considers MoRST’s international strategy to be a good one but stresses the need to develop a funding mechanism that will allow the Ministry’s goal for increased research cooperation with Europe to be realised in practice.\textsuperscript{695} Cheyne, in contrast, focuses less on the provision of dedicated European research funds and more on increasing the scope of priority themes for collaboration, suggesting that even though the funds available for individual projects would be decreased, the capacity to reap the valuable intangible benefits mentioned in the preceding section would be enhanced.\textsuperscript{696}

The case-studies in question were thus varied concerning their experiences in accessing available funding mechanisms. However, in terms of the opinions presented by the three key-informants regarding this issue, the commonalities between them are evident. Although they did naturally acknowledge that increasing the amount would certainly assist researchers’ attempts to engage at the international level, the three interview participants were nevertheless clear on the realities and constraints of the current level of domestic funding. Given the informants’ acquired knowledge of the
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difficulties in accessing domestic funds, their proposed solutions were very similar in that they instead promoted the more strategic use of it rather than a great increase in monetary value.

(vi) Distance

Consistent with another central theme impacting upon New Zealand-EU cooperation in RS&T identified earlier within the thesis, the case-studies in question uniformly show distance to be a barrier to more effective collaboration with the EU. Thus, tied in with issues concerning funding, as outlined above, problems created by geographical distance can often be exacerbated by the inability to finance international travel. As already referred to, Stanley draws attention to the required travel involved when participating in EU-led ventures, considering that distance in both practical and monetary terms is limiting upon New Zealand-EU RS&T engagement. 697

In this chapter’s earlier focus on FOOD-FRENZ, Orchard also referred to problems concerning the time-difference that also stems from the distance issue, 698 thus making communication between the two more complicated. Additionally, although Christine Cheyne views the provision for reciprocal EU-New Zealand scientific delegation visits as favourable, she advises that a considerable effort to maintain the momentum gained during the visits once they have been completed is necessary. 699 The geographical distance between the two parties could therefore potentially threaten further progress made during such meetings.
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However, the key-informants were also united in stressing that the “tyranny of distance”\textsuperscript{700} did not exist to the same extent as it once did. Stanley, Orchard and Cheyne all advocated the use of e-mail, video and web-conferencing as effective ways to ensure that the lines of communication between research partners were kept open.\textsuperscript{701} Developments made in the field of technology can thus provide researchers considerable scope to interact and, indeed, collaborate, remotely.

(v) EU bureaucracy

Referring back to the chapter’s introduction, where Marie Curie Fellow Annick Masselot’s identified the problems created by the EU’s bureaucratic procedures, the complicated application processes associated with the EU’s Framework Programmes affected the investigated cases also. Concerning the ISAFRUIT project, Stanley mentions the difficulties presented to researchers before a project has even been launched. She considers, for example, it to be currently very difficult to locate non-associated third country guidelines for participation in the Framework Programmes.\textsuperscript{702} Cheyne also draws attention to the research community’s need for more information, encouragement and support and also promotes the potential to profile existing research collaborations so as to better prepare researchers wishing to access Framework Programme projects.\textsuperscript{703}

Orchard, too, has found the bureaucratic nature of the Framework Programmes difficult to navigate:

“The Framework Programmes are incredibly bureaucratic and so you need to have a Counsellor in Brussels and you need to have someone like Carole

\textsuperscript{700} Benson-Rea and Mikic, “New Zealand-Europe Trade Relations”, 21.
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Stanley and Cheyne’s respective experiences in collaborating within EU-led research projects have led them to attest to the valuable presence of the Science and Technology Counsellor in Brussels and the creation of the FRENZ initiative. In particular, Cheyne considered FRENZ to constitute a “positive step” in the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship, whilst Stanley referred to Carole Glynn’s ongoing support to HortResearch as “very useful”, also mentioning her support with HortResearch’s proposal submission for the FP7 International Research Staff and Exchange Scheme (IRSES). Although the three studies faced issues concerning Framework Programme bureaucracy, they also illustrated the existence of, and utilised, the available assistance provided by MoRST and the EU in order to allow for easier access to EU-led projects.

6.6 Conclusion

ISAFRUIT, FOOD-FRENZ and PLUS were the cooperative New Zealand-EU RS&T projects chosen for investigation within this section of the thesis. They were chosen for their ability to represent different themes and methods of collaboration so as to allow a range of results for a more complete analysis. Cleavage number one investigated an EU-driven project in which New Zealand researchers were invited to participate. Cleavage number two demonstrated the case of a New Zealand-initiated bilateral venture with the Union. The third cleavage was deemed of interest due to the fact that the research conducted was of a social science background, signalling scope for additional areas of
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Framework Programme engagement. The findings from these individual projects were thus collated in order to define the nature of New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration in general.

The findings deduced from the case-studies reflected identified themes concerning third-country engagement in the EU Framework Programmes. The importance of the EU as an international RS&T actor, the significant role played by personal linkages in accessing Framework Programme projects, the intangible benefits provided by such multilateral cooperation, as well as collaborative hurdles presented by a lack of strategic funding, the geographical distance and Framework Programme bureaucracy, were all displayed within the selected projects and were explicitly referred to by the interview participants. Overall, these three projects indicate New Zealand researchers’ capacity to effectively engage with the EU in their respective fields of excellence despite the extra effort they may have to make to overcome the identified cooperative barriers.

Finally, engagement in these particular projects also demonstrates the duality present in EU RS&T policy. In seeking to enhance the Union’s overall competitiveness, the Framework Programmes look to attract relevant expertise from around the globe. However, ISAFRUIT, FOOD-FRENZ and PLUS are also examples of the big geopolitical objectives sought by the EU. These projects, with their focus upon the elevation of the citizen in their research, illustrate the ability of the EU to both enhance its own competitiveness whilst looking to contribute to issues that are also relevant to others outside European borders.
Chapter Seven
Conclusion

7.1 Introduction

This thesis has aimed to address the gap in literature regarding the New Zealand-EU relationship in RS&T. The specific issue for research was determined as follows:

In 1991, a Science and Technological Cooperation (STC) Arrangement was formed between the EU and New Zealand. However, in 2008, much scope exists to develop this relationship further. Is a future New Zealand-EU relationship in the field of RS&T both feasible and appropriate, and if so, how can New Zealand raise its profile in the EU to become a desired partner for joint research enterprises?

The EU’s role in RS&T constituted the independent variable of the research focus, thus determining it as the influential factor affecting the overall nature of the New Zealand-EU relationship. To attain a comprehensive understanding of New Zealand-EU research cooperation, the thesis began by assessing the EU’s identity as an actor in this field. The EU’s role in research was defined as largely normative in nature and, consequently, the Union’s engagement with non-associated third countries was placed within a constructivist framework. In doing so, it was possible to account for the Union’s ability to conduct its foreign affairs through means other than traditional ‘high politics’.

The research therefore defined RS&T collaboration as a valuable component of the EU’s external relations. With respect to the development of the New Zealand-EU research relationship, similar heritages and shared world views, values and priorities ensured that New Zealand and the EU were, in many respects, ‘natural partners’.\textsuperscript{707}

Having identified the value that international collaboration can contribute to

developments in contemporary RS&T, cooperation in this field evidently served to satisfy the material interests of both the EU and New Zealand. However, the investigation of the former’s international identity also demonstrated RS&T’s capacity to disseminate core European norms amongst the third countries with which the EU engages. Analysis of the EU’s current role in RS&T also illustrated the increasing relevance of science in addressing the Union’s social priorities, such as food, health, sustainable development and the environment. The emergence of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship thus occurred due to the identification of mutual interests, priorities and competencies in this field. In turn, the resulting cross-fertilisation of ideas has facilitated the wider promotion and reinforcement of shared New Zealand-EU values and objectives.

Investigating the selected research topic required an analysis of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship, which officially commenced following the launch of the STC Arrangement in 1991. Limited official interaction took place subsequent to the creation of the Arrangement and the document was considered little more than a ‘paper tiger’. However, the Sixth Framework Programme’s (FP6) launch in 2002, described as “open to the world”, signalled the introduction of a greater degree of internationalisation within the EU Framework Programmes. In response, New Zealand’s Ministry of Research, Science and Technology (MoRST) intensified its efforts to engage with Europe in the field of RS&T from 2004. The thesis thus identified that, by 2008, the research relationship had significantly matured when compared to its modest beginnings. The following section will therefore discuss the particular factors, both positive and negative, which have impacted upon the development of this partnership.

7.2 Findings

(i) Themes of New Zealand-EU RS&T engagement

Combined with an assessment of Australian and Canadian engagement in EU-led research ventures, examination of the recent developments in New Zealand-EU RS&T revealed a number of recurring themes influencing interaction with the Union in this field. The EU’s internal preoccupations, the ‘tyranny of distance’, a lack of available funds, asynchrony between project and funding proposal deadlines and Framework Programme bureaucracy all constituted factors which had a detrimental impact upon the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship.

However, despite these factors, the EU remains a priority partner for New Zealand. The research findings overwhelmingly emphasise the importance of forging, maintaining and enhancing personal linkages with EU researchers, as doing so greatly improves third country researchers’ chances to participate in the Framework Programmes. The following sections will thus draw together the collective research findings concerning each theme and discuss them.

(ii) Internal European preoccupations versus third country visibility

Despite the successful Europeanisation of the EU’s RS&T capability, the research outlined that the Union is often preoccupied with internal matters, making it difficult for non-associated third countries to register on the ‘EU radar’. In addition, collaboration with candidate countries, associated countries, International Cooperation Partner
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Countries (ICPC) and other third countries such as the United States (US), Japan and China takes precedence over that with smaller states, such as New Zealand.

Visibility problems were not only found in Europe, however. Chapter five revealed that a lack of awareness on the part of third country research communities, regarding opportunities presented by the EU Framework Programmes, was prevalent across all three countries investigated. In addressing the two-pronged aspect of this problematic factor, MoRST has undertaken a series of initiatives at the official level that have served to raise New Zealand’s visibility within Europe. The installation of the Brussels-based Science Counsellor, the formation of New Zealand science delegations to visit Europe, the creation of FRENZ, the launch of FOOD-FRENZ and the most recent ‘upgrade’ to an STC Agreement are examples of the official mechanisms facilitated, and promoted, by MoRST to enhance New Zealand-EU RS&T.

These macro-level initiatives proved highly valuable in addressing both the issue of visibility and other identified collaborative bottlenecks in a holistic manner. Chapters four and five, for example, demonstrated that the ‘unofficial’ STC Arrangement created confusion regarding New Zealand’s ability to participate in the Framework Programmes. Securing the STC Agreement thus allowed MoRST to rectify the situation and also ensure New Zealand research a greater degree of visibility within the EU, given that the country will now register as an ‘official’ STC Agreement partner. FRENZ has specifically served to enhance the visibility of Framework Programme opportunities amongst the New Zealand research community and the position of Science Counsellor has provided a boost to New Zealand’s visibility ‘on the ground’ in Brussels. In turn,
these initiatives have thus contributed to greater levels of researcher participation in both FP6 and FP7, as outlined in chapter four.

(ii) The tripartite: the ‘tyranny of distance’, domestic funding and New Zealand-EU institutional asynchronies

The geographical barrier that inhibits levels of New Zealand-EU RS&T engagement was identified by Stuart in his 1991 assessment of New Zealand research and development, as outlined in chapter two. Naturally, this factor still affects New Zealand-EU collaboration today. The country’s relative geographical isolation makes it difficult for the domestic research community to both establish and maintain those personal contacts which the thesis determines as vital for the health of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship.

Furthermore, chapters four, five and six illustrated that the distance factor was inextricably tied to issues regarding New Zealand’s limited financial resources. The cost of self-funded participation in EU Framework Programmes is exacerbated by the necessary travel costs accrued by New Zealand researchers. In addition, the situation is worsened by disparities between the two parties’ individual funding systems, where deadlines do not always coincide and thus further limit New Zealand researchers’ access to Framework Programme projects.

However, the research also found that recently launched initiatives at the macro-level went some way to addressing these issues. The provisions of the joint New Zealand-Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) venture, which work to explicitly enhance mobility between Europe and New Zealand, were outlined in chapter four. HortResearch employee Jill Stanley also specifically referred to the initiative as
constituting an important and valuable component of New Zealand-EU RS&T relations in chapter six. Additionally, chapter four identified the International Research Science and Exchange Schemes (IRSES), provided for within FP7, as providing the opportunity to simultaneously address issues presented by distance, limited finance and deadline asynchronies.

(iii) Framework Programme bureaucracy

Problems presented by the bureaucracy commonly associated with the Framework Programmes were, in chapters three and five, identified as affecting not only third country researchers, but EU-based participants also. Stanley and Orchard both drew attention to this fact in chapter six. Stanley, in particular, outlined the bureaucratic difficulties encountered by third country researchers attempting to access the Framework Programmes for the first time, citing that even knowing where to begin was a difficult task in itself. Orchard also referred to the Programmes as “incredibly bureaucratic”, identifying the important role of the Science Counsellor and FRENZ in facilitating easier navigation of the Framework Programme application processes.

Indeed, the provision of these two mechanisms has contributed to improving researcher awareness in terms of initiating involvement in EU Framework Programmes. FRENZ’s focus on providing a forum for New Zealand researchers to seek assistance concerning project proposals also ensures that any confusion or misinformation, arising out of the complicated application processes, is diffused.

(iv) Personal linkages

Stanley, interview.
Concerning the development of the EU’s internal RS&T capability, the stimulation of transnational collaboration was regarded as one of the most important benefits of participation in EU-led research initiatives.\textsuperscript{710} Peterson and Sharp stated, for example, that Framework Programme participants considered the collaborative opportunities the Programmes provided to be of great value, even in comparison to the potential to secure research funding or enhance competitiveness.\textsuperscript{711} The value that Europe places upon opportunities to establish collaborative links is thus clear and was most recently demonstrated by the comprehensive internationalisation of the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7).

The development of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship has also been enhanced through the intensification of personal links between researchers. Although MoRST has increased its involvement in facilitating links at the official level, possessing personal links is still of vital importance regarding the New Zealand research community’s engagement with the EU. For example, Carole Glynn states that FRENZ, in enhancing New Zealand participation in the Programmes, would work with, and build upon, existing contacts between researchers.

The comparative study of Australian and Canadian involvement in EU research ventures revealed that the importance placed upon forging and maintaining personal links was not unique to New Zealand. Lynne Hunter stressed, for example, the vital role third country Science Counsellors played at the official level of engagement:

“...it’s essential that you have a Counsellor on the ground there... If you want to be noticed, you have to make those personal contacts and maintain them...”\textsuperscript{712}

\textsuperscript{710} Peterson and Sharp, \textit{Technology Policy in the European Union}, 190.
\textsuperscript{711} \textit{Ibid}, 233.
\textsuperscript{712} Hunter, interview.
Desvignes-Hicks, project manager of the Forum for European-Australian Science and Technology cooperation (FEAST) also considered nurturing personal contacts important regarding Australian-EU RS&T collaboration:

“...push on mobility. Because having seen people, it’s the best way to increase collaboration. And because we are far away from Europe, if you’re not there – you’re not there.”

Of all the components assessed in the examination of New Zealand-EU relations in RS&T, the findings drawn from the case-studies demonstrate the value of possessing personal contacts most clearly. A third country partner cannot initiate a project within the Framework Programmes, due to the requirement that they be brought in by a European partner. The New Zealand-driven FOOD-FRENZ initiative thus illustrated the necessity for third country researchers to link with their European counterparts. The New Zealand component of FOOD-FRENZ could not have launched the venture without having secured the support from Britain’s Campden and Chorleywood Food Research Association (CCFRA).

Furthermore, the case-study respondents all revealed that their participation in their respective Framework Programme projects was attributable to existing personal contacts. Jill Stanley, for example, stated that HortResearch had been invited to take part in ISAFRUIT by the European Fruit Research Institutes Network (EUFRIN), with whom the company had strong collaborative links. Christine Cheyne’s involvement in the Participation, Leadership and Urban Sustainability (PLUS) project was also facilitated by existing linkages with participating partners from the UK. Moreover, all the respondents emphasised that the collaborative nature of the Framework Programmes provided the
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opportunity to make new contacts in their relevant fields of research, thus increasing the likelihood of their involvement in future Framework Programme projects.

7.3 Conclusions and recommendations

The central themes outlined above thus demonstrate particular factors that characterise the overall nature of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship. To address the research focus in question, the thesis ultimately argues that, despite the partnership’s modest beginnings and the existence of issues that can hinder collaboration, New Zealand already constitutes a desirable research partner for the EU. The intensification of MoRST’s interaction with the EU, and subsequent joint attempts to enhance the level of RS&T cooperation between New Zealand and European researchers, signals the Ministry’s commitment to ensure that the relationship remains in good health. In turn, the increasing levels of New Zealand research participation within the more recent Framework Programmes certainly indicates the community’s capacity to engage with its European counterparts.

However, the time frame within which New Zealand-EU engagement has intensified is short. To ensure the health of the relationship long-term, a number of factors must be taken into account by both the New Zealand research community and government-level institutions. Recognising the normative nature of the EU and demonstrating a willingness to work with the Union as regards this focus was identified as important in ensuring more effective New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration. Chapter five suggested that engaging on files of EU geopolitical importance assists in enhancing a third country’s visibility as a desirable collaborative partner. The complementary nature
of the two parties’ research priorities thus places New Zealand in an excellent position to exploit this situation. Chapter six, in its focus on case-studies involving New Zealand-EU research in food innovation and sustainability, thus indicated that New Zealand has proved adept at engaging in research that addresses the Union’s larger geopolitical priorities. Consequently, the ability to recognise the EU’s identity in the field of RS&T is an important factor for third countries in selecting where, and how, to engage.

To become more effective in future New Zealand-EU RS&T collaborative efforts, it is necessary to recognise, and work within, the country’s limits. Bringing together the findings from chapters four, five and six, it was identified that improvements could be made concerning MoRST’s financial commitment to New Zealand-EU research cooperation. Although the EU was identified as a partner that the Ministry wishes to target, the research revealed that there are currently no dedicated funds to assist researchers to engage with Europe.

However, taking into account New Zealand’s small size, it is conceivable that financial restrictions will always limit the country’s levels of international RS&T cooperation. Concerning the scale of EU-led research, it is simply not possible for New Zealand researchers to engage in all areas of national priority. Consequently, chapter five outlined Lynne Hunter’s recommendations regarding the necessity for smaller third-countries to be particularly targeted in their engagement with the EU. MoRST and the New Zealand research community should therefore work towards facilitating better harmonisation between domestic funding systems available for international RS&T involvement and EU Framework Programme calls that reflect the country’s research priorities. Furthermore, it is necessary to better communicate the intangible benefits, as

\[714\] Hunter, interview.
opposed to potential financial gain, provided by Framework Programme participation to the New Zealand research community. Stanley stated, for example, that some researchers become more preoccupied with securing funds for collaboration and lose sight of the importance of collaboration itself.  

New Zealand’s ability to promote its excellence in niche fields of research has proved valuable in increasing the country’s initial level of visibility within the EU. Given its intensive focus on primary industry, it is predicted that complementary research in this area will continue to constitute a major national priority for New Zealand in the years to come. However, in 2008, New Zealand’s levels of participation within RS&T have substantially intensified, suggesting that the country has succeeded in enhancing its visibility as a potential research partner for Europe. In planning for the future of New Zealand-EU RS&T collaboration, MoRST should begin to look beyond its focus on niche capabilities and expand upon the research fields in which domestic researchers currently engage.

Christine Cheyne states that limited resources naturally require determining niche and priority areas for collaboration. However, she identifies the potential danger of solely relying on these areas in international collaboration:

“...their success is so intimately connected with New Zealand’s ‘clean green’ brand. If that’s damaged in any way – the way that, say, farming, health and food in Britain was damaged by the mad cow disease scare – if anything would happen that undermines or discredits our food industry, then we may really be on the ‘outer’.”

---

715 Stanley, telephone conversation.
716 Cheyne, interview.
Now, more than ever, New Zealand’s expertise in particular fields is visible within Europe. Consequently, MoRST should begin to work towards “spreading the risk”\textsuperscript{717} with regard to the expansion of research priorities and capabilities. Cheyne, for example, identifies areas such as public management, sustainability, energy and renewable energy as other domestic strengths ripe for promotion. Additionally, with reference to Framework Programme opportunities in social-science research, Cheyne states that New Zealand’s local and central governmental reforms have been of world class standard and are of international interest and significance.\textsuperscript{718} In particular, the investigation of PLUS in chapter six provides a good example of the existence of alternative areas of research available for collaboration.

Finally, the research findings overwhelmingly emphasised the vital role of personal linkages in facilitating and enhancing RS&T collaboration with Europe. The development of macro-level initiatives, such as FRENZ, the Marie Curie Fellowships and the COST and IRSES mobility schemes are all valuable tools in enhancing New Zealand access to European research. However, the research has demonstrated that personal contacts still provide the most valuable resource in enhancing international RS&T collaboration. Consequently, ‘informal’ mechanisms must not be marginalised by the increasing level of ‘official’ interaction. In addition to MoRST’s current focus on forging new links in selected priority areas, the Ministry also needs to look more closely at working with existing collaborations across a wider range of research fields.\textsuperscript{719}

\textit{7.4 Limitations and further research}

\textsuperscript{717} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{718} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{719} Ibid.
The contemporary nature of the research focus constitutes the major limitation placed upon this thesis. As previously outlined, although official relations between New Zealand and the EU in RS&T began in 1991, the partnership only began to truly develop post-2004. Close to the completion of the thesis, the two parties ‘upgraded’ their existing STC Arrangement to an Agreement. This legally binding Agreement, providing for annual Joint Science and Technology Cooperation Committee (JSTCC) meetings, will thus influence, and hopefully enhance, New Zealand-EU relations in this field. Consequently, this development provides room for further research to be undertaken concerning the impact that the STC Agreement will have upon the New Zealand-EU RS&T partnership.

During the research process, negotiations concerning the creation of new initiatives to enhance New Zealand-EU RS&T were taking place. The expansion of FRENZ, the COST and IRSES mobility schemes and the development of coordinated project calls all constitute impending joint ventures that the dissertation has been unable to account for. These developments will naturally have an impact on the character of New Zealand-EU RS&T relations. Investigation of the partnership, following the implementation of these initiatives, would prove valuable in assessing the continued transformation of the New Zealand-EU relationship.

Taking into account New Zealand’s enhanced visibility in EU-driven RS&T, the thesis touched upon the potential to expand the focus of New Zealand’s research priorities. Although the dissertation explored PLUS, a social-science Framework Programme project, restrictions on time, the number of case-studies that could be feasibly conducted and the scarcity of other examples of such collaboration have meant that this field of research was not addressed in extensive detail. It is predicted that the continued
development of the New Zealand-EU RS&T relationship will enable increased participation in such areas and, consequently, it would be of interest to further explore this developing capability.

The normative nature of the EU was identified as an effective way in which to understand the Union’s activities in the broader field of RS&T. Further research could thus be undertaken in applying the established framework to other fields of EU external relations, such as environmental policy. Additionally, the theoretical framework could be applied at the micro-level, by adopting a particular field of collaborative research to focus on. Given New Zealand and EU priorities and competencies in the area, an investigation of the cooperative opportunities in the fields of environment and climate change could thus constitute an interesting case-study.

In working to address the initial gap in literature regarding RS&T cooperation between New Zealand and the EU, this dissertation ultimately aims to enhance the collective understanding of the specific nature of the relationship. In turn, concerning the increasingly important role RS&T is set to play in a world dominated by knowledge-based economies, it is hoped that the content will provide a valuable contribution to future research undertaken in this field.
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Subsection V - Research and technological development

ARTICLE 24
A Title VI shall be added to Part Three of the EEC Treaty reading as follows:

'TITLE VI

Research and technological development

ARTICLE 130f

1. The Community’s aim shall be to strengthen the scientific and technological basis of European industry and to encourage it to become more competitive at international level.
2. In order to achieve this, it shall encourage undertakings including small and medium-sized undertakings, research centres and universities in their research and technological development activities; it shall support their efforts to co-operate with one another, aiming notably at enabling undertakings to exploit the Community’s internal market potential to the full, in particular through the opening up of national public contracts, the definition of common standards and the removal of legal and fiscal barriers to that cooperation.
3. In the achievement of these aims, special account shall be taken of the connection between the common research and technological development effort, the establishment of the internal market and the implementation of common policies, particularly as regards competition and trade.
ARTICLE 130g
In pursuing these objectives the Community shall carry out the following activities, complementing the activities carried out in the Member States:

(a) implementation of research, technological development and demonstration programmes, by promoting co-operation with undertakings, research centres and universities;
(b) promotion of co-operation in the field of Community research, technological development and demonstration with third countries and international organizations;
(c) dissemination and optimisation of the results of activities in Community research, technological development and demonstration;
(d) stimulation of the training and mobility of researchers in the Community.

ARTICLE 130h
Member States shall, in liaison with the Commission, co-ordinate among themselves the policies and programmes carried out at national level. In close contact with the Member States, the Commission may take any useful initiative to promote such coordination.

ARTICLE 130i
1. The Community shall adopt a multi-annual framework programme setting out all its activities. The framework programme shall lay down the scientific and technical objectives, define their respective priorities, set out the main lines of the activities envisaged and fix the amount necessary, the detailed rules for financial participation by the Community in the programme as a whole and the breakdown of this amount between the various activities envisaged.
2. The framework programme maybe adapted or supplemented, as the situation changes.

ARTICLE 130k
The framework programme shall be implemented through specific programmes developed within each activity. Each specific programme shall define the detailed rules for implementing it, fix its duration and provide for the means deemed necessary. The Council shall define the detailed arrangements for the dissemination of knowledge resulting from the specific programmes.

ARTICLE 130l
In implementing the multi-annual framework programme, supplementary programmes may be decided on involving the participation of certain Member States only, which shall finance them subject to possible Community participation. The Council shall adopt the rules applicable to supplementary programmes, particularly as regards the dissemination of knowledge and the access of other Member States.

ARTICLE 130m
In implementing the multi-annual framework programme, the Community may make provisions, with the agreement of the Member States concerned, for participation in
research and development programmes undertaken by several Member States, including participation in the structures created for the execution of those programmes.

ARTICLE 130n
In implementing the multi-annual framework programme, the Community may make provision for co-operation in Community research, technological development and demonstration with third countries or international organizations. The detailed arrangements for such co-operation may be the subject of international agreements between the Community and the third parties concerned which shall be negotiated and concluded in accordance with Article 228.

ARTICLE 130o
The Community may set up joint undertakings or any other structure necessary for the efficient execution of programmes of Community research, technological development and demonstration.

ARTICLE 130p

1. The detailed arrangements for financing each programme, including any Community contribution, shall be established at the time of the adoption of the programme.
2. The amount of the Community’s annual contribution shall be laid down under the budgetary procedure, without prejudice to other possible methods of Community financing. The estimated cost of the specific programmes must not in aggregate exceed the financial provision in the framework programme.

ARTICLE 130q

1. The Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, adopt the provisions referred to in Articles 130i and 130o.
2. The Council shall, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, after consulting the Economic and Social Committee, and in co-operation with the European Parliament, adopt the provisions referred to in Articles 130k, 130l, 130m, 130n and 130p(1). The adoption of these supplementary programmes shall also require the agreement of the Member States concerned.’

Subsection VI - Environment

ARTICLE 25
A Title VII shall be added to Part Three of the EEC Treaty reading as follows:

‘TITLE VII

Environment
ARTICLE 130r

1. Action by the Community relating to the environment shall have the following objectives:
   - to preserve, protect and improve the quality of the environment;
   - to contribute towards protecting human health;
   - to ensure a prudent and rational utilization of natural resources.

2. Action by the Community relating to the environment shall be based on the principles that preventive action should be taken, that environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at source, and that the polluter should pay. Environmental protection requirements shall be a component of the Community’s other policies.

3. In preparing its action relating to the environment, the Community shall take account of:
   - available scientific and technical data;
   - environmental conditions in the various regions of the Community,
   - the potential benefits and costs of action or of lack of action;
   - the economic and social development of the Community as a whole and the balanced development of its regions.

4. The Community shall take action relating to the environment to the extent to which the objectives referred to in paragraph 1 can be attained better at Community level than at the level of the individual Member States. Without prejudice to certain measures of a Community nature, the Member States shall finance and implement the other measures.

5. Within their respective spheres of competence, the Community and the Member States shall co-operate with third countries and with the relevant international organizations. The arrangements for Community co-operation may be the subject of agreements between the Community and the third parties concerned, which shall be negotiated and concluded in accordance with Article 228. The previous paragraph shall be without prejudice to Member States’ competence to negotiate in international bodies and to conclude international agreements.

ARTICLE 130s

The Council, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, shall decide what action is to be taken by the Community. The Council shall, under the conditions laid down in the preceding subparagraph, define those matters on which decisions are to be taken by a qualified majority.

ARTICLE 130t

The protective measures adopted, in common pursuant to Article 130s shall not prevent any Member State from maintaining or introducing more stringent protective measures compatible with this Treaty.'
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
AND THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW ZEALAND
FOR COOPERATION
IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The Commission of the European Communities and the Government of New Zealand have come to the following arrangement:

1. The Commission of the European Communities and the Government of New Zealand will cooperate in fields of science and technology of mutual interest.

2. The fields identified for cooperation will include, but are not limited to:
   a. Agriculture
   b. Biomass
   c. Biotechnology
   d. Environment
   e. Forestry
   f. Renewable energies
   g. Telecommunications and information technologies.

3. The parties will initiate cooperation by the exchange of information arising from research in New Zealand and the European Communities in the above fields. Such information will be limited to that which the Parties have the authority to disclose. Cooperation will cover the categories outlined in item 2 and will be carried out by means of:
   a. the exchange of publications and of research results, including where applicable, mutual access to data bases and information networks;
   b. the exchange of experts;
   c. seminars, symposia and technical workshops;
   d. visits to research laboratories and centres.

4. The activities carried out under this Arrangement will depend on funds and personnel available to each Party. Each Party will bear the costs of its own participants in cooperative activities under this Arrangement.

5. Representatives of both Parties will, at mutually acceptable intervals, review the progress of activities conducted under this Arrangement and exchange information on planned activities, and programmes in science and technology.

6. This arrangement will come into effect at the time of signature. It does not create obligations binding under international law.
Signed in duplicate at Wellington this 17th of May, 1991.
(Sir Leon Brittan)
FOR THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

(Don McKinnon)
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW ZEALAND.
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MoRST’s International Linkages Strategy

Our mission is to benefit New Zealand by fostering stronger connections between our research community and the rest of the world.

New Zealand’s RS&T sector - a need for growth

New Zealand’s research, science and technology (RS&T) sector has a significant role to play in the country’s future wellbeing. A strong and vibrant RS&T sector will be critical towards New Zealand being able to meet the economic, environmental and social needs of its citizens.

In areas such as biotechnology, environmental science and certain kinds of information and computer technology, New Zealand has already carved a respected niche for itself. Even so, less than 0.2% of the world’s RS&T activity occurs in New Zealand, and private sector investment in RS&T remains weak.

However, we know that New Zealand is a source of world class RS&T and while our researchers are well connected internationally our bilateral relationships could contribute more. Those same researchers are constrained by the amount of funding available to them for international scientific collaborations, particularly where co-investment is required. Until recently, the importance of international links in research has not been appropriately recognised in our government-funded RS&T programmes.

One way to grow New Zealand’s RS&T sector is through international scientific collaborations that result in access to specialist expertise, high-cost research facilities, new technology and new sources of investment. Good relationships at the researcher level have been shown to be a major, but not the only, factor in successful international scientific collaboration.

A plan for growth - MoRST's International Linkages Strategy

To encourage beneficial relationships, the Ministry of Research, Science and Technology (MoRST), the agency charged with developing science and technology policy for the New Zealand government, has developed an International Linkages Strategy. MoRST’s strategy is designed to:

- Facilitate connections between New Zealand science and technology researchers and their international colleagues that result in increased levels of R&D co-investment, innovation, technology transfer and capability enhancement.
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- Improve cooperation and coordination among different Government agencies regarding the promotion of New Zealand’s RS&T sector overseas.
- Ensure we effectively meet our obligations in multilateral forums such as APEC and the OECD.

Inside this document you will find more detail about MoRST’s International Linkages Strategy, some examples of how MoRST is encouraging international science and technology linkages, and contact details if you wish to discuss any aspect of the Strategy with MoRST’s International Linkages Team.

Making the Connection – MoRST’s International Linkages Strategy

MoRST’s International Linkages Strategy is a wide-ranging, integrated plan designed to enhance New Zealand’s global connectedness in the field of RS&T and help foster the generation of ideas, innovations and investment. The strategy focuses on three broad areas:

1. Managing New Zealand’s international RS&T relationships
   If New Zealand is to grow the number and size of its international scientific and technical collaborations, it has to actively manage its international RS&T relationships, both bilaterally and multilaterally, with RS&T fora in organisations such as APEC and the OECD.

   Bilateral (country-to-country) relationships

   In order to focus its resources on countries with significant potential for RS&T collaboration, MoRST has developed a country assessment system. Assessment criteria include: complementarity (the extent to which a country’s RS&T interests align with those of New Zealand), sector preference (the level of support among New Zealand’s RS&T community for a closer relationship with a particular country), co-investment potential (a country’s capacity to co-invest in joint projects, either in New Zealand or elsewhere), general foreign policy and trade significance, and receptiveness (the extent to which a country is willing/able to enter into successful RS&T collaborations).

   Countries on which the Ministry will focus its work are prioritised under three categories:
   - Focus – relationships with countries possessing technological leadership and well established research links with New Zealand. These include Australia, the USA, Germany and United Kingdom. The EU, which has 25 Member States, is also regarded as a bilateral partner.
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• Strategic - countries with emerging technologies, potential for expanded S&T links with New Zealand, and where New Zealand is able to bring complementary capabilities to research collaboration. These include China, Japan, Korea, France and Canada.
• National Priority – where the rationale for bilateral investment or cooperation in RS&T is based on contributing towards New Zealand’s wider national strategic goals. Singapore and Chile are included in this category.

MoRST initiatives to encourage collaboration between New Zealand and international researchers in countries assessed as significant include:

• Providing funding and logistical support for Ministerial led and other science missions.
• Funding to help researchers meet and engage in pre-project planning.
• Dedicated science and technology (S&T) Counsellors in the EU and USA, and New Zealand based S&T coordinators covering Japan and Germany.
• Monitoring other countries’ policy initiatives, where these affect New Zealand’s RS&T sector, primarily through Counsellors, diplomatic posts, media sources and multilateral fora.
• Effectively using existing bilateral S&T agreements and arrangements.

Implementing detailed relationship management plans for focus and strategic countries.

Multilateral (international forum) relationships

Two key multilateral fora, in terms of growing New Zealand’s international RS&T collaboration, are the Industrial Science and Technology Working Group of APEC and the OECD (Industrial Science and Technology Directorate and its various committees and working groups). We take an active role in both organisations. New Zealand’s hosting of the 4th APEC Ministerial Meeting on Regional S&T Cooperation in March 2004 and associated events (Innovation showcase, APEC R&D Leaders’ Forum) provided the country with a unique opportunity to raise its RS&T profile internationally. It also provided MoRST with the opportunity to develop its bilateral relationships with APEC economies as well as regional S&T policy agendas based on shared issues.

New Zealand’s membership of the OECD is a highly cost-effective means of achieving international recognition of the country’s RS&T sector, and provides access to leading policy thinking in the field. In order to extract maximum benefit from New Zealand’s OECD membership, MoRST plans to:

• Review its past engagement with the OECD, with an eye to effecting improvements where required.
• Have more active dialogue with Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT) and other Government departments Ministry of Economic Development (MED), Ministry of Agriculture (MAF), Ministry of Education (MinEdu), Ministry of Health (MoH) over OECD issues and representation.
• Develop alliances with APEC economies that are also members of the OECD.
• If possible involve the EU S&T Counsellor in OECD fora and the work of New Zealand’s permanent delegation to the OECD.

**International RS&T linkages**

Under the International Linkages Strategy, MoRST is working to create an environment that encourages international science and technology collaborations. Here are several examples of where the Strategy will be placing particular emphasis:

**Germany**

Germany is one of New Zealand’s most important RS&T partners. 14% of NZ researchers reported working with a German colleague in a 2002 survey, and there is particularly strong collaboration in research fields such as climate change, new materials and nanosciences which are of crucial importance to this country.

We will, over the next couple of years, strengthen links with the Max Planck Institutes and look to develop linkages with the Fraunhofer Institutes. We also want to re-focus government-level actions under the 1977 NZ/Germany STC Agreement towards science areas of mutual strategic importance.

Future visits to Germany by our STC Agreement Co-ordinator will focus on strengthening relationships with key German officials in policy, funding and research organisations, as well as building opportunities in the technology/industrial application fields.

**The European Union**

Nearly 50% of non-military global research is already undertaken in EU member States, (principally in the UK, Germany and France) and the EU is set to play an increasingly significant role in shaping the RS&T activities of those countries when the 7th Research Framework Programme takes effect in 2007. The International Linkages Strategy focuses on strengthening NZ engagement with the Framework Programme both at a researcher-researcher and more formal official level.

The principal focus of the work of MoRST’s Brussels-based S&T Counsellor over 2005-07 will be to maximise New Zealand engagement with, and benefit from, FP7. We expect to establish a joint action plan with the EC’s Research Directorate-General in early 2005 to identify and promote collaborative opportunities for New Zealand and EU researchers.

**Australia**

Australia is a major RS&T partner for New Zealand, with over 20% of New Zealand researchers maintaining links with Australian colleagues.
Recent developments include signing bilateral biotechnology arrangements between New Zealand and three State Governments; New Zealand establishing $12 million trans-Tasman Biotechnology Fund, and New Zealand agreeing in principle to invest A$5 million in the Australian Synchrotron located in Victoria.

MoRST focuses on strengthening policy links both with federal and state government agencies in Australia. Our immediate future focus will include:

- facilitating a more active New Zealand role in the A/NZ Biotech Alliance;
- hosting the 2005 trans-Tasman inter-agency talks in New Zealand;
- evaluating the reciprocity of trans-Tasman RS&T funding regimes.

United States

The United States is New Zealand's largest RS&T partner, with some 40% of New Zealand researchers having links with US counterparts. In a major initiative, MoRST deployed its first S&T Counsellor to Washington DC in December 2004. The role of the Counsellor will be to:

- Facilitate contacts between New Zealand and US researchers.
- Ensure the New Zealand research community has a better understanding and utility of highly complex and diverse US research funding programmes.
- Help improve access to US research infrastructure.
- Maximise bilateral collaborative opportunities through improved two way information flows.

North Asia

In August 2004 a science delegation led by former science Minister Pete Hodgson visited China, Korea and Japan. Sectoral expertise in the mission included ICT, lifesciences including biotechnology, agritechnology, nanotechnology and environmental science. The mission was very successful and significant opportunities were identified for follow-up.

New Zealand’s RS&T relationship with China has gathered impetus following the signing of an updated bilateral S&T agreement during President Hu Jintao’s visit to New Zealand in October 2003. There are substantive links between New Zealand researchers and their Chinese counterparts. MoRST will take a stronger role in supporting and developing this relationship further.

New Zealand's research links with Japan are the best developed and established in the North Asia region. The relationship was given a boost with the appointment of a New Zealand based S&T Coordinator in 2002. MoRST is currently exploring the possibility of a bilateral science arrangement with a major science agency in Japan.
Promising opportunities exist also for closer RS&T links with Korea. South Korea’s significant investment in basic research, including life sciences and ICT, and its expertise in commercialising new technologies make it a potentially ideal research partner for New Zealand. There has been significant inbound and outbound mission activity in the past two years which should aid in the development of closer research links.

2. Fine-tuning New Zealand’s RS&T funding practices
The way New Zealand organises its RS&T funding practices is crucial to encouraging international science and technology collaborations. New Zealand operates an openly contestable, politically neutral approach to research funding. This has helped make our research sector cost effective and flexible. However it can inhibit development of links with countries where a greater level of government direction and control is exerted over collaborative science funding. In addition, our comparatively limited capacity and our practice of investing on a portfolio basis over quite long periods can constrain the funding system’s responsiveness to international joint research opportunities.

Future interventions will focus on developing a capacity for the New Zealand RS&T community to respond quickly to international RS&T policy developments and collaborative opportunities. Some improvement will result from the International Investment Opportunities Fund which was launched in 2004. The ISAT Linkages Fund offers another, albeit relatively modest, mechanism for funding in support of collaborative RS&T opportunities, particularly with ‘Focus’ and ‘Strategic’ designated countries.

3. Integrating the promotion of New Zealand’s RS&T overseas
If New Zealand is to promote its RS&T sector successfully in the international arena, it is vital that the country’s various Government agencies, both on- and off-shore, work together. MoRST recognises the importance of the “whole of Government” approach, and collaborates with MFAT, New Zealand Trade and Enterprise (NZTE) and other agencies to position New Zealand as a source of world-class RS&T.

The relatively small size of New Zealand’s public sector and its flexibility is advantageous to establishing cross government alliances. MoRST participates in a number of specialist interdepartmental consultative fora including Growth and Innovation Framework (GIF) global connectedness working groups and an APEC interagency cluster group.

MFAT and NZTE posts offshore work closely with MoRST in the provision of services which include:

- Identifying suitable science media and other contacts for inward fact finding missions to New Zealand.
- Facilitating New Zealand participation in international science and technology expos and fairs.
• Facilitating New Zealand science missions offshore.
• Representational activities on MoRST’s behalf.
• Coordinating New Zealand expatriate organisations overseas to support visits and promotional activities.

Analysing emerging RS&T policies and trends of relevance and interest to New Zealand.

Making the Connection – Contacts

If you’d like to know more about MoRST’s International Linkages Strategy as it applies to particular countries or international fora, please contact one of MoRST’s desk officers in the International Linkages team:

North and South East Asia  Felicity Merrington
                           felicity.merrington@morst.govt.nz
Australia, APEC, OECD    Mark Holman
                           mark.holman@morst.govt.nz
France, Germany, EU      Rick Petersen
                           rick.petersen@morst.govt.nz
North and South America  international@morst.govt.nz
UK, International Science and Technology Linkages Fund (ISAT), Amanda Tomlinson
                           amanda.tomlinson@morst.govt.nz
Special Projects

If you wish to discuss any aspect of collaborative work with science researchers in Europe, the United States, Germany or Japan, please contact one of MoRST’s country-specific S&T Counsellors and Coordinators:

European Union  Melae Langbein, Counsellor
                (via Rick Petersen)
United States   Dr Brian Young
                (via international@morst.govt.nz)
Germany        Dr Werner Friedrich
                werner.friedrich@morst.govt.nz
Japan          Dr Kyoko Koishi
                kyoko.koishi@morst.govt.nz
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Sample Case-Study Interview Plan

Participant.
Jill Stanley, HortResearch’s business leader for Europe and member of the company’s research team participating within the EU ISAFRUIT project.

Approach
Key-informant, semi-structured interview with open-ended questions.

Introduction
Gina Deerness-Plesner, Masters Candidate
National Centre for Research on Europe
University of Canterbury
Private Bag 4800
Christchurch, NEW ZEALAND
tel: 64 3 364 2987 ext. 4938
fax: 64 3 364 2634
e-mail: gep29@student.canterbury.ac.nz
website: www.europe.canterbury.ac.nz

Explanation of Study
The thesis focuses on the New Zealand-European relationship in the field of research, science and technology (RS&T). More specifically, the question to be researched is as follows:

In 1991, a Science and Technology Cooperation (STC) Arrangement was formed between the European Union and New Zealand. However, in 2006, much scope exists to develop this relationship further. Is a future EU-New Zealand relationship in the field of RS&T both feasible and appropriate and, if so, how can New Zealand raise its profile within the EU to become an important partner in joint research enterprises?

Purpose
Jill Stanley has been chosen as the key-informant for this interview due to her involvement within the EU-led ISAFRUIT project. The content of the interview shall therefore focus on ISAFRUIT as a case study for New Zealand-EU cooperation in RS&T, looking at what such a collaborative project tells of EU motivations, the New Zealand response and, ultimately, how the project informs the research question overall.

Focus Questions
1. HortResearch was brought into the ISAFRUIT project thanks to existing linkages with European RS&T players. Could you please explain in more detail as to how HortResearch became involved in ISAFRUIT?
2. In involving HortResearch/New Zealand researchers in such an initiative, what do you think this says about EU motivations as a global RS&T player?
3. What is your/HortResearch’s specific role within ISAFRUIT?
4. ISAFRUIT’s stated goal is to increase fruit consumption and improve the health of the European community. What does HortResearch/New Zealand have to gain from this collaboration?
5. How is HortResearch funding its participation in ISAFRUIT?
6. Has ISAFRUIT been effective in enhancing HortResearch’s profile as a desirable RS&T partner within the EU?
7. At this stage, has ISAFRUIT produced any spin-off benefits for NZ-EU RS&T collaboration?
8. Do you, as a researcher, consider the EU as an important RS&T player with which NZ should engage?
9. As a researcher from a non-associated third country, do you consider the Framework Programmes difficult to access? Can you identify any particular collaborative bottlenecks?
10. Given how HortResearch’s involvement in ISAFRUIT was initiated, how important do you consider personal linkages in gaining access to EU research projects?
11. How would you like to see MoRST/the New Zealand government respond to the internationalisation of the EU’s RS&T activities?